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INVITED PAPERS

SPACE SHUTTLE LOADS AND DYNAMICS

SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE (SSME)

POGO TESTING AND RESULTS

J. R. Fenwick

Rockwell International, Rocketdyne Division

Canoga Park, California

and

J. H. Jones an4 R. E. Jewe!l

Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville, Alabama

To effectively assess the Pogo stability of the Space

Shuttle vehicle, it was necessary to characterize the

structural, propellant, and propulsion dynamics sub-

systems. Extensive analyses and comprehensive test-

ing programs were established early in the project as

an imDlementation of management philosophy of Pogo

prevention for Space Shuttle. This paper will dis-

cuss the role of the Space Shuttle _ain Engine (SSMF)

in the Pogo prevention plaDs, compare the results ob-

tained from engine ground testing with analysis, and

present measured data from STS-I flight.

INTRODUCTION

Pogo has become one of the classical

problems of structural dynamics and can

be ranked along with flutter and the

Tacoma Narrows Bridge as a textbook de-

monstration of fluid coupled structural

instability. The basic Pogo loop in-

volves resonant tuning of the vehicle

structure with the propellant feed sys-

tem with positive feedback through the

rocket engine. The block diagram shown

in Figure I indicates the interconnection

of the ma_or subsystems. Variations in

thrust, AF, at the structural resonance

force is the greater (the thrust), the

engine acts as negative damping and for

large values can become greater than the

inherent damping of the _tructure and

feed system causing divergent o_cilla-

tions. In terms of the model given in

Figure I, if the first "term is greater

than the area, As, the net result is

positive and this re-on.Forces oscilla-

tion; however if the first Term is less

than the area, As, the net result is

negative and this dampens oscillations.

The second partial in Figure 1 is

a measure of the engine gain; i.e. com-

cause barge velocity variations, AV, w_ch bustion chamber pressure, Pc, to engine

are in phase with the thrust. Tuning inlet pressure, Poe. Consequently, with

the propellant feedline system to the

structural frequency results in engine

inlet pressure oscillations, APQs, which
are in phase with velocity varlations.

The engine produces two effects, it acts

as a blockage to the flow resulting in a

downward force at the engine inlet while

any fluid entering the engine is burned

in the thrust chamber generating an up-

ward thrust. Assuming negligible phase

shift through the engine, it is obvious

that if the downward force exerted _,y the

pressure, Pos, iS greater than the upward

forc% the net effect of The engine is

That of a damper since the net engine

force opposes velocity, If the upward

this simple model, a value of allowable

engine gain for neutral or inherently

stabilizing engine forces can be written

as:

9F

_Pc/_Ps ! Asl_--_

Allowable gain for engines used in

several vehicles which displayed Pogo

are shown in Figure 2. Because of the

high pressure design of the SSME, an

engine _ain three to fou_ times that of

previous engines could be tolerated with-

out instability. Typical engine gains

are from 0.2 to 0.5 except when the

engine inlet net positive suction head



(NPSH)is so low that additional gain
is producedthrough cyclic cavitation
of the turbopumps.

SIGNIFICANCEIN MANNEDFLIGHT

In normal trajectories, structural
modesincrease in frequencywhile the
frequencyof propellant modesvary with
engine inlet pressure level.and tend to

decrease with flight time. When tuned

conditions and feedback result in an

instability, divergent oscillations

occur. The oscillations are a maximum

when detuning results in neutral stabi-

lity. Further detuning results in con-

vergence. The envelope of an accelero-

meter from the second unmanned flight of

Saturn V is shown in Figure 3 where

closed loop damping is inferred from

AF

the envelope

1,g

GAIN _

o.4_ i

Payloads are often designed to in-

clude a tolerance to Pogo when the ve-

hicle has established a consistent am-

plitude and frequency over many flights.

When the payload includes man, however,

the only solution is to avoid Pogo.

Figure 4 shows the results of vibration

tests of the crew which had been chosen

for the first manned Saturn V. Based

on these tests and previous studies con-

ducted during the Gemini program a limit

of +_G was established for manned f_g_s.

Sin_e instability amplitudes are not as

predictable as instability itself, the

Space Shuttle Program included testing

and analysis plans to prevent Pogo.

1,0

0.2

a.,

• \
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ENGINE SUPPORT TO POGO PREVENTION SUPPRESSOR CONCEPT SELECTION

In the SSME (Space Shuttle Main

Engine) proposal phase, dynamic testing

of the engine system was included which

would produce engine transfer functions

of sufficient quality to allow valid ve-

hicle stability studies. Immediately

after contract awards the Pogo Integra-

tion Panel was formed and a Pogo preven-

tion plan was formu!ated. It was as_ume_

That an engine mounted Pogo suppreSso_

would be required and, with rough esti-

mates supplied by the vehicle contractor,

Rocketdyne began generating suppressor

concepts.

The Titan-Gemini vehicle propelled

by sioreabies used a precharged nitrogen

standpipe on the o×idizer system and a

spring loaded piston on the fuel side.

The first and second stages of the Saturn

V had cryogenic propellants and the

suppressor designs amounted to helium

filled accumulators with a small continu-

al gas bleed into the propellant system.

Since the SSHE vehicle interface is the

inlet flange of the LPOTP (Low Pressure

Oxygen Turbopump), an engine mounted

suppressor must operate downstream of

the LPOTP at a pressure level of about

5C0 psi with severe pressure transients

at stari and cutoff. Four candidate

systems were chosen for further study.

A helium cha_ged accumulator was

initially considered due to the success

on Saturn V. _ile initial charging

could be satisfied, engine cutoff would

result in release of helium to the HPOTP

with gross cavitation and pump overspeed.

Venting and level control were not feasi-

ble. Bellows with low sprfng rate and

structural stability could not be de-

signed in the available volume (Figure

5). A plug valve at the suppressor

throat added significant weight and

oDerational complexity. No desirable

helium system was found.

An accumulator, mounted remotely

where more volume was available, was

assessed. The inertia of the fluid

column was so large that the frequency

range and suppression capability was

very limited.

As a spin-off from an LeRC (Lewis Re-

search Center) contract, an active Pogo

contract was designed. Essentially The

control sensed vehicle velocity and used

it to drive a piston mounted in a tee at

the pump inlet as in Figure 6 and 7. As

the aft end of the vehicle moves forward_

the piston moved outward. Since fluid

compression at the pump inlet is pre-

vented, no significant pressure oscilla- .

tions ape generated due to structural
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motion and the engine feedback gain is

reduced• Tests and MSFt analysis in-

dicated significant pressure attenuation

in the low frequency range. The most

significant problem was design of a fil-

ter to attenuate pulser motion at higher

frequencies while providing less than 9_

phase error through the control loop.

This problem is identical to that of

active dampers in large structures.

While the problems of a wider bandwidth

hydraulic servovalve and an adequate

filter were being worked, meetings with

the vehicle contractor indicated that

any additional hydraulic requirement

would be assessed a I000 ib weight pena_

ty since the hydraulics capability of

the vehicle was already at its limit,

The active suppressor actively was cur-
tailed.

The fourth concept was an accumula-

tor for the liquid oxygen system using

hot gaseous oxygen, This supply was

available from an engine heat exchanger

which supplies pressurant for the ex-

ternal tank. The major potential pro-

blem was ullage stability due to heat
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and mass transfer across the free gas-

liquid interface. This problem involved

the effects of sloshing, circulation of

the liquid below the interface and the

design of a good diffuser. The origin_

concept is shown in Figure 8.

The suppressor systems design is

shown in Figure g. The accumulator is

helium charged during engine start to

about 2/3 its ullage capability. The

charging valve is then shuttled to

allow flow of hot oxygen gas (GOX),

cutting off the helium flow. Ullage

level is controlled by a tube with bleed

holes at the desired interface level.

The mixed gas-liquid bleed flow re-

circulates into the propellant system

about 15 ft. upstream of the LPOTP. At

cutoff most of the gas vents through the

level control. A small amount may enter

the main duct but is collapsed by the

flow in the main duct. Latem du_ing
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engine testing it was found that a surge

at engine cutoff could collapse the cavi-

Ty sending a sharp water-hammer wave in-

to the propellant system. A small a-

mount of helium is now added during the

cutoff sequence to eiiminite the surge.

This suppressor was chosen for the

engine baseline primarily for its light

weight (60 ib/engine) and simplicity of

operation. The actual Pogo suppression

system installation is shown in Figure

i0.

Initial tests using low liquid flow

rates and gaseous nitrogen were run to

verify the level control concept and

the stability of a liquid-gas interface.

A plastic accumulator was also run with

gaseous nitrogen and water to evaluate

baffle requirements to ginimize sloshi_.

(771;; :T_ ,

APPROACH _0 MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND

VERIFICATION

A schematic of the SSME is shown in

Figure II. The interface is at the in-

let to the low pressure pumps. Fre-

quency dependent equations representing

the engines are required for the large

vehicle stability models. At a mini-

mum, transfer fhn-c%ions are required for

the engine inlet impedance (AP 0 / A._1)

and The thrust transfer function (AF/AP_.
A detailed linear model of the engine

was formulated for frequency domain solu-

tign with input interfaces at both the

fuel and oxidizer low pressure pump in-

let flanges. A schematic of this model

is contained in Figure 12

While only transfer functions con-

necting the interfaces are required,

simpler transfer functions breaking the

SSME into three subsystems were more

desirable; Interfaces were chosen at

the low pressure fuel ahd oxidizer pump

inlet, the inlet to high pressure

oxidizer pump and the suppressor tap-off

point. The subsystems then were the

LPOTP - oxidizer interDum p duct, the

suppressor and the powerhead. The

powerhead includes the closed loop con-

trol system, preburners and thrust

chamber and the complete fuel system to

the vehicle-engine interface. Split-

ting the engine into subsystems followed

the plan of subsystem testing and veri-

fication. Further, vehicle stability

models are quite complicated and sub-

systems which can be described with low

order frequency dependent polynomials

are preferred to a few high order poly-

nomials.

The initial analysis of fuel system

interaction indicated that due to the

low density of liquid hydrogen, the

vehicle geometry and the engine mixture

ratio, the contribution of the fuel sys-

tem to Pogo was very small. The effect

-of the fuel system feedback was actually

less than the predicted error band of

the oxidizer system and was not required

in initial analysis. These effects how-

ever were available for final vehicle

verification studies.

While the engine model was quite de-

tailed, coefficients associated with

pump cavitation and suppressor dynamics

could only be estimated.
z

FIG. i0 - POGO SUPPRESSION SYSTEM INSTALLATION
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PULSING SYSTEM

The models did allow vehicle stability

studies to proceed by the use of liberal

tolerances on the estimated coefficients.

The engine models also allowed early pre-

test simulation of engine testing on

the various test stands so that testing

methods and hardware could be designed.

TEST METHOD DEVELOPMENT

The plan was to sinusoidally ex-

cite the oxidizer feed system over the

1½ to 50 Hz range. The transmission of

the disturbance would then be measured

at the LPOTP inlet and outlet, HPOTP

inlet and in main chamber pressure, Fig.

13. It was also planned to develop 4-

terminal transfer functions for the LPOTP

which could be compared with work being

performed at CIT (Calif. Institute of

Technology). The engine and test stand

model was used to define the capability

of an inlet system pulser_ to provide

excitation through the engine system so

that instrumentation requirements could

be defined and to test out data reduction

methods.

Accuracy requirements _or engine

transfer functions were tentatively set

at 10 percent on amplitude and 10 de-

grees on phase. To achieve this

accuracy requires an even greater accura-

cy for the measurements used to obtain

the transfer functions. A goal of 5%

amplitude error and 5° phase error on

any measurement relative to the excita-

tion input was defined. This error in-

cludes the transducer, recording system,

spectral analyzer and inherent signal/

noise effects at the measurement point.

Assuming excitation producing i0 psi P-P

at the engine inlet (10% of steady stat_,

the Pressure fluctuations should be a-

bout i0. psi P-P (2% of SS) at the HPOTP

inlet and about 3_ psi P-P (1/10% of SS)

in chamber pressure. Flow fluctuations

should be about 1/10% of SS. AC coupled

pressure transducers (PCB) with integral

first stage amplifiers allowed a high

signal level which minimized instrumenta-

tion and recor4ing system noise. Spec-

Tral cross-correlation using the Time/

Data 1932 at Rocketdyne and Hewlett

Packard 5_51C Fourier Analyzer at MSFC

provided a very low noise method for

data processing. Remaining noise inher-

ent in the engine system became the

limit for pressure measurement accuracy.

That level was approximately C.2 psi

squared per Hertz.

Flow measurements to support evalu-

ation of 4-terminal pump transfer func-

tion definition were not accomplished.
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Several approaches were attempted, how-

ever, The best being a meter developed.

by 0NERA (Office National D'Etudes Et De

Researches Aerospatiales). The meter

had excellent accuracy and response as

shown in tests at the NASA Langley Re-

search Center and at Rockwell's Space

Systems Division. Signal/noise ratio in

the actual application to Rocketdyne tes_

ing, however, showed that it was not

applicable to SSME testing. A 1% flow

variation at 7 Hz requires nearly 70

seconds for 10% accuracy; see Figure I_.

With expected flow variations in the

range of 1/10%, the engine test time re-

quired for meaningful accuracy was pro-

hibitive. It was quite obvious that the

_-terminal-pump dynamics could not be

directly evaluated.

The system excitation device cho_n

for all Transfer function Testing was

the hydraulic servo driven piston, pulser,

shown in Figure 15. Initially the elec-

tronics were designed so that pulser

position followed input voltage but stu-

dies showed that it was preferable to use

a nearly constant flow rate excitation

over the frequency range. The electro-

nics were then changed so that for fre-

quencies from 2 to 50 Hz the flow rate

produced by the device was proportional

to the input voltage. Later, when the

device was C_dsen for use on the MPTA

(Main PrOpulsion Test Article) stroke

and velocity limiting circuits were

added for safety. With the servo driven

pulser, any excitationprofile could be _

used. The most desirable mode of test-

ing involved prerecording the profile on

FM tape and playing it into the pulser

electronics during the test. Gain of the

input signal could be adjusted during a
test.

Approximately 300 seconds is avail-

able for a single engine test. This is

limited by the size of the propellant

tanks. If one test is available to ob-

tain transfer functions for each combi-

nation of inlet pressure and engine

power level, the problem is to cover the

Tequired 2 to 4D Hz range in an
efficient and safe manner.

Simulations indicated that, with

constant bandwidth spectral processing,

a linear frequency sweep produces uni-

form power across the frequency band ex-

cept for transient lobes a% both ends of

The frequency band. Using spectral

avera_in_ techniques and startin_ each

I0
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sweep with a unique initial condition r_

sults in a very uniform power spectrum.

While a sweep does not give the accuracy

of dwell excitation at any particular

frequency, it does a good job over the

entire range. The effect of sweep rate

was then investigated by applying the

excitation to a second order sy§tem and

determining the velocity response func-

tion with the Time/Data 1932. Except

for systems with extremely small damping

the Transfer function accuracy was only

a function of accumulated test time re-

gardless of the sweep rate. It became

obvious that much of the prejudice

against the use of fast sweep techniques

was associated with its use in very

lishtly damped systems and by those
using tracking filter techniques rather

\
\

40 60 80 100

FIG. 16- TRANSIIINT .JA_I, fU,',..E_P.I,_E__:.... FOR

SWEPT SiNE EXCITATION OF A SECOND ORDER SYSTEM

Than spectral analyzers. Figure 13 is a

non-dimensional plot of The attenuation

of peak velocity obtained by fast sweep-

ing compared with the peak velocity ob-

tained from a dwell or slow sweep test.

The conclusion was that sweeps as fast

as 5 to i0 sec.,from '2 to 5 Hz could be

used in SSM_ testing.

SUBSYSTEH TESTING

Component interactions in real sys-

tems obey Murphy's first law, so, to

avoid program impacts, a major subsystem

Test facility was activated, The sub-

system was composed of an LPOTP modified

for electric motor drive, an interpump

duct and a bread-board suppressor. The

11



existing facility wasmodified as sho_m
in Figure 17 to anchor the inlet direct-
ly into the ground. Anoil fired heat
exchangerwasinstalled to provide hot
oxygenand a large decoupling accumulator
was installed do_stream of the test sys-
temorifice in the propellant return
line (Figure 18).

The first phaseof testing estab-
lished the static cavitation performance
of the LPOTPverifying its design goals.
Systemtesting under flow without the
suppressorwasnext. A fast sweeppro-
file wasused andthe noise problem
associated with flow measurementwas
recognized. Initially the problemwas
thought to be the result of bubblesin
the liquid oxygenflow streamaffecting
the ultrasonic beam. Evendwell pulsing
did not improvethe data significantly.

After the matrix of inlet pressure

and simulated power level was complete

the suppressor was installed. Initial

checkout tests resulted in a surging

condition in the system. At low helium

and liquid oxygen flows the system was

stable. Alternate diffuser designs and

use of gaseous oxygen increased the

stability range somewh_ but surging sti_

can_nued at flows corresponding to 50%

of full power level. Tests of the plas-

tic accumulator in a system using water

and gaseous nitrogen showed the problem

to be associated with high circulation

in the suppressor, leading to cyclic

flushing of the ullage. Several designs

were tried to suppress the circulation

without adding appreciable neck iner-

tance or resistance. The Z-baffle shown

in Figure 19 was chosen on the basis

of best stability and performance. Te_s

were then run over the operational range

to verify ullage stability, gaseous oxy-

gen flow'requirements and to obtain dy-

namic data to verify suppressor inertance

and compliance.

The subsystem tests, while not pro-

viding all the information desired, were

sufficient to verify the suppressor

characteristics, te evaluate compliance

and inertance values and to ensure

eompatibility with the LP0TP-interpump

duct system. The strengths and weak-

nesses of fast sweep testing were also

defined. The next step was verification

of suppressor operation in single engine

testing.

SINGLE ENGINE TESTING

The engine test program was being
conducted on test stands A-1 and A-2 at

NSTL (National Space Technology Labora-

tories) in Mississippi. Modifications to

include a pulser tee and hydraulics as

well as a level control recirculation

line were made to the facilities. Ini-

tial dynamic Tests showed rather lower

pressure response to pulsing than had

been anticipated. Ultrasonic flow meter

FIG. 17

12
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ports whichhad beenaddedearlier were
utilized and again confirmedthe flow
noise level previously found in subsys-
tem testing.

During static engine firings, an

occasional tendency for bubble collapse

at high power levels and with engine

throttling transients was noted. A1- -

though the ullage re-established, an

additional stage of baffling was added.

These are shown in Figure 20.

Before a significant amount of dy-

namic testing could be accomplished, an
additional test stand (A-3) was activa-

ted in Rocketdyne's Santa Susana Test

Facility. At that time a program de-

cision was made to dedicate all testing

at NSTL to verification firings for the

flight engines. All Pogo testing was
switched to A-3.

From the minimal dynamic tests run

at NSTL it was obvious that a combination

of fast sweep and dwell excitation was

necessary to obtain the best data over

the frequency range required. The ex-

citation profile used in this testing

is shown in Figure 21. The initial i00

sec was composed of a fast sweep from

1% to 50 to 1½ etc. with a cycle time of

15 seconds. This resulted in about six

complete sweep cycles. Following this

was 20 seconds at 4 Hz and i0 seconds

each at 5 Hz increments to 50 Hz for a

total of ii0 sec of dwell. Since tests

were normally about 300 seconds, the

first 88 seconds were used for other

test objectives i.e.; for adjusting in-

let pressure and power level and for all

AC coupled instruments to settle out.

The gain between the FM tape recor-

ded reference voltage and the pulser was

adjusted to ensure a safe but adequate

pressure oscillation at the engine inlet.

Normally this took about 2 full sweeps.

Data was then obtained at a constant

gain setting for the remainder of the

fast sweeps and through the dwell por-
tion.

Accelerometers installed at criti-

cal locations on the facility were ini-

tially monitored to prevent test stand

damage. Note that a 12" diameter feed-

line pressurized to 20 psi develops a

separating force of over a ton. With

1% structural damping, a +I0 psi

pressure oscillation can develop equiva-

lent static loads of over 50 tons peak

to peak. Since structural resonances in

the test stand did not correspond to

feed system resonant frequencies where

large oscillatory p_essu_es were genera-

ted, no serious test stand loads were

generated.

The most critical dynamic data

collected in a test included piston

input signal and pressures at the pisto_

the engine inlet (LPOP), the HPOTP inlet,

the suppressor ullage and in the main

combustion chamber pressure (see Figure

13). These data were recorded on FM

magnetic tape for spectral analysis.

The _est mitrix _as composed of

engine operation at 70% and 100% power

level with inlet pressures 0f i00 and

45 p{ia wYt_==and_tHo6t the suppressor

installed. Repeat tests were run to

provide a measure of _est to test differ-

ences and=whenever a primary measurement

was of questionable quaiity_

DATA ANALYSIS

Although strip charts provided a

quick look for d&ta quality, aii data

reduction was done using Rocketdyne's

Time/Data 1932 real-time time-series

analyzer and MSFC's 5451C Fourier Analy-

zer. Transfer functions for each

pressure relative to the input pulser

signal were computed using a 50 Hz low

pass anti-aliasing filter and ½ Hz anal_

sis bandwidth with a spectral band of 0
to i00 Hz.

A typical set of reduced data is

shown in Figures 22 through 26 al-

though a listing of the data was actual-

ly used to develop transfer functions

for the substructured engine. Data were

analyzed with spectral averaging in two

independent sections, the fast sweep and

dwell segments. Some of the single fre-

quency dwell segments were analyzed

separately but the minor change in data

quality did not warrant this effort.

After spectral data were reduced re-

lative to the pulser they were algebra-

ically manipulated to obtain the sub-

structured engine transfer functions.

A special software package has been de-

veloped for use on the HP5451C (Ref. i).

This approach is shown as follows:

Let:

F X (f) _ Fourier Spectrum of Input

Fy (f) _ Fourier Spectrum of Output

The Transfer Function is then Defined

As:

HXy (f) :
FXX (f)

Where:

FXy (f) _ Cross Spectrum

14
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FIG. 20- POGO SPLASH PLATE
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Using the concept of refe#encing to a

common signal (the Pulser') the transfer

function and coherence becomes:

H21 (f) = H24 (f) = F2_ (f)/F4q (f)

40. 50

H3_ (f) F34 (f)/Fuq (f)

H32 (f) : _2-q--_ : r2_ (f)?F44 (f)

MCC/HP0PTN

MCC/LPOPIN

HPOPINILPOP_ N
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The coherence (squared) for HPOPINILPOPIN

is:

2 F 1 i
_r21 (f) = +

2 2

L Y24 (f) %_ (f)

-1

The subscripts in these equations refer

to rhe measurement numbers in Figure 13.

This approach minimized correlation

of signals in the parameters which are

coherent but generated in the engine it-

self. This engine generated noise is

not associated with Pogo signals which

are generated upstream of the engine

and yet this engine noise shows high co-

herence (and erroneously high engine

gain) if the pressures ape correlated

directly. Using the known disturbance

as an intermediate reference minimizes

engine generated noise effects.

INTERPRETATION OF SINGLE ENGINE TEST

DATA

The two major transfer functions

are the LPOTP - Interpump Duct-Suppres-

sor HPOPIN/LPOPIN{ i.e. ( A POs2/APosI )

and the Power Head MCC/HPOPT_; i.e.

( A P_/ A PnS2). The low preg#ure system
transfer Junction changes dramatically

dependent on whether _he suppressor is

or is not active. Figures 27 and 2B

compare the test results and the origi-

nal predictions.

Comparison of test data with pre-

dictions for the system with no supDre_

sot indicated that only a very small

(leEr)

COH£RENCE

TEST 750-071 TAPE 6

CFANNEL ii MCC PR/CHANNEL 12

PULSER

FILTER 50. HERTZ L/P

BANDWIDTH = .5 HERTZ

HPOTP cavitation compliance was _equired

to justify the model with the test data,

The gain of the LPOTP-Duct is slightly

less than predicted while the Power Head

gain is slightly higher than predicted.

Resonant dipoles were found in the LPOT_

Interpump Duct response (Figure 27)

which were most readily justified with

structural motion of the flexible duct.

Correlation of the model with data

from tests with a suppressor installed

resulted in well defined values of R, L

and C for the suppressor which were

within the design goals. Best of all,

the suppressor is an excellent filter

in the 5 to %0 Hz range with no unexpe_-

ed adverse response. Gain below 4 Hz is

almost unaffected by the suppressor al-

though there is a phase effeot, The

suppressor effectively operates as a

notch filter.

The Power Head should be defined

accu#ately only without the suppressor

since both the HPOTP inlet and main

combustion chamber pressure oscillations

developed by the pulser were severely

attenuated by the suppressor. Thrust

chamber pressure noise generated in the

engine was not affected by the suppres-

sor and the noise at the HPOTP was only

slightly reduced, The net e{fect was a

decrease in signal to noise ratio in

both measurements but to a very great

extent in thrust chamber pressure. A

comparison of the predicted and demon-

strated full engine transfer function

(MCC/LPOPTN) without suppressor is

shown in _igure 29.

Extensive Transfer function analy-

sis has been performed on the SSME Pogo

data obtained _o date, A representative

reporting of these #esults is given in
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3 thru 8. Some test data was analyzed

using a narrower spec%ral bandwidth (1/5

Hz). Since only I0 seconds were avail..

able for each dwell frequency, This

allowed only a two sample coverage. W_h

such a small sample The calculation in-

dicated higher gain (due to The noise

bias) and higher coherence (a single

frame would show 100% coherence).

LPOTP COMPLIANCE

In parallel with the Rocketdyne

testing, CIT (California Institute of

Technology) conducted Z-terminal trans-

fer function tests of a % scale model of

the LPOTP impeller in water. These tests

included excitation both ups@ream and

downstream of the pump over a mange of

inlet conditions including deep cavitar

tion. The results of these studies a_e

partially represented in references 7

through 21.

In actual vehicie use the inlet

NPSH (net positive suction head) is

higher than the critical value. This

allows low risk extrapolation of the CIT

results in water to the full size pump

in liquid oxygen. A liberal band was

placed on the extrapolated compliance

values. Fortunately The feed system

. I r.,

_ . . . •

FIG. 28

HPOTP Inlet Pressure Response to

Fn_ine Oxidizer Inlet Pressure Os-

cillations, &Posz/&Posi
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dynamicsare suchthat the changesin
pumpcompliancecauseonly a small feed-
line frequencyshift.

SUMMARY

A simple analogyof engine feedb_k
in the Pogoloop indicates that the high
pressure designof the SSMEshould re-
sult in the vehicle having considerably

greater stability than vehicles using

engines with lower internal pressure
levels.

The initial analytical estimates of

engine transfer functions were in good

agreement with data obtained from engine

and subsystem test. Over the expected

operating range, cavitation affects are

minor.

The suppressor design using liquid

and gaseous oxygen is quite stable and

an effective notch filter for the sys-

tem. All the major problems of ullage

stability involved circulation in the

liquid below the liquid-gas interface.

Design estimates of the compliance and

inertance of the design were conserva-

tive although the effective resistance

exceeded the initial estimate.

The use of a fast linear swept sine

wave is feasible and desirable in deter-

mining transfer functions over a wide

frequency band. The additional use of

a few dwell excitation frequencies in

the spectrum to provide accurate bench

marks was also required.

The best excitation for the system

involved constant velocity disturbances

(flow rate perturbation) over the fre-

quency band. The redesign of the pu_es

electronics to produce piston velocity

proportional to command voltage elimina-

ted input signal/noise problems in the

high frequency range and allowed safety

circuits to be included in the electro-

nic package.
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SRB cavity collapse flight measurements included external pressures on

the motor case and aft skirt, internal motor case pressures, accelero-
meters located in the forward skirt, mid-body area, and aft skirt, as
well as strain gages located on the skin of the motor case. This flight
data yielded applied pressure longitudinal and circumferential distri-
butions which conypare well with model test predictions. The internal
motor case ullage pressure, which is below atmospheric due to the rapid
cooling of the hot internal gas, was more severe (lower) than anticipated
due to the ullage gas being hotter than predicted. The structural dyna-
;:_icresponse characteristlcs were as expected. Structural ring and wall
damage are detailed and are considered to be attributable to the direct
application of cavity collapse pressure combined with the structurally

destabilizing, low internal motor case pressure.
i i _ _ L i

INTRODUCTION

The Space Shuttle vehicle concept, illus-
trated in Fig. l, was developed to provide a
cost effective means for putting men and pay-
loads into earth orbit. The primary cost sav-
ing feature of the design _s the reuseability
of most of the major elements including the
two Solid Rocket Boosters (SRB's). The SRB re-

covery sequence consists of using parachutes
for deceleration purposes followed by tail-
first water impact at approximately go ft/sec
and subsequent retrieval at sea. Although

tail-first water entry takes advantage of the
greater hydrodynamic drag of this mode of entry
to minimize penetration depth and associated

hydrostatic case pressures, it subjects the
nozzle, aft skirt, and aft bulkhead to tremen-

dous impact pressure loads.

/-$OI.IB ROCK(I 600STIR

|X'fERNAL TA_

Fig. I - Shuttle Vehicle Configuration

The overall structural desicn of the SRB
was greatly influenced by these loads. The
water impact analytical and experimental pro-
gram task sequence to establish design criteria
is illustrated in Fig. 2. For the present

paper, emphasis is focused on tho_e tasks
associated with water impact loads research
and loads definition.

_TTI IWTT_a1_I_n_ "XUt_T pL_

Fig. 2 - Integrated Analytical and.
Experimental Program

Of particular interest and importance were
the 8.56% scale model water impact tests con-
ducted at the Naval Surface Weapons Center in

which extensive measurements of pressures,
forces and accelerations were made during the
various phases of water penetration. The
hydrodynamic phenomena studied included the
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dynamicbehaviorof waterin theannulusbe-
tweentheaft skirt andtherocketnozzle,in-
gestionof waterthroughthenozz]e,cavity for
mationandcollapse,maximumpenetrationdepth,
reboundandslapdown.

Froudesimilarity relationships,whichwere
verified to beapplicablefor scalingthe tran-
sient ]oadings, were used to generate full
scale predictions of pressure, acceleration,
and loads as functions of initial impact con-
ditions. These results were used as the basis

for water impact design loads definition.

One of the most significant loading events
from a structural design viewpoint, and the
subject of this paper, is the sharply transient
pressure exerted on the _tor case and aft

skirt upon collapse of the external cavity
generated during vehicle water penetration. To
withstand these pressures, the aft motor case
is stiffened by external, circumferential

stubs and rings as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4, rapid penetration of the SRB creates a
large, open cavity surrounding the tail of the
vehicle. Prior to reaching maximum penetration

depth, this cavity collapses suddenly and gen-
erates sharp, large amplitude pressures. Fig.

4 qualitatively illustrates the relationship
between the vehicle initial trajectory at im-
pact, the asymmetry of the cavity, and the
location of the cavity collapse relative to the

centerline of the vehicle. The upper sketch
presents an example of impact conditions which
cause cavity collapse and peak pressures to
occur in the region behind the vehicle. A more
critical case is presented in the lower sketch

in which the cavity collapses on the vehicle

surface thereby inducing extreme,sudden pres-
sures and loads.

4 AXIAL & 4 TANGENTIAL
STRAINS AT STATION. 1758

Fig. 3 - SRB Water Impact Configuration

The recent flight test of the Space Shuttle
Syste_ (STS-I), where both boosters were suc-

cessfully recovered, has provided the oppor-
tunity to analyze the validity of cavity col-
lapse pressure predictions through direct com-
par?son with full scale measurements.

The present paper briefly discusses the
significant cavity collapse loading phenomena
observed and measured on STS-I relative to pre-
dictions based on the model tests. The dis-

cussion includes applied loads comparisons and
a structural response summary.

CAVITY COLLAPSE DYNAMICS

o. i0+ _&K_f_IfSSI_ILA_

1 , //

_ C_VlTVC_LL*_[

vv

The various phases of the water impact phe-
nomena associated with tail-first entry of the
SRB configuration have been extensive]ystudied
in scale mode_ tests (1) and (2). As shown in

Fig. 4 - Cavity Collapse Dynamics

High speed photographs of the collapse
phenomenon in thls case show that the initial
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water contact occurs at a longitudinal station
forward of the aft skirt, with subsequent, rap-
id fore and aft propagation of the wettedsur-
face. Below the point of initial contact, the
closing cavity impinges downward on the flared
aft skirt generating an initial downward axial
acceleration followed by a net forward or up-
ward acceleration. Also, centerline asymmetry

of cavity collapse induces lateral accelerations
in the vehicle.

STS-I SRB INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENTS

On the STS-I flight, the cavity collapse
event was recorded by means of 8 pressure tram-
ducers placed on the external nmtor case walls

at longitudinal stations 1637-inches and 1765-
inches, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Three other
pressure transducers located to measure ex-
ternal pressure on the aft skirt of the right
SRB were found to be non-functioning at the
moment of impact. Additional instrumentation
included 4 axial and 4 tangential strain gages
located at station 1758-inches, lateral and

axial accelerometers, and tri-axial rate gyros.

At the moment of water impact, sea condi-
tions were very calm with a wind speed of ap-
proximately five knots. Vertical velocity at
impact was estimated from pbotographic data at
92 FPS. The angle of impact was approximately
zero degrees. Acceleration traces for the
STS-I SRB impact are presented in Fig. 5. These
graphs show axial and lateral acceleration time
histories relative to launch time, T . Each

trace shows the high "g" level, of inYtial im- .
pact, followed by the cavity collapse event,
occurring about one second later. Significant
vehicle elastic response is evident in each
trace. The lateral acceleration levels meas-

ured are consistent with predictions based on
model data for the observed initial conditions

at impact. The axial accelerations are ap-
proximately 20% lower than predicted.

LEFT SRB

T ÷ 426 15

I /

! I_, |COLLAPSE ]

AXIAL ACCELE RATI_

__L "" 'I_,_.......1.........'

LATERAL ACCELERATION

RtGHT SRB

T o + 428.35

- 1_,_, -- CO_LA_E I
I°' _+I'_'_,_i._ I ,,+./

_ '!%.t ......._;-_'._";"-!
AXIAL ACCELERATION

I Il

LATERAL ACCELERATION

q

Fig. 5 - SRB STS-I Water Impact
Accelerations

Fig. 6 shows the time history of pressure
measured on the aft motor case of the right
SRB. A sharp pressure pulse of approximately

165 psig is observed at a circumferential loca-
tion of _ = 45 at station 1765-inches. Shortly
afterward a smaller peak pressure is observed
at the same circumferential location at station
1637. Correlation of these data with the ini-

tial conditions at impact, and acceleration and
rate data suggest that cavity collapse occurred
on the surface of the vehicle in the _pproximate
circumferential range between _ = -45_ to +135°.

All other pressure data at other circumfer-
ential locations shows gradual increases prior"
to the instant of cavity collapse, indicative
of a wetted keel-side surface with increasing

depth of immersion or penetration. The instant
of cavity collapse on these traces is indicated
by a slight increase in pressure coupled with
an unexplained oscillation. The pressure fluc-
tuation approximately 0A5 seconds ahead of cav-
ity collapse at E = 225 _ for both measurement
stations is thought to be wave slap from ini-
tial impact.

Circumferential plots of the pressure meas-
urements at the instant of cavity contact at
station I765 are presented in Fig. 7. At this
instant, the cavity has not yet contacted the

surface at station 1637, which _xplains the
zero pressure reading at B = 45_. The solid
lines represent the predictions based on model
tests. Also included on Fig. 7 is the cavity
collapse longitudinal pressure distribution as
measured and predicted. The STS-I data shows
a perceptible shift forward resulting from
greater depth of penetration at the onset of
cavity collapse than predicted from model tests.
The greater penetration of each booster occurr-
ed because of unexpected and significant re-
ductions of internal case ullage pressure at
impact, as shown in Fig. 8. These pressure
reductions and the subsequent reduction in
bouyancy were caused by quenching of the hot
ullage gases as water sprayed through the rocket
nozzle on inq_act.

Figure 9 is a pictorial assessment of the
water impact damage on each aft motor case and
skirt. This diagram includes both initfa_
impact internal and cavity collapse external
damage. As a result of cavity collapse loads
and the structural destabilization caused by

lower ullage pressure, extensive ring damage
occurred on both SRB's in the form of sheared

bolts which fastened the rings to the motor
case. In addition, motor case permanent de-
flection or dimpling was observed on the left
SRB.

Fig. I0 presents the strain data which
indicates a partial shell buckling at cavity
collapse.
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SUMMARY

Measurements obtained from the first Space
Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster indicate high water
impact cavity collapse pressures consistent
with the preflight predictions which are based
on scale model test results. Cavity collapse,
however, occurred at a deeper penetration depth
than predicted. This was due to the high in-
ternal case ullage gas temperature which caused

a significant pressure drop at impact of -lO
psig on the left SRB. Although some damage was
sustained due to cavity collapse loads, the
motor case has been deemed re_seable.
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Recovery of the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Boosters required development of
a heavy duty ]arge decelerator subsystem. Successful recovery of the first
launch pair'of boosters demonstrated the adequacy of the design. Flight data
consisting of accelerometers and parachute attach point loads provide a basis
for evaluation of the decelerator subsystem performance. These results are

summarized and compaTedto preflight predictions.

The Space Shuttle system employs two re-
usable Solid Rocket Boosters (SRB).. After burm
out, these SRB's separate from the External Tank

and coast to apogee at over 250,O00ft. altitude.
The SRB's, shown _n F_g. I, approximately
145 ft. long and 12 ft. in diameter, reenter in
a tumbling mode. As the aerodynamic pressure
increases, the SRB trims in a coning motion to
a high angle of attack broadside attitude. At
between ]6,000 to 15,000 ft. altitude, deploy-
ment of the SRB decelerator subsystem is initi-
ated by separation of the nosecap. The decel-
erator subsystem (DSS) is used for stabillza-
tion and deceleration to a terminal velocity of
approximately go ft/sec of the spent ]75,000 lb.
SRB.

Fig. 1 - SRB Reentry Configuration

The deployment of the DSS induces high
structurally critical loading conditions to the
SRB frustum and forward skirt. The design of
the subsystem and deployment sequencing had to
accommodate several constraints imposed due to
shell buckling, tension loadings, and dynamic

acceleration conditions. The first Space Shut-
tle flight, which included the successful sta-
bilization, deceleration, and recovery of both
SRB's, verified that the DSS design was ade-
quate.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The DSS, prior to deployment, is stowed in
the nose cone compartment of the SRB as shown
in Fig. 2. Deployment is initiated by separa-
tion of the nose cap followed by pilot chute
inflation as shown in Fig. 3. The pilot chute
is used to deploy the drogue chute, which, in
turn, stabilizes the SRB by rotation to a tail-
first attitude and decelerates the vehicle in

preparation for main chute deployment. At an
altitude of approximately 6,500 ft., the drogue
chute pulls the frustum from the SRB while de-
ploying the main chutes contained within the

frustum. The configurations of the 11.5 ft-Do

\ fC'_ _?'_:;T/

, t • ;m', !

_,.... ,/

Fig. 2 - Decelerator Subsystem Installation
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pilot chute, the 54 ft-Dn drogue chute, and the

115 ft-Do main chutes ar_ shown in Fig. 4. To
alleviate high loads' the drogue and main chute
systems have two stages of reefing.

PIL_ _L/I_

REENTRY DYNAMICS

MAIN CHUTECLU_R

Fig. 4 - Plot, Drogue, and Main Chute Geometry

The first Space Shuttle launch (STS-I) oc-
curred on April 12, 198], from the Kennedy

Space Center. The reentry profile for the
right SRB shown in Fig. 5 was obtained from
shipboard radar and photographic coverage.
The SRB separated at an altitude of 173,000 ft.

coasted to an apogee of 270,000 ft, then re-
entered to a maximum dynamic pressure of 2,000
psf at an altitude of 40,000 ft. Plots of pre-
flight predicted vs. actual flight altitude,
Mach number, dynamic pressure, and angle of
attack are presented in Fig. 6.

The peak SRB axial deceleration of 5 g's

occurred during the maximum dynamic pressure
region of reentry as illustrated in Fig. 7.

DECELERATOR SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Tables I and 2 summarize the DSS perfor-

mance and chute loads experienced during the
STS-I flight test. Trajectory data was avail-
able only for the right SRB. The significant
events of nose cap separation, frustum sep-
aration, and water impact took place within
the preflight predicted ranges.

Time histories containing the total meas-
ured parachute load traces, shown in Fig. 8,
indicated that the peak drogue chute load of
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of 275,000 lb. experienced on STS-I was slight-
ly higher than the parachute design limit load
value of 270,000 lb. and occurred during second
disreef while going to the full open condition.
This load is reacted at the nose cone frustum

by twelve attach fittings. The SRB structural
load capability is a function of the relative
angle between the SRB and the drogue chute load
vector. High lateral load components are crit-
ical for the forward skirt buckling condition

whereas high axial load components are critical
for the frustum tension condition. The drogue
chute loading conditions experienced during
STS-I fell within these SRB load constraints.

The main chute cluster total peak load of
446,000 Ibs. fell well within the SRB forward
skirt tension load constraint of 522,000 lb.

This peak loading occurred during the first
disreef. In addition, the peak single main
chute load of 158,000 lb. experienced in STS-I

5

4

B3

I

0

320

was well under the parachute design limit load
value of ]74,000 lb. Some revision to the

main chute first stage reefing area, however,
is Warranted in order to achieve a better
balcnc_ of the three main chute load peaks.

SUMMARY

In sun_ary, the STS-I SRB reentry charac-
teristics were as predicted. The maximum ve-
hicle deceleration occurred during the maxi-
mum dynamic pressure regime of reentry. The

pilot, drogue, and main chutes deployed and
inflated successfully. The deceleration sub-

system loads were within the preflight pre-
dicted ranges. Terminal SRB impact velocities
of 92-93 ft/sec were experienced. In con-
clusion, the STS-I Flight demonstrated the

adequacy of the SRB decelerator subsystem.
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FiG. 7 - Right SRB STS-I Axial Acceleration
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TABLEl
SRBSTS-IDeceleratorSubsystemPerformance

NO,S,E CAP EJECTION

ALTITUDE- FT.

DYNAMIC PRESSURE- PSF

TIME FROM REFERENCE - SEC.*

FRUSTUM SEPARATION

ALTITUDE - FT.

DYNAMIC PRESSURE- PSF

TIME FROM REFERENCE - SECo°

SPLASHDOWN

TIME FROM REFERENCE - SEC."

IMPACT VELOCITY - FT.JSEC.

PREFLIGHT
PREDICTED

MIN__... NOMINAL MAX,

14,568 16.624 16,189

154 210 294

347 362 377

5,653 6,240 6,827

119 123,5 131

365 384 4O2

401 419 438

B3 8B 93

ST$-I FLIGHT

_IGHT

N/R 15_81

N/R 177

369,00 371.34

N/R 6,529

N/R 120

391.49 393.79

424,92 42a.02

92.7"* 91,6

NIR - RADAR TRACKING OF LEFT SRBNOT ACHIEVED

"REFERENCE TIME: 12:00:03GMT

*'TORN CANOPY

TABLE 2
'SRB STS-I Parachute Loads Sunl_ary

CONDITION

DROGUE- ]STSTAGE

2ND STAGE

3RD STAGE

MAiN - ]STSTAGE

2ND STAGE

3RD STAGE

PREDICTED

MIN NOM MAX

]40 176 2Sq

2O3 237 216

?]0 241 280

ql I14 [35

)_ 142 I_

78 124 160

LEFT

188

251

275

10?-IB-81

]I_I_S-I,I0

122-11B-116

MEASURED

RIGHT

145

219

256

88-68-106

LS4-137-]B

142- 125-104
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DISCUSSION

How was the impact velocity of the sol-

id rocket booster measured?

Mr t Kross: The impact velocity was measured

from the Vandenberg radar tracking data, the

Vandenberg tracking ship and by photographs.

Voice: Was that accurate within a m_llisec-
ond?

Mr_ Kr0ss: The radar track is very accurate,

Did you have auythlng to measure the

water entry impact? What frequency range

could you measure on impact?

Mr, Kross: The rise time for that spike you

saw on the acceleration for water impact is

about 150 - 200 milliseconds. It is not a

shock; it is a lower frequency than that.

Again, we are good for 200 Hz on that system;

It is a flight system.

Voice: Is a 200 Hz system accurate?

Mr. Kross: Yes. It is adequate for our needs.
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INVESTIGATION OF SIDE FORCE OSCILLATIONS

DURING STATIC FIRING OF THE SPACE SHLPrTLE
SOLID ROCKET MOTOR

H. A. Behring

Thiokol Corporatlon/Wasatch Division

Brigham City, Utah

Low frequency oscillations in measured side forces have occurred

during static testing of the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor. An

investigation was undertaken to define a forcing function to

simulate the effect of these oscillations in vehicle loads studies.

This paper summarizes data analyses and analytical studies

conducted during this investigation.

INTRODUCTION DISCUSSION

During development and qualification of the

Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor (SRM), seven

motors were static f_red. Each of these motors

exhibited oscillations in lateral forces measured

by load cells located at the forward and aft ends

of the motor in the static test facility. These

oscillations were present throughout the motor

burn, including periods during which the nozzle

was not being vectored. The frequencies and

magnitudes of these oscillations were of interest

with respect to vehicle loads. A study was

undertaken to determine, if possible, the

mechanism causing the oscillations and also to

define a forcing function to simulate the effect

in vehicle loads analysis. The intent of this

paper is to summarize the study into the lateral

force oscillation question conducted at Thiokol.

Full documentation of this study may be found in

Ref° [I].

The SRM was developed by the Wasatch Divi-

sion of Thiokol Corporation in conjunction with

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA) under contract NAS8-30490 and was sponsor-

ed by NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center. The

lateral force oscillation study was conducted

under Technical Directive No. 131 Issued by

Marshall Space Flight Center.

The SRM 18 approximately 125 ft long and 146

in. in diameter. Weighing approximately

1,250,000 Ib ac ignition, it consumes about

I,I10,000 Ib of propellant and develops a maximum

thrust of nearly 3,000,000 Ib during its 120 sec

burn. The motor Is fabricated in four segments,

with the motor case made from 0.5 in. thick D6AC

"steel. The propellant grain has a center port

design with a star configuration in the forward

end of the forward segment.

Fig. I - DM-I prior to static test
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Fig, 2 - SRM test stand

The motor is static fired in the horizontal

position as depicted in Fig. I, where the first

Development Motor (DM-I) is shown prior to static

test. l,_en assembled in the static test

facility, the motor is held by the forward and

aft skirt attach rings, With all axial loads

carried by the forward support. Fig. 2 shows the

arrangement of the test stand components and load

measurement devices. The subject of this paper

is oscillations In the forces measured by the

forward and aft side force load trains. This

study consisted of an intensive data analysis

effort coupled with analytical studies.

TEST DATA ANALYSIS

Data from several test parameters were ana-

lyzed tocharacterlze the lateral force oscil-

lations and to provide a basis for validation of

the mathematical model, D_ong the test param-

eters analyzed were forward and aft side forces,

actuator pressure, and nozzle position exten-

someters.

Inltial data analysis was conducted with a

spectral snalysls program wherein the Fourier

amplitude spectra for successive time slices of

data are plotted one above another (waterfall

plot), showing amplitude vs frequency vs time.

With this technique, discrete frequency trends

are easily identifiable, as are variations of

magnitude with time. Figs. 3 and 4 show, respec-

tively, the waterfall plots of forward and aft

side forces from DM-2. Four distinct frequency

bands are apparent on the plots. Waterfall plots

of forward and aft side forces from DD_4 are

shown in Figs. 5 and 6. These are very similar

in nature to those of DM-2 with the exception of

the rapidly increasing frequency band during the

latter portion of the motor burn. However, a

comparison of this plot with the Thrust Vector

Control (TVC) duty cycle, Ref. [2] reveals that

the increasing frequency trend was due to a

nozzle frequency response test during which the

nozzle was vectored sinusoldally at increasing

frequencies. Fig. 7 shows the 45 des actuator

pressure on DH-I. No discrete frequency trends

are apparent in this data. This is typical of

all actuator pressure data analyzed. A waterfall

plot of a nozzle position extensometer is shown

in Fig. 8. As with actuator pressure data, no

discrete frequency trends are evident in these
data.

Several points became apparent during the

data analysis process: (I) very large amplitude

oscillations in side force (equivalent to ap-

proxlmately 0.6 des thrust vector oscillations)

only occur during TVC oscillation commands and

during motor tail-off; (2) there is no evidence

of thrust vector oscillations at discrete fre-

quencies at any times other than when such oscll-
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Fig. 9 - SRM in test stand (simplified for clarity)

latlons are commanded; end (3) a comparison of

the frequency trends in the side force data with

predicted iate ral vibration modes of the motor in

the test stand showed very good frequency cor-

relation throughout the motor burn.

These observations led to the conclusion

that the oscillations present in the side force

measurement data were attributable to the re-

sponse of structural vibration modes of the motor

in the test stand to snma11 amplitude, random

perturbations in the pressure field inside the

motor and in the flow field through the nozzle.

Additional data analysis was then performed

in order to characterize the side force oscil-

lations in the form of Power Spectral Denslty(PSD)

functions. PSDs were generated from forward lat-

eral force (FO03) and aft lateral force (F005) meas-

urements from DM-I and DM-2 for each 5 sec time

slice from 40 to 120 sec. The PSD response level

for each of the first four lateral modes was det-

ermined for F003 and FO05 for each'5 sec time

slice. The data were grouped in the following

tlme periods to correspond to the model times:

TIME PERIOD (set) MODEL TIME (sec)

40 to 60 50

60 to 90 75

90 to llO IOO

II0 to 120 End of Burn

For each tlme period, s nominal response was

calculated by averaging the responses from each 5

sec time slice contained in the period. This

calculation was carried out for each of the first

four lateral modes for both F003 and FO05. After

calculation of a nominal response, the standard

deviation, for each time period, was calculated

for each of the first four laterai modes for both

FO03 and FO05.

An analytical effort was then undertaken to

determine a random spectrum which, when applied

as a multi-polnt excitation, would produce

oscillations in lateral forces in the model of

the same magnitudes as observed in the static

teats.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A mathematical model of the motor in the

static test facility was developed to study the

low frequency dynamics of the static test con-

flguratign. The model was developed using finite

element modeling techniques and the NASTRAN com-

puter code. A simplified representation of the

motor in the static test facility is shown In

Fig. 9.

As only fundamental transverse and axle1

modes were of interest, a shell model of the

motor case was not considered necessary. Conse-

quently, the motor case was modeled with a series

of bar elements having stiffness charscteristlcs

equivalent to the motor case. It was ssstmed .

that, for the fundamental modes, the propellant

could be considered to be rigidly attached to the

motor case; thus, only the mass contribution of

the propellant was considered. The mass distri-

bution of the motor case and propellant was sim-

ulated by concentrated masses at the grid points

representing the motor case.

Twenty-four bar elements, located along the

motor centerllne, connect the 25 grid points

representing the motor case. Mass distributions

for five motor burn times were modeled. These

were: ignition, 50 sec, 75 sec, I00 sec and end

of burn.

The nozzle assembly was modeled as a concen-

trated mass with scalar springs providing 5 deg

of freedom wlth respect to the motor case. The

nozzle actuators were modeled with rod elements.

The thrust adapter, connecting the motor to

the forward test stand, was modeled with concen-
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traced masses, bar elements, and rigid connec-
tions.

The test stand was considered to be a major

influencing factor on the fundamental axial and

lateral modes of the motor in the test facility.

The test stand, consisting of forward and aft

components, was a complex structure consisting

prlmarily of large rigid masses supported by a

complex arrangement of load cells, flexures, and

struts, as shown in Fig. tO. Both the forward

and aft test stand were modeled with a series of

grid points representing the load string attach-

ment locations. Each of these grid points was

rigidly connected to a grid point representing

the mass center of the test stand component.

Following the static test firing of DM-3, a

modal survey test was conducted on the burned out

motor while it was still in the test stand, Pal.

[3]. This test was conducted by Structural

Dynamics Research Corporation of San Viego,

California, and coordinated by Rockwell Inter-

natlonal/Space Division. In this test, natural

frequencies, mode shapes, end damping factors for

modes up to 50 Hz were experimentally measured.

The end of burn mathematical model was modi-

fied to represent the configuration that existed

during the modal survey test. Major changes to

the basic model consisted of the addition of the

external tank attachment rlng and the new nozzle

mass properties representative of the nozzle

assembly after severance of the aft exit cone.

Natural frequencies and mode shapes were calcu-

lated using the modified model and compared to

the experimental frequencies and mode shapes.

Adjustments were then made to the model until a

• reasonable correlation was achieved. Not sur-

prisingly, several modes of vibration were noted

during the modal survey teat that were not pre-

dlcted by the model. Most of these, however,

were dominated by shell activity which is not

reproducible by a lumped parameter beam model.

In the modal survey teat, many of the beam modes

were modified by shell activity and local defor-

mations, but the basic beam mode shapes were

obtained by the simplified model.

Although reasonable correlation was achieved

between the modal survey configuration model and

the modal survey test results, when lateral mode

frequencies at various burn times from the models

were compared to the frequencies contained in the

lateral force measurements obtained during static

testing, some anomalies were noted. As the la-

teral modes were of primary interest in this

study, an adjustment was made to the model to

improve the correlation in this area. The com-

parison of the first four lateral mode frequen-

cies from the model to the static test data is

shown in Fig. II. The natural frequencies end

modal identifications for modes up to 16 Rz are

summarized in Table 1.

Additional correlation of the lateral modes

in the model with those present during ststlc

testing of the motor was shown by comparing the

phase relationship and relative magnitudes of the

forward and aft lateral force responses from the

model and the test data. This comparison is

shown in Table 2,

Within the limits of the modeling approach

taken, correlation of the model with available

experimental data iS very good.

FORCING FUNCTION DEVELOPMENT

The development of a random forcing function

to represent the excitation sources acting on the

motor due to the combustion process was a rel-

atively straightforward process, but was based

...._.k,.._ C\, .r.T_us,

I .._ _ - -- ,_
__L__ | ALLLOAOELEMEN,SARE _ _

_ _ Hil I 3. CALIBRAT#O_dLOADCELtSAR[

' NUMBERED 16THRU_), FORWARD LATERALFORCE•F

,w _ ,% I'ID_ AFTLATERAL_ORCE• FI4+ El5

Fig. i0 - Test stand arrangement
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upon several assumptions. The fundamental as-

sumption made was that the actual excitation in

the motor during operation was random in nature.

This assumption iS supported by the fact that the

structure responds in Several of its normal

modes, which suggests excitation across a broad

band. It was further assumed that the excitation

of the structure occurred throughout the motor
bore and over the nozzle flow area. While this

&ssumptlon In Itself is probably valid, no data

were available regarding the spatial variation of

the forcing function spectrum. It was therefore

necessary to also assume that the excitation

spectrum was the same at all locations. It was

also assumed that, except for having the same

spectrum, the forclng functions acting on the

structure were statistically uncorrelated. In

actual fact, there probably is some degree of

correlatlon between forcing functions at differ-

enr locations, however, no data were available

concerning the correlation from one location to

another.

For mu!tl-polnt random excltatlon, given
that the forcing functions are uncorrelated, the

PSD of the response at a point J is given by

SJ (u) " E ] Hja (_)12 Sa(m)a

Where.:

sj 0")

Sa (_)

Hja

= PSD of the response at point J

= PSD of the excitation at point a

(w) m Frequency response function at

point J due to an excltatlon at

point a

For our problem we have assumed that S a (_) is
the same for al! a.

Theref°re' SJ (_) " Sa (_) _ I Hja ('")I2a

From this we can say that

sI (_)

SS (e) = E" I Hja (_) 2

The solution of this equatlon requlred the devel-

opment of a set of frequency response functions

and the PSDs of the measured responses.

For simplicity, both in this study and in

future vehicle loads analysis, it was assumed

that reasonable results could be achleved by

applylng excitation at six locations along the

motor length. Grid points were chosen as excl-

tatlon points in our model whose locations corre-

sponded as closely as possible to grid point

locations in the vehicle loads model. The grid

points chosen and their correlations with loads

model grid points are shown in Table 3.

Frequency response functions were calculated

for the lateral force response at the forward end

aft lateral force measurement locations due to a

slnusoldal force in the lateral dlrectJon at each

of the six input points. These frequency respon-

se functions were calculated for burn times of

50, 75, lO0 sec, and end of burn.

Damping used in the model for calculation of

the frequency response functions closely envel-

opes the modal damping measured during the modal

survey test. This damping is conservative at end

of burn but may introduce some nonconservatlsm
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for early burn times, The damping values used,

input as structural damping coefficients, varied

linearly from g ffi0.06 at O Mz to g - 0.02 at 20

Hz and then remained constant at g = 0.02.

For each of the first four lateral modes,

the input PSD level required to obtain a response

from the model equal to the nominal value obtain-
ed from the test data was calculated. This eal-

culatlon was carried out for each of the four

model times (only the first three modes were used

for end of burn) for both head end and aft end

responses r The required input levels were envel-

oped by a 4 dB/oct line from 1.0 to 20.0 Hz to

obtain the nominal input spectra for use in the

vehicle loads analysis. This process was repeat-

ed using 3 sigma response values to establish 3

sigma input spectra. The nominal and 3 sigma

input spectra for both early and late burn times

are shown in Fig. 12. These random functions

should be applied at each of the six input lo-

cations in both transverse axes. These input

spectra were supplied to Marshall Space Flight

Center for inclusion in flight vehicle loads

analyses.

CONCLUSIONS

The low frequency dynamics of the Space

Shuttle SRM in the static test facility are

adequately represented by a beam model. Good

correlation was achieved between mathematical

model results and modal survey test results for

low order bending modes of the motor in the test

stand. Good correlation was also shown between

the frequencies evident in the lateral force data

from the static tests and the predicted natural

frequencies of the lateral vibration modes of the

motor in the test stand, This correlation held

for all five burn times modeled;

While it cannot be conclusively shown that

random pressure oscillations inside the motor

are, in fact, responsible for the observed side

force oscillations, the available evidence does

support this supposition. The forcing functions

defined in this study, when applied to the static

test model, produced responses oz similar magnitudes

to those observed during the static tests.

TABLE i

Measured and Calculated Natural Frequencies
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Neub_rt (Pennsylvania State University):

Did you find that one of the transfer functions

dominated? You had six input points. Did you

use an averaging technique?

Mr. Behrlna: No. We treated the input level

of each location as thouah it were the same in

this study. We did do some other response

analyses using 8inEle point excitation. We

found that an input at one location gave a

much stronger response than at another location

for some of the modes.

Mr, Zgrnac_yan (Northrop Electronics): Why

did you assume an uncorrelated distribution of

the forcing function?

Mr. Behrin_: It was the only option open to us

at that time. We had no way of defining the

correlation functions from one point to anoth-

er. There is probably some correlation be-

tween the points, but unless somebody were to

do some pretty detailed work on the interrml

8as dynamics in the motor, I don't think we

have any way of defining them.

,_,_ Zurnaclyan: Was that for simplification?

Mr, Behrin_: Yes.
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SPACE SHUTTLE DATA SYSTEMS
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One nemesis of the structural dynamist is the tedious task of reviewing

large quantities of data, This data, obtained from various types of instru-

mentation, may be represented by oscillogram records, root-mean-squared (rms)

time histories, power spectral densities, shock spectra, 1/3 octave band analyses,
and various statistical distributions. In an attempt to reduce the laborious task of

manually reviewing all of the Space Shuttle Orbiter wideband frequency-modu-

lated (FM-) analog data, an automated processing system was developed to perform -

the screening process based upon predefined or predicted threshold criteria.

INTRODUCTION

The Orbital Flight Test program for the Space

Shuttle defined requirements for the analysis and eval-

uation of enormous quantities of flight test data. The

data is acquired via the Shuttle Development Flight

instrumentation system and includes up to $25 chan-

nels of widehand Frequency Modulated/Frequency

Multiplexed ana(og data for each of the four orbital

flight tests. Each channel contains data acquired from

accelerometers, microphones, strain gages, or pressure

transducers and has a frequency bandwidth that varies

from 50 Hz to 8 kHz, with the majority having a 2-kHz
bandwidth,

The requirements for such large quantities of

flight test data stemmed from the need to:

• Verify or update vibration, acousttc_ and shock
specifications.

• Provide data to certify the vehicle pogo and
flutter free.

• Provide flight load information for large com-
ponents and their secondary structures.

• Verify the adequacy of the ground test program

for sonic fatigue.

Determine if any anomalies have occurred on the

flight which must be resolved prior to the next

flight.

The volume of data to be reviewed and analyzed
for such a large number of measurements would be

more than 25,000 plots or graphs. Unless an abundance

of qualified analysts were available to review the data,

the workload created would cause a significant impact

at any organization. Therefore, in order to accomplish

the analys(s with existing personnel, the reviewing

process was automated.

A team of engineering personnel critically

involved in analyzing the Shuttle structural dynamics
data developed the Shuttle Wideband Analog Proces-

sing System (SWAPS), which provides the structural
dynamist with a method of analyzing large quantities

of Shuttle ftight test data by automating portions of
the analysis process, thereby reducing the laborious

task of manually reviewing all of the data records. The
basic concept is to screen out data that is of no imme-

diate concern by automatically comparing the data to
'thresholds of interest" and only continuing the analy-

sis process on the data that exceeds these thresholds.

SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS

The basic data available to the dynamtst for the •

structural evaluation is osci|logram records, rms time

histories, power spectral densities, mean-squared spec-

tra( distributions, shock spectra, 1/3 octave band anal-

yses, and various statistical analyses. The SWAPS

automated review process is limited to data in digital

form; osciliogram records require manual review.

lnputs to the system include the following items:
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• Recorded wideband FM/FM multiplexed analog
t apes.

• Calibration information.

A file containing flight parameters such as /vtach
number, dynamic pressurep and angle of attack

versus time.

• Specifics regarding each transducer's structural

location and expected response characteristics.

• A table of mission events, such as llftoff and

maximum dynamic pressure (max Q),

A stand-alone system to both process and
analyze the data obviously would have been desirable,

but one of the system constraints was to utilize the

existing hardware and software capabilities of the

Central Computer Facility at the Lyndon B. Johnson

Space Center. included in the Central Computer

Facility is the telemetry ground station, which
provides analog-to-digital processing and produces a

digital tape compatible with existing wa_,e analysis

software implemented on the facility's large

mainframe computer systems. Remote terminals, cur-
rently available on the Central Computer Facility

systems, provide the users with the capability of

processing data in the "demand' mode for immediate

results or submitting runs for scheduled batch output.

In utilizing the existing capabilities, minimum soft-

ware development was required. The resulting system,
however, requires some manual interface and coordi-

nation between major system functions.

FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION5

The SWAPS (figure 1) is comprised of three functional

capabilities:

• Analog-to-digital processing.

• Transient and steady-state wave analysis pro-

Cessing,

• Screening, display, and data base maintenance.

Operationally, the analog-to-digital processing

system performs all analog-to-digital conversions,

generates osclJlograms, performs the process of

screening the data for transients, and produces rms

time history data. The transient and steady state

wave analysis software generates data in the fre-

quency domain; toe., power spectral densities (PSD's),

[/3 octave band analyses, and shock spectra. The

screening, display, and data base maintenance function

performs the screening and display of rms time history

and frequency domain data, as well as all necessary

peripheral data management functions.

ANA LOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERSION QUICK.LOOK OSCI LLOGRAM STORAGE

PFL

FDL

FFF

SRF

SCREENING
& DISPLAY

WAVE ANALYSIS

PROCESS

DEFINITIONS:

PFL - PREFLIGHT LIBRARY
FDL- FLIGHT DATA LIBRARY
FPF - FLIGHT PARAMETER FILE
SRF - SCREEN REPORT FILE

WAVE
ANALYSIS

TAPE

TEKTRONIX 4014

Figure 1 - SWAPS system diagram
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Initially,quick-look,low-speedoscillograms
(0.2 in. per secJ are used to perform cursory screening
of data to eliminate further processing of anomalous

instrumentation and identify time periods where indi-
vidual measurements should not be processed, These

measurements are then digitized at preselected rates

dictated by the frequency response of each instrument,

and rms time history data is computed. Since flight

data tends to be nonstationary, rms values are com-

puted over contiguous time increments of 0.4 sec.

The rms time history is then compared to a

Shuttle flight screening profile (figure 2), which is
constructed from the minimum rms threshold for each

mission event identified in the fllght profile. The
mission events are defined in a data base and are used

by the analyst to specify a flight profile for each

sensor. Because each sensor may satisty multiple
Flighc Test Requirement (FTR) specifications, dif-

ferent threshold levels can be assigned for each
mission event so that the screening threshold can be

varied. The system then selects the minimum values
untess the profile for a specific FTR is requested.

In addition to the rms time histories, the crest

factor is computed for each tins interval and is

screened for values within the 1.4 to4.0 range. Values

greater than 4.0 reflect transient data or electrical

noise; values less than 1.4 indicate data that appears

to have a square wave form. The distribution of the

crest factor data with respect to these limits is used

as an Indication of data quality.
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The output of the screening process is the RMS
Screen Report (figure 3), It contains the sensor iden-

tification (MSID), tape number, mission event, time

Interval, data base threshold rms level , screening level

applied as defined by the FTR source, data source

from which the threshold was obtained, statistical

distribution of the rms data, maximum instantaneous

and maximum rms values with their associated times,
and distribution of the peak-to-ring ratio (crest

factor), If any rms value exceeds the threshold level,
a graphical representation of the rms data for the

complete flight profile with an overlay of the
threshold levels (figure 4) is produced. The peak-to-

rms ratio data (figure 5) Is also plotted,

The tabular results of the screening process are

stored in a data base and ca_ be recalled and displayed

by the user on request, The rms time history data is

retained on tape rather than on-line mass storage, It

is estimated that five million words of mass storage

would have been required to retain the rms data on*
llne for each flight.

The rms time history is used to select intervals

of interest for further processing through the statisti-
cal wave analysis processing program, which produces

PSD and I/'3 octave band analyses. Spectral screening

thresholds, stored in the same data base as the rms
threshold levels, provide the same variation for

mission event requirements and FTR's, The flight data

is screened against an envelope spectrum which repre-
sents the minimum threshold defined for any FTR for

the mission event in which the data interva) is

contained. The system automatically selects this

envelope unless the user requires that a specific

criteria be employed, The threshold spectra specified

are derived from analyses or test data and may be

modified as flight test data is acquired. They are not

limited in shape, but generally reflect one of the

several basic forms of envelopes shown in figure 6.
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Report for microphone VOBY9774 located on the vertical stabilizer
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PSDscreeningresults are displayed in the Wave
Analysis Screen Report (figure 7), This report is
similar in content to the rms report, It contains per-

tinent information identifying the instrument, time in-

terval processed, rms level of the screening threshold

employed, rms level of the flight data, percentage Of
the envelope applied, data source from which the

threshold Was obtained, statistical distribution of the

PSD amplitude with respect to the threshold used, and

maximum amplitude and corresponding frequency.
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Figure 7- Wave analysis screen report for PSD data for accelerometer V0809440 located on the thrust structure
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If anyPSDvalueexceeds the 100-percent level
of the threshold within the frequency range identified,

graphical outputs of the PSD (figure 8) and mean-

squared spectral distribution (figure 91 are produced.

Acoustic data being processed through the system is

compared to 1,/3 octave band thresholds. The same
control and variation of the threshold by mission event

and FTR are provided. The wave analysis screen

report for acoustic data provides the same content as

the PSD report. Again, if any data amplitude exceeds

100 percent of the applied threshold, a graphical

representation of the data (figure 10) is produced.

Transient data is processed in the system in

much the same manner as the steady state data. The

screening for transients utilizes the digitized input

data and compares the amplitudes to the peak thresh-

old level for the mission event specified. Again, the
threshold level utilized is the minimum for any TTR.

The output of the procedure consists of a tabulated list
of the time the threshold was first exceeded and the

time and amplitude of maximum exceedance. This
information is used to select time intervals for high-

speed oscillograms (8 in. per sec) and/or periods for

shock spectrum analysis processing.
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Figure 9 - Mean-squared spectral distribution plot

for accelerometer VOBD9440
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Thescreeningprocedureemployed for shock
spectra is basically the same as that previously

described for PSD and 1/3 octave screening. Shock

spectra are compared to thresholds contained in the
data base for each measurement, The results are dis-

played in the Wave Analysis Screen Report format

(figure 11), If the maximum absolute response ampli-
tude exceeds the threshold, the graphical represen-

tation of the maximum absolute shock response spec-

trum (figure 12) is produced; the user also has the

option of having the excitation function (figure 13)
produced.
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Figure 11 - Wave analysis screen report for shock data for accelerometer V08D9877 located in the crew cabin
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USER INTERFACE

The screening and display subsystem is imple-

mented on a UNIVAC 1110 computer system and is

executed in a demand environment via a TEKTRONIX

4014 graphics display terminal with hard-copy

capability. This subsystem is designated as the

Wideband Analog Data System {WADS). An FR-BO

computer output microfilm processor Is available at

the Central Computer Facility to process any batch

output created. The system diagram (figure 1) depicts

the relationship between the three functional

processes.

After the data has been digitized and the rms ol

wave analysis processing has been performed, the datl

is ready for input to the WADS. The WADS istutoria

in design and prompts the user to initiate a desirec

process or function for all inputs required. The master

menu {figure 14) displays the functions available in the

system. The 14 functions provide the user with the

means of establishing and maintaining the data bases,

producing listings of the screening resu]ts of data

processed, providing catalogs of data available in the

system, and performing the basic screening process in

both the demand mode and the demand-inltiated batch

mode. Initially, rms and wave analysis tapes are proc-

essed using functions 1, 2, and 3 to perform the auto-

matic screening procedure and store the results. The

user then selects the desired option. Function 10 is

used to determine if a specific measurement or group

of measurements has been processed by the WADS; if

so, it displays the results of the screening process.

The screen report ]or menu {figure 15) provides several

options for the retrleval of data from the data base.

The output products are similar to those shown in

figures 3, 7, and 12, depending on the type of data

requested. Graphical display of the data is produced

by selecting master menu function 11 {figure 14).
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Figure 14 - WADS main option menu
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Figure 15 - WADS subfunction 10

(screen report summary) menu

The plot menu {figure 16) provides the user with

options for plotting each type of data. Upon selecting

an option, the plot default criteria defining the

characteristics of the plot grid to be produced is

displayed. The user may alter any default desired.

The data retrieval keys are then solicited; these define

a specific data set to be extracted from the data base,

or a specific plot to be generated from tape in the

case of rms processing. If composite overlay plots are

desired, additional data set retrieval keys are soli-

cited. Otherwise, graphical results are produced as

shown in figures 4, S, 8, 9, 10, 12, and 13.
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)))START T|M_->>)IeEIIZ,OS,S$.e6_I( OK? CENTER V OR N) v

)) ENTER STOP TiME ( DDDzHNIMM_$S=MSC ) Ia2:]_z_S*SI._

)))STOP TIME.))))|$_i_#RSIS_,_( OK? (ENTER Y OR N) Y

DO YOU _I_IT TO OUERL_Y MORE PLOTS? (V OR M)N

Figure 16 - WADS subfunction 11 (plot)options

SUMMARY

Using the SWAPS to process data from the first

Space Transportation System (STS-1) flight has signifi-

cantly reduced the overaIlanalysiseffort. The manual

screening of the quick-look oscillograms reduced the

number of measurements to be evaluated by 15 per-

cent. The rms time history screening process further

reduced the number of measurements requiring addi-

tional processing by another 40 percent. The remain-

der of the measurements were processed through the

transient and/or steady state wave analysis programs,

resulting In 600 PSD's, 125 1,/3 octaves, and 150 shock

spectra analyses.

The results provided the analysts with a con-

densed set of data which exceeded predetermined

'thresholds of interest', This minimized the dilution

of effort and allowed the analysts to concentrate only

on data which was pertinent to satisfying the Flight

Test Requirements.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A VIBROACOUSTIC DATA BASE

MANAGEMENT AND PREDICTION SYSTEM FOR PAYLOADS

Frank J. On

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, Maryland

and

William Hendricks

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company

Sunnyvale, California

A data base management and prediction system called "Vibroacoustic Payload Environ-

ment Prediction System (VAPEPS)" has been developed to serve as a respository for

Shuttle or expendable booster payload component flight and ground test data. This

system is to be made available to the aerospace community for multiple uses including
that of establishing the vibroacoustic environment for new payload components. VAPEPS

data includes that spectral information normally processed from vibration and acoustic

measurements ( e.g., power spectra, sound pressure level spectra, etc. ). Results of devetop-

ment to provide this capability by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center and Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company are described.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Developing design and test requirements for the vibro-

acoustic environment of a Shuttle payload, or that of an
expendable booster, becomes a difficult problem when un-

certainties exist concerning the magnitude and spectral
characteristics of the environment itself. These uncertain-
ties can exist because of unknowns associated with either

the acoustic excitation or the response characteristics of the

payloads. Attempts to define this environment analytically
have met with limited success and an empirical prediction,

using data obtained from previous flight or ground tests, is

usually relied on. Present practices for defining a vibroaeous-
tic environment empirically are noted by the lack of a com-

plete and organized data base, and the use of rather simple

extrapolation procedures for accounting for structural

differences between that of the payload for which an en-
vironment is being established and that of the structures

represented by the data base being used. Each payload

contractor responsible for making a prediction will do so
using those data sets with which he is familiar and will

account for excitation/structural differences as his experience

indicates appropriate. Design and test requirements can thus

be based on an environment that was not necessarily ob-
tained using the best data sets and/or extrapolation proce-

dure that could be provided by the aerospace community.

Recognizing this as a problem, a program was initiated

by NASA Headquarters Office of Aeronautical/Space Tech-
nology (OAST) with the objective to develop a more con-

sistent and reliable methods for predicting the vibroacoustic

environment of Shuttle payloads.

A data base management and prediction system called
"Vibroacoustic Payload Environment Prediction System

(VAPEPS)" has been developed to serve as a repository for
Shuttle or expendable booster payload component flight and

ground test data. This system is to be made available to the

aerospace community for multiple uses including that of

establishing the acoustic induced environment for new pay-

load components. VAPEPS data includes that spectral
information normally processed from vibration and acoustic

measurements (e.g., power spectra, sound-pressure level
spectra, etc.). Time history data is presently not a part of

the data base. The data base now includes only data obtain-

ed from expendable booster payloads. Data from Shuttle
payloads will be included in the future.

The VAPEPS data base management system has been

configured to serve the unique requirements of a local site

or it can be configured to serve many sites (figure 1). When

shared by a community of users it provides for a single uni-

form, consistent and organized data base which can be used
in a cost effective manner to establish the vibroacoustic

environment of payloads/components for either space

Shuttle or expendable booster mission.

The prediction procedure which has been implemented

in VAPEPS is specifically designed to establish random vibra-
tion and acoustic environments of new payload components

using data obtained from similar design that had been pre-

viously flown or ground tested. The expanded extrapolation
method implemented in the prediction procedure is based on

the application of statistical energy analysis (SEA) parameters

for high frequencies and nondimensional scaling parameters
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Fig. I - VAPEPS - Data Base Management/Prediction System

for low frequencies. This procedure also includes features

that permit taking data from any given flight or ground test

to perform mathematical and statistical operation on it to

obtain such information as averaged or maximum levels,

noise reduction and other such analysis normally included in
flight/ground test reports. To enhance the interrogation of
the data base information, a search processor has also been
implemented into VAPEPS.

The development of the VAPEPS Program will meet
the current need for a common data base that can be con-
veniently and rapidly updated as new data becomes avail-

able, and for an improved extrapolation procedure wherein

the structural parameterization is much larger than that now
emp|oyed. The VAPEPS software has been written to be

compatible with the Univac ] 100 series (¢xec. 8), DEC VAX

I I/780 (VAX/VMS) and CDC 6600/7600 operating system
computers. The NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

(GSFC) served as contracting center and technical monitor

for the Program. The purpose of this paper is to present
the results of the development by the Lockheed Missiles

and Space Company (LMSC) to provide this capability.

2.0 VAPEPS SYSTEM CONCEPT

Payload structures are subjected to a wide variety of
loads during all aspects of flight. The vibroacoustic loads

result from the response of the structure to acoustically

induced vibration environments during actual flights. A
significant amount of data has been acquired of these en-
vironments during actual flights and simulated flight ground

tests. In the past, only a small percentage of these measure-
ments have been used effectively. Reasons for the lack of

efficient use are primarily the result of inadequate measure-

ment definition, and the lack of knowledge of their exist-
ence.

The design goals of the VAPEPS system are to pro-
vide an approach for compiling these measurement data into

a unified data base which can be rapidly, and conveniently

updated as new data becomes available, and to provide a

rapid, reliable, and efficient means for establishing payload
vibroacoustic environment criteria/specifications from

this updated common data base. To meet these design
goals, the following phases of work were undertaken:

• Develop optimum data base and manage-

ment system concept.

Create initial data base summary data bank

based on extensive collection of past vibro-
acoustic flight and ground test data.

• Develop improved data search and prediction
procedures.

• Develop computer software requirements.

• Validate VAPEPS Program.

The basic framework upon which the VAPEPS system

concept has been developed is illustrated in figures 2 and 3.
The VAPEPS system is configured to operate in four princi-
pal modes:

• Data Input/Storage

• Data Interrogation/Retrieval

• Data Extrapolation/Prediction

• Data Processing
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Fig. 2 - VAPEPS System Concept
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Fig. 3 - VAPEPS System Overview
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Data Input/Storage

In this mode, the data from a given ground test or flight

is collected and arranged in a manner that can be input to
VAPEPS to be stored as a data base. The data is composed

of two parts:

• Spectral data from microphone and acceler-

ometer measurements during the event. This data is read by
the VAPEPS processor ENTER.

• A description of the event through the specifi-
cation of keywords and parameters. This includes the classi-

fication of the excitation, location and the structure. This

data is read by the VAPEPS processor PREP.

Data Interrogation/Retrieval

In this mode, the user is looking for data of a certain

type. This may be data from a particular type of excitation,

from a general region in a structure, or from a particular type
of structure. This data interrogation is performed by the

VAPEPS processor SEARCH. The user will get a list of
events that satisfy the conditions specified.

Data Extrapolation/Prediction

This mode is designed to operate with SEARCH. After

the data base is interrogated for the type of payload compo-

nent and mounting structure on which the prediction is to
be based, the appropriate data modules will then be identi-

fied from list of event file names produced by SEARCH.

These files will then be called and operated on through

VAPEPS to obtain the desired input for the extrapolation
or prediction program EXTRAP. EXTRAP consists of a

group of VAPEPS commands which allow the user to gen-

erate transfer functions or scaling parameters for various

vibroacoustic systems and predict the response of these
systems to any given input.

Data Processin_

VAPEPS includes an extensive data processing capa-

bility. Each process is initiated by the user through a

VAPEPS command. Each command is essentially a sub-

routine that operates on one or more input data sets to
produce one or more output data sets. In general, operations

desired by the user will require the use of several commands.

Command packets (called runstreams) may be formed that
will perform complex manipulations through minimal user

input.

3.t_ CREATION OF DATA BASE

3.1 Vibroacoustic Data Base

The vibroacoustic data base consists of two distinct

parts:

• Global Data Base-Card Images

• Local Data Base-DAL (Direct Access Library)

Global Data Base

Before data of a given event can be processed by

VAPEPS, it must exist in the form suitable for entry into

the system. Data input is accomplished through the VAPEPS
processors ENTER and PREP. One data deck must be

created for each.processor for all events to be entered into

the system. The data decks are the building blocks of the

whole system and form the global data base. When an

event is first recorded, the data decks will be created by

the processing agency. The decks may then be transmitted

to all other sites and entered on each local system.

Local Data Base

The data from the global data base is entered into a

local data base at each site. The local data base consists of
mass storage files known as DAL libraries.

The VAPEPS data base presently includes over 3000

frequency spectrums in the form of sound pressure level,

vibration level or power spectral density from analysis of
data from either Space Shuttle or expendable booster pay-
load components obtained during flight oi"ground test.

A summary of the data base, including a breakdown of the

number of acoustic and vibration spectrums, is presented

in table 1. Narrowband spectrums (10 Hz or less) of the
data base cover the frequency range between 20 and 2000

Hz while proportional bandwidth l/3-octave spectrums

include the frequency range between 25 and 10,000 Hz.
The number of data sets for each frequency range is a/so
given in table 1.

The data base has been separated into 6 files consisting

of over 60 events. Each file represents a significantly differ-
ent component mounting configuration and each event
norhaally represents a specific test condition. While most

any units can be used, the data base presently has the units
of {;2/Hz or (psi):/Hz for the spectral density analysis.

Decibels are used for the l/3-octave band sound pressure
and vibration level analyses where in both cases the normal-

izing factor is 8.4144 × l0 -la (psi) 2 or g2. Additional data

that becomes available will be added to the present data
base.

3.2 ENTER Processor

The VAPEPS ENTER processor is used to enter and

store test data in the VAPEPS system. The user specifies
the file that the data will actually be stored in. Prior to

reading the test data, ENTER requires that the user supply

some basic information about the test in general and the
individual channels specifically. When the user supplies

complete information, the data set becomes fully self con-

tained, lfaU records of the test are lost, there is still suffi-
cient description information in the data base to enable the

user to determine the purpose of the test, the basic test
configuration, the location and type of each measurement
channel, the units of the data, the bandwidths and the

frequency range. It is important to note that ENTER does

not check the validity of the information supplied, it merely

requires that the user supply something. It is the responsi-
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TABLE1
VibroacousticDataBase(Preliminary)

PayloadCharacteristics

Space telescope with simulated

payload components

Simulated payload components
mounted on built-up tTat panels

Payload components mounted on
trusses, built-up panels & conical
shells

Payload components mounted

on truss-mounted built-up

panels

Payload components mounted

on truss-mounted honeycomb

panels

Panel mounted payload

components

Filename

(VAPEPS*)

STS

ID79

B104

B152

B156A

BI56E

TOTAL

No. o f Vib.

Measurements

2KHz [ 10KHz

118

699

342

53

254
139

360
921

685 '
101

1237 2435

No. of Acous.

Measurements

2KHz I 10KHz
i

I
i

8

13

55

78

154

Band

Width

Hz

24 1/3 OCT

78 1/3 OCT

84 1/3 OCT

10

178 1/3 OCT
1/6 OCT

10

120 1/3 OCT

10

46 1/3 OCT

530

Start

Freq•

Hz

25

25

25

20

25
20

20

• 20
25

bility of the user to insure that the information supplied is
complete and accurate. .,

In addition to this basic descriptive information,
ENTER requires that the users supply some information
about the data itself, ENTER will accept the data in virtually

any format, but the user has to tell ENTER what the format
is. Having been provided with all of the information thai it

requires, ENTER will proceed to read and process the data.

ENTER will inform the user of any errors that it detects in
reading the data• These.errors are only those which affect
ENTER's ability to make;sense of the data supplied.

ENTER provides the user with the" option toenter the

data in parts. This makes it possible to separately enter and
store related data channeis with the same name and still

maintain the parts separately. This process is known as

sectioning. The most basic form of sectioning, and the one
which most often will be 6sed, involves entering micro-

phone and accelerometer_ data separately.

Output from ENTEI_ consists of DAL elements of the

following element name.}!_=

SPDT = spedtral data matrix

FREQ = fr_h'ency matrix

CHAN -- cha_ifiei descrilbtor matrix

EVNT = event descriptor vector

RMSI = channel root-mean-square value vector

3.3 PREP Processor

This processor reads description from card images'that

defines an event, vehicle (or test specimen) configuration,
data naming or channel details and tye type of modules into

which the data has been configured. This information is
then entered into the event DAL file. The vehicle or test

specimen is described through a configuration tree as illus-
trated in the example of figure 4 for a Shuttle structure.

The capacity of the configuration tree can be expanded
if necessary. The names used in the configuration tree can

be any desired, however, standardization is required for

VAPEPS to be shared by a community of users. Recom-
mended names for the first subdivision of a Space Shuttle

flight vehicle are indicated in figure 4. Further naming can
best be performed after the flight measurement program has

been finalized. The same is true for ground test programs,
a perceptive naming system depends on the payload com-

ponents from which vibration.and acoustic data are to be
obtained.

The configuration tree describes the mounting structure

for the payload component from which data has been ob-
tained. Structural and acoustic space details of the pay-

load component itself are entered through the data module
routine of PREP. This routine takes structural/acoustic/

channel information and arranges it into a format consistent

with that required by the VAPEPS prediction program-see
section 5.0, A data module can be assigned to any sub-
division of the configuration tree and any number of data

module can be developed from the data obtained for a
particular flight or ground test event. This permits for
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example,measurementsmadetodefine the noise reduction

characteristics of Spacelab to also be used to define the

acoustic environment of the experiments within the lab, or
the environment of payload components in the Shuttle cargo
bay mounted on pallets outside of Spacelab. Thus, one set
of acoustic measurements could show in three different
data modules. It should be noted that the data modules can

also be used without vibration/acoustic data to define struc-

tural/acoustic space parameters of any given branch of the
configuration tree. Structural/acoustic parameters that can

be assigned are listed in table 2,

One of the features of VAPERS that makes it an ex-

tremely powerful tool is the capability to pre-program run-

streams which perform generalized tasks. The flexibility of
the ENTER processor limits this capability, however.

ENTER allows data to be entered for any bandwidth cover-
ing any frequency range in any of several units and in several

sections. The result is that the form of the data for each

event is most probably unique. It is very difficult to write

a general runstream to access and manipulate data which

are not stored in a consistent manner. The PREP processor

solves this problem by creating a single standardized element

containing all the data from a particular event. The proper-
ties of this standard data set are:

a. UNITS --"decibels (dB) for both vibration and

acoustic data normalized to 8.4144

X 10 -Is . (psi) 2 org a.

b. BANDWIDTH = 1/3 Octave.

c. FREQUENCY RANGE = 10 to 10,0O0 Hz.

PREP locates all of the sections associated with the

event and combines them into a single element having these
properties, making conversions as necessary. PREP uses the
reference level for bands outside the range of the test data.

TABLE 2

VAPEPS Structural and Acoustic Parameters

1 2
EXTA SKIN

1 TYPE TYPE

2 ROW ROW
3

4 CO CL
5 V

6 H

AP AP

BL
AAC

ALX

ALY

D

DLF

E

PATA

ROWS

VEL
VISC

FBL

NSMS

7
8

9

10
11

12

13
14

15
16

17

18

19
20

21
22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29
30

3
INTA

TYPE

ROW

CO
V

AP

AAC

4 5 6

MO.Nrl" INST FRAME DESCRIPTION

TYPE
ROW

XTYP

CL

H

AP
BL

DI
DO
B

CNT

DLF
E

G

T
PJ

A
RGF

ALPHA
BETA

RATE

CFRQ

NSMS

TYPE
ROW

CL

H

AP

BL

ALX

ALY

D

DLF
E

PATA

ROWS

TYPE
ROW

XTYP
CL

H

BL

DI
DO
B

DLF

E
G

T
PJ

A

RGF

Mass density ( all structural smeared in )

Cross section type*

Wave speed
Volume

Thickness ( equivalent, based on flexural
stiffness )
Total surface area

Length

Acoustic absorption coefficient

DI, DO: Inner, outer diameter
ALX, ALY: Sub-panel dimensions
Width

Diameter

No. of beams

Structuraldamping lossfactor
Young'smodulus
Shearmodulus

Torsionalstiffnessperunitlength
Polar moment of inertia

Cross section area

Flexural radius of gyration

Total length of discontinuity*

Orientation angle*
Orientation angle*

RATE: Attenuation factor(dB/octave)

ROWS: Surface mass density of bare skin

CFRQ: Frequency at which to begin
attenuation

Velocity of flying body
Kinematic viscosity of fluid

Length of flying body
Non-structural mass

* Items explained in ref. 2
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Fig, 4 - Structural Configuration Tree ( Shuttle Structure Example )

The advantage of having all data converted to a standard
form is that the user can write general runstreams to access

and manipulate. The user knows ahead of time that the data
represent I/J-octave bands from 1O to ]0,000 Hz and that
they are always expressed in terms of dB.

the coordinates of the transducer. Initially, all coordinates

are set to zero and all frequency ranges are set to the fre-
quency limits used during original data processing. Bad

channels may be marked by reducing the valid frequency

range or zeroing it out completely.

The five major sections to PREP can be summarized as
follows:

a. Data collection and conversion (CHECK
command)

The first step in PREP is to collect all of the
spectral data that was input through ENTER and convert

it to standard units. This process is performed automati-
cally the first time an event is PREP'ed as long as there
are more than one section. If the ENTER data is changed,
the conversions may be redone by issuing the CHECK com-
mand while in PREP.

b. Basic bookkeeping information (BOOK com-
mand)

In this section, the user supplies descriptive infor-
mation that is used to categorize the event as a whole.

Entries include the time, date and location of the event as
well as the v_ious names given the event by participating
agencies.

c. Measurement types and locations (CHAN
command)

This section is used to edit and/or list the channel
table that is created during the CHECK process. This table
contains a valid frequency range for each channel as well as

d. Vehicle configuration tree (CONF command)

This section is used to describe the vehicle that was

tested or flown. This description is developed by assigning

each component to a branch in a configuration tree and

giving the branch a name.

e. Data modules and acoustic]structural param-

eters (MODULES command)

The purpose of this section is to describe the local

environment of each measurement zone. The description

takes the form of a SEA (Statistical Energy Analysis) model.
Each measurement zone is identified as one of five elements

in the SEA model and the parameters required to describe
that element are supplied by the user. The section 5.0 on
EXTRAP contains a complete description of the SEA model

and the parameters required for each element in it.

,_,0 INTERROGATION OF DATA BASE

VAPEPS has the capability of extrapolating predicted

payload responses from theoretical calculations and meas-
ured data. The user supplies models for the system to be

predicted and a similar, previously tested system and
VAPEPS does the rest. As the.models are created and

attached to each set of test data for extrapolation purposes,
the user need only determine which set of test data is most

closely related to the new system to be predicted. As the
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data base grows, the task of finding that particular set of
data will become more and more difficult. A large amount
of time would have to be spent inspecting the various param-
eters associated with each set of test data before arriving at
a decision on which set to use.

The VAPEPS SEARCH processor was developed to aid

in this task. The user specifies a set of required parameters
and SEARCH inspects the information previously entered

through the PREP processor to produce a list of test events

that meet those requirements, (assuming that all users have

been conscientious in supplying the descriptive information
in PREP). The importance of PREP to the success of the

VAPEPS system becomes obvious.

The SEARCH processor is divided into sections which

correspond to the various sections in PREP. The user speci-
fies a list name which SEARCH will associate with the list

of events found. Each successive search will modify the list

to reflect the results of that search. As an example, the

user might enter the BOOK section of the SEARCH proces-
sor and request a list of events which were tested at the
Eastern Test Range (ETR) during 1979. He might then
enter the CONFIGURATIONS section of the SEARCH

processor and request a list of events that included a Space-

lab. This search could be performed on all events in the
data base, or it could be limited to the events in another

list, namely the list created in the BOOK section. In this
latter case the result would be a list of all events tested

during 1979 at ETR which included a Spacelab.

Some basic considerations to be kept ira mind when

using the SEARCH processor are:

a. The SEARCH processor is divided into sec-
tions. Each section searches a different area

of information. The sections correspond to
the sections in the PREP processor, as follows:

BOOK = Searches all information en-

tered through the BOOK sec-

tion of the PREP processor.

EVENT = Searches only information
entered through the PROC
command in the BOOK section

of the PREP processor.

CONF = Searches only information

entered through the CONF

section of the PREP processor.

MODULES = Searches only information

entered through the MODULES
section of the PREP processor.

A good knowledge of PREP is required for effective
use of SEARCH.

b, The user specifies a four-character name for

each list created. He can specify that all events
are to be searched in creating the list, or he can
limit the search to those events contained in

some other list. •

The user specifies a logical operation to be

applied to the list of parameters requested.

The logical operations are AND, OR and NOT.
When the AND operation is specified, each

event placed in the output list includes every

parameter requested. When the OR operation

is specified, each event placed in the output
list includes at/east one of the parameters

requested. When the NOT operation is speci-

fied, each event placed in the output list wiU

include none of the parameters requested.

The SEARCH processor includes various list manipula-
tion commands as well as the four basic search sections
described above.

5.0 PREDICTION CAPABILITY

The response of new payload component can be pre-
dicted by using the combined procedure of data base and

theoretical extrapolations. Two extrapolation procedures
are available in VAPEPS:

EXTRAP l-Employs statistical energy techniques

to make predictions; not recommended

for low frequency predictions.

EXTRAP II-Employs a scaling technique to ob-
tain the response of the new com-

ponent based on measured response
of a similar component; recommend-

ed for low frequency predictions_

5.1 EXTRAPI

Description

EXTRAP I consists of a group of VAPEPS commands
which allow the user to generate transfer functions for

various vibroacoustic systems and predict the response of
these systems to any given input. It is not actually a proces-

sor. Unlike the processors discussed thus far, EXTRAP I

does not require that a specific command be issued prior to
issuing the EXTRAP I commands. Any of the EXTRAP I

commands maybe issued at any time directly from
VAPEPS.

Prediction Model-The payload component mounting system
is modelled using Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) methods.
The complete model consists of five elements which interact

with each other in specific ways. An EXTRAP model may
consist of any combination of these five elements. The full

five element model is shown in figure 5. The names of the
elements are EXTA (External Acoustic Space), SKIN, INTA
(Internal Acoustic Space), MONT (Mount) and INST (Instal-
lation). The name and number associated with each element
is fixed, even if some elements are missing in the model of a
particular configuration.

SEA elements can be either active or inactive. An in-

active element has a negligible amount of energy in compari-

son with the energy associated with active elements. How-

ever, it does establish a path for energy transfer. Shown in
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figure6isthebasicandexpanded matrix equation of energy
balance for the model.

EXTRAP 1 derives energy balance equations for each
SEA element. If a SEA element is missing, the energy

balance equation associated with it does not exist. A reduced
matrix equation is therefore obtained by eliminating the
column and row associated with this missing element in the

matrix equation. The elements of this matrix consist of a

combination of coupling loss factors which are functions of

system configurations and parameters as shown in figure 6.

Most coupling loss factors between acoustic spaces and
structures can be found in open literature (e.g., reference 1).

Mechanical coupling information is relatively limited. Most
of them are not readily available in literature.

Transfer Function-The matrix equation shown in figure 6 is

a function of l/3-octave band center frequency. By solving
the matrix equation band by band, ihe transfer functions

between any of the SEA elements can be obtained. The
transfer function to be obtained is specified by the user.

The calculation of a transfer function involves four

steps:

1. The modal densities of each SEA element are cal.

culated based on the structural parameters associ-
ated with them.

2. The form of the reduced matrix equation is then
obtained according to the specified SEA model.

3. Coupling loss factors are calculated.

4. The reduced matrix is solved for each transfer

function required.

Any element in the SEA model can be designated as

a response element or an excitation element. There may be
more than one excitation element for a single response

element. As an example, suppose that the external acoustic

space (element 1) and the internal acoustic space (element 3)
are designated as excitation elements and the installation

(element 5) is designated as the response element. The

transfer functional relationship would then be:

E5 =TI × El +T3 X E3 (1)

where TI and T3 are the transfer functions associated with

excitation elements 1 and 3, respectively, and E 1, E3 and E5

represent the energy stored in each element. TI is obtained
by solving the governing matrix equation with excitation
E3 set to zero.

Extrapolation-The process outlined in the previous section
is repeated for both the base-line system and the new system.
Because we normally have only one set of independent data
for the base-line system, only one transfer function can be

established empirically. As in the example of equation (I),
more than one transfer function is needed from the base-

line configuration. Since only one can be established empiri-
cally, it is necessary to determine the rest of the required
transfer functions theoretically. The user specifies which

transfer function is found empirically and which transfer

functions are calculated theoretically. The element of the
model for which theoretical transfer function calculations

are considered most unreliable should be that which is
determined empirically. Suppose that, in equation (1),

transfer function TI is to be determined empirically. The

other transfer function, T3 in this case, is theoretically
calculated in EXTRAP I. With the measured data El, E3

and E5 and the calculated transfer function T3, the transfer
function TI can be found through equation (1).

The transfer function T 1' of the new system is deter-

mined from T1 of the base-line system as:

TI' =TI × dTl (2)

where TI is the empirically determined transfer function of
the base-line system and dTl is the ratio of theoretically
calculated transfer functions of the new and base-line sys-
tems. The response (in terms of energy ES') of the new

system under excitations El' and E3'.is:

ES'= TI' X El'÷ T3' X E3' (3)

where TI' is obtained from equation (2) and T3' is calculated

theoretically.

In the procedure outlined above, the energy in l]3-

octave bands is the pertinent quantity. However, excitation
and response data are usually expressed in terms of the mean- '

square value of pressure or acceleration. A conversion proc-

ess has been incorporated into EXTRAP to handle the
transformation.

Parameter Input-The parameters for each SEA element are
summarized in table 2 . The meanings of most of the
parameters are self-explanatory; some are explained in

reference 2. The first five columns of this 30 × 6 array con-
tain parameters for the corresponding SEA element (i.e.,
column 1 goes with element 1, etc.). The sixth column

contains the parameters for the mounting frame which is

not an element in the SEA model. However, it is used when
the mount (element 4) is a truss. The mounting frame is a
structure to which the truss is attached. If the truss is

directly attached to the skin, the mounting frame should
be modelled with the properties of the skin.

5.2 EXTRAPII

Description

EXTRAP II is an alternate prediction technique.
EXTRAP II is recommended over EXTRAP I when accurate

predictions in the low frequency regime are required. EX-
TRAP II requires a high degree of dynamic similarity be-

t_veen the previously tested configuration and. the new con-
figuration.

Prediction ModeI-EXTRAP II accesses the same parameter

table as EXTRAP I. Thus, it is possible to use the same
model for both prediction techniques. However, whereas

EXTRAP I allows any of the five SEA elements to be desig-
nated as respons'e elements, EXTRAP II will allow elements

2 or 5 as response elements.
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Response Scalin_ Function-The technique employed con-
sists of scaling the response of the old system to obtain the

response of the new systems. The scaling is accomplished as
follows:

Rn(f) = Ro(f) X Cm X Cm I X Cd X Ce(0 (4)

where

Rn(f) = Response spectrum of the new system.

Ro(f) = Response spectrum of the old system.

Cm = Mass density correction, defined _is

( ROWSold'_2
<5)

Cml = Mass loading correction, defined as

ROWx H X___ ._ROW X H X AP + NSMS] new X
(6)

ROWXH X AP+ NSMS_

ROWx _'_ _'F J old

Cd = Damping correction defined as

DLF _ old
b'W] he. (7)

Ce(f) = Excitation correction, defined as

EXCITATION (0_ new'EXCITATION (f)] old (8)

The frequencies are also corrected as follows:

1/2
1 AP old

fnew:t x fold
kAP new/

The corrected data are reorganized into standard I/3-octave

bands based on the corrected frequency values.

Extrapolation-The response scaling function equation (4)

and the correction factors equations (5)-(9) are processed
by the execution of a single VAPEPS command called

SCALE. Detailed description of this command and the

required input parameters are presented in reference 2.

5.3 Probabilistic Consideration

The results produced by the VAPEPS prediction proce-
dure (EXTRAP I/II) in some cases should not be used in a

deterministic way. For example, one cannot interrogate the
data base, obtain data from one payload component location,
make a prediction using this data and expect to find very

good agreement with data obtained from a measurement

made during another acoustic test of a payload component
with the same classification as the payload component being

used from the data base. Structural parameters can vary

significantly among payloads components classified as being

the same or in fact are the same with respect to having been

constructed against the same requirements. Predictions

should be treated in a probabilistic manner and the useful-
ness of these predictions will depend on the size of the data

base used. The implementation of probabilistic prediction

methods in VAPEPS can be accomplished by forming com-

mand packets via the use of the extensive data processing

capability of VAPEPS.

In general probabilistic prediction methods should be

developed to be compatible with prediction models imple-

mented in EXTRAP I/II. Probabilistic models based on the
five element SEA model approach of EXTRAP I and on the
response scaling approach of EXTRAP I1 need to be investi-

gated. The extent to which these probabilistic models can

be implemented in VAPEPS will require additional studies.

6.0 VAPEPS VALIDATION

The requirements for validating VAPEPS are charac-

terized as two major types:

• Software Validation

• Prediction Capability

Software Validation

Software validation is defined as tasks specifically per-
formed to evaluate the individual performance of each

VAPEPS processor ENTER, PREP, SEARCH and EXTRAP

procedure, and to evaluate the performance of the VAPEPS

processors operating in an end-to-end system configuration.

Each VAPEPS processor, or procedure, is being evaluated
and demonstrated via the extensive use of sample problems
which will also be included in the VAPEPS documentation.

The interfacing aspects of the processors for an end-to-end

VAPEPS system application are also being evaluated and
demonstrated on sample problems to show relationship

and significance of execution.

Prediction Capability

The capability of VAPEPS EXTRAP procedures to pre-
dict vibroacoustic results for new configurations is being

evaluated by means of demonstration problems. This is

accomplished by using one of the event in the data base as
a referenced event, walking the user through ENTER, PREP

and SEARCH, and with a configuration on which flight or

ground test data is available, predict the results via EXTRAP

and correlate the results with the measured data.

The above two types of validation based on demonstra-
tion problems will be sufficient for validating the VAPEPS

system and provide the level of confidence needed by poten-
tial users.

7,0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The discussion presented in the preceding sections has
outlined the development of a data base management and

prediction system for payload vibroacoustic environments.

The development has included the creation of an initial data

base summary data bank based on past vibroacoustic flight
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andgroundtestdata and the development of computer soft-

wares required for efficient data entry, identification, interro-

gation and retrieval. Included is a prediction procedure
specifically designed to establish the vibroacoustic environ-
ment of new payloads using data obtained from similar

design that had been previously flown or ground tested.

Although the overall data base management and prediction

system is not yet in its final and complete version, and its
validation has not been fully completed, it is apparent that

the herein discussed approach used in the development effort

has resulted in a prediction procedure which can be expected

to give reliable estimates of payload vibroacoustic environ-
mental levels, Furthermore, the VAPEPS data base manage-

ment and prediction system can be used to serve the unique

requirements of a local site or it can be configured to serve

many sites. When shared by a community of users, it pro-
vides for a single uniform, consistent and organized data base
which can be used in a cost effective manner to establish the

vibroacoustic environment of payload components for either
Space Shuttle or expendable booster missions.
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AUTOMATION OF VIBROACOUSTIC DATA BANK

FOR RANDOM VIBRATION CRITERIA DEVELOPMENT

Robin C. Ferebee

Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville, Alabama

A computerized data bank system has been developed for utili-

zation of large amounts of vibration and acoustic data to

formulate _omponent random vibration design and test criteria.

This system consists of a computer, graphics tablet, and a

dry-silver hard copier which are all desk-top type hardware

and occupy minimal space. Currently, the data bank contains

data from the Saturn V and Titan III flight and static test

programs. The vibration and acoustic data are stored in the

form of power spectral density and one-third octave band plots

over the frequency range from 20 to 2000 Hz. The data was

stored by digitizing each spectral plot by tracing with the

graphics tablet. The digitized data was statistically analy-

zed and the resulting 97.5% probability levels were stored on

tape along with the appropriate structural parameters. Stan-

dard extrapolation procedures were programmed for prediction

of component random vibration test criteria for new launch

vehicle and payload configurations. This automated vibro-

acoustic data bank system greatly enhances the speed and

accuracy of formulating vibration test criteria. In the

future, the data bank will be expanded to include all data

acquired from the Space Shuttle fligh_ test program.

INTRODUCTION

The engine generated acoustic and

aerodynamic fluctuatihg pressure envir-

onments produced by space launch vehic-

les create substantial vibratory motion

of the vehicle structure. The predic-

lion of these vibration environments is

=ritical for the success of the missions,

The broadband response characteristics

of the complex vehicle structures pPe-

elude established analytical methods of

prediction, so an extrapolation method

based on past space vehicle test pro-

grams was developed (1). This method

relies on an established scaling tech-

nique to predict The new structure's

response. Because of the large and

_apidly growing data base and the vol-

uminous amount of criteria required to

support Space Shuttle launches, an

automated method was needed to speed" up

the prediction process. A computer

system was developed that stores _he

data base and scales the data to pme-

diet and formulate new component.

design and test criteria.

SCALING TECHNIQUE

Vibration response prediction using

data banks is based on the principle of

dynamic similarity. An acoustic or

fluctuating pressure field impinging on

a vehicle's skin will produce a vibra-

tion response that can be extrapolated

from past vehicles that had similar

structures. The scaling is based on the

following equation:

where: GN(f) = the predicted
response of the new

vehicle structure

as a function o 5
frequency, in g /Hz

GR(f) : the data bank (ref-
erence) vibration

response, in g2/Hz

PN(f) = the new acoustic
forcing function

(1)
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PR(f) : the reference acous-
tic forcing function

WR : the surface weight ofthe reference structure
WN : the surface weight of

the new structure

For the convenience of storing only

one acoustic spectrum per file, all

acoustic data was normalized to an arbi-

trary acoustic spectrum, Fig. I, accord-

ing to the following equation:

[p_(f)] 2

where the subscript M refers to

measured data.

(2)

To account for The alteration in

response caused by mounting a component

to the primary structure, the following

correction factor can be applied to the

equation (2):

W N

WN+_ C

where: W N : weight of new structure

W C : weight of component

Equation 1 now becomes:

GN(f): GR(f)IP ---C{71._ LW ]% +wc
Currently, the data bank contains

vibration and acoustic spectra from

several Saturn V flight and static

tests and from the Titan III flight pro-

gram. These spectra are in The form of

97.5% confidence level frequency plots

from 20 to 2000 Hz in 5 Hz increments.

The 97.5% confidence level was chosen

since it provides a reasonable degree

of certainty without being overconser-

retire. The vibration data is in power

spec±ral density form while The acous-

tic data is in one-third octave band

spectra. Several identifying parame-

ters are stored along with each spec-

trum. In the future, the data bank

will contain data from the Space

Shuttle program.

The data was categorized according

to the type of structure, i.e., ring

frame, skin, skin-stringer, and honey-

comb. Graphite-epoxy composite struc-

ture will be available from The Space

Shu_le. The data was further sub-

grouped according To specific structur-

al parameters such as the size of the

ring frame or the thickness of the skin
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or the weight of the stringers. Gener-

ally, measurements in three directions

were available: longitudinal (along the

vehicle's axis), radial (perpendicular

to the skin), and tangential (along the

vehicle's roll axis).

THE COMPUTER SYSTEM

The computer system is based on a

Tektronix 4052 computer with 64K bytes

of memory and peripheral equipment as

shown in Fig. 2. Data is entered into

the system using a Tektronix q956

graphics tablet and cursor. The data

is stored on The computer's internal

tape cassette or on an optional Tek-

tronix 4907 floppy disk. A Tektronix

4631 dry-silver copier provides a

permanent hard copy of all criteria.

Total system cost is about $25,000 and

all items awe easily available.

Data is entered into. the system by

placing a spectrum on the q956 tablet

and tracing the curve. The tablet

digitizes the spectrum and the computer

interpolates at 5 Hz increments. Each

spectrum is held in memory until The

measurements from all flights are

stored. From three to eight spectra

can be held in memory at one time. The

computer then calculates the 97.5% con-

fidence level of the data and stores this

spectrum on the tape. Next, the acoustic

spectra that correspond to the vibration

measurements are digitized and their con-

fidence level is computed. This spectrum

is also stored on tape. These two eonfi-

dance level spectra are then normalized

to The reference acoustic spectrum in

Fig. 1 and the result is stored on a per-

manent tape file. Several identifying

parameters are stored with The spectrum

and some of these parameters are stored

on a directory file at the beginning of

the tape to provide a quick reference.

Up to 63 spectra can be stored on one

tape, and approximately twice thai number

can be stored on a floppy disk. The data

bank presently contains 98 skin, skin-

stringer, and ring frame vibration spec-

tra. Figs. 3 and _ show typical vibra-

tion and acoustic spectra. The numbers

on the right side of The plot are a tape

identification number and the file number

on the tape.

Once the data has been stored on the

tape_ the user can access any spectrum

for use in deriving vibration criteria.

The first step in this process is to re-

view the tape file directories and choose

a data bank structure that matches the

new structure as closely as possible.

Next, a backup area must be chosen and

[ !
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Fig. 2 - Vibroacoustic Data Bank Schematic
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the structural weight calculated. This

is done by adding the weights of the

skin, stringers, and rings over the

backup area. The backup area should be

large enough to encompass any compon-

ents that may be mounted to the struc-

ture. The component weight must also

be known.

There are two ways of storing the

new acoustic spectrum on a tape file:

using the graphic tablet or by hand.

If the spectrum is given in The form of

a semi-log plot, the tablet can be used

to digitize the information and store

it on tape. Often, The spectrum is in

the form of a specification and just

the values at the one-third octave fre-

quencies are given. In this ease, the

numbers can be entered on the computer

keyboard and stored on the tape. All

acoustic spectra should be in one-third

octave band values.

The program is accessed by reading

the program into memory from a tape.

Once it is running, the program prompts
for the needed information: the file

numbers of the reference vibration spec-

Trum, reference acoustic spectrum, new

acoustic spectrum, and the component

weight, if any. The scaled vibration

spectrum is then plotted, allowing for

structural parameters to be typed at

the top of The page.

The criteria can then be drawn over

the spectrum by manipulating the cursor

using five user definable keys. When

the criteria lines are drawn, another

"key is pressed and a table of criteria

values and slopes are printed. Figs. 5

and 5 show the predicted vibration spec-

trum with the criteria and the criteria

table. Figure 5 contains enough infor-

mation to reproduce the spectrum if the

need arises. The flow chart in Fig. 7

shows the criteria deTivation process.

This system takes the burden of re-

petitive calculation off of the engin-

eer and allows him to concentrate on

choosing an appropriate reference struc-

ture and refining the final criteria.

It takes approximately two %o three

minutes to derive a criteria once the

parameters are chosen. This represents

a tremendous productivity increase with

increased accuracy and _eliability. It

is estimated that this system speeds up

the criteria derivation process by two

to five times at a very modest hardware

cost. With the cost of manpower in-

creasing and the cost of computer sys-

tems decreasing, this computerized data

bank represents a substantial savings

to the government and industry.
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and
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Management and Technical Services Corporation
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The unique Space Shuttle vehicle size, weight, and configuration

have siven rise to problems in determinin$ vibration requirements and

in verlfying structural integrity for anticipated mission environments.

The application of large-scale vibration testing has played a prominent

part in qualifying the Shuttle for its intended missions.

Severe vibration excitation from rocket engines, aerodyn_.ic noise,

and ouboard equipment are expected on each Shuttle flight. Scale-model

bind tunnel and rocket firing tests, as well as full-size rocket engine

tests were relied ou co define the random forcing functlons. The de-
terminJtioD og structural response to chess environments is described

herein, as well as evaluations of measured flight data and comparison

with predicted design and test criteris.

INTRODUCTION

The Space Shuttle, shove in Figure I,

presented new d_fficulties in predicting
aeroacoustle environments and vibration re-

sponmes0 These difficulties became accen-

tuated due to the severity of the environ-
ments when, at the beginning of the program,

it was recognised that severe acoustic levels
would be applied to the Orbiter at llfr-o£f,

due to the close prox;mity to rocket engines,
and that severe aerodynmmic noise would be ap-

plied to several Orbiter locations during the
ascent phase of flight, figures 2 and 3,

The difficulty in predicting the acoustic

environment at lift-off .was due to the proxim-
ity and separation of the rocket ShE(nee, the

complexity of the two launch pads used st the
NASA Kennedy Space Center and at the USAY

Vandenberg AYE, mud the changes of the rocket
exhaust flmis vith veh£cle distance above the

launch pad. These difficulties were eventu-

ally overcome by evaluatlon of data £rOm a

6.4Z scale-model engine/launch pad test pro-

&ram performed at the I(ASA Marshall Specs

Flight Center.

The difficulty in predicting the aero-

dynamic noise environment during ascent

was due to the _auy chooses in vehicle cross-
section as a function of vehicle length, the

Fig. 1 - Space Shuttle configuration
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FiK. 2 - Space Shuttle STS-1 liftoff

three dimensional nature of the many flo_

disturbances, the complexity of the large flo_

interfereuce region between the Orbiter, Ex-

ternal Tank (ET), and Solid Rocket Roosters

(S_'e), and in some cases the dependence ou
vehicle attitude. These difficulties were

overcome _th analylie of data fro_ a 3.51

scale-model Shuttle vehicle wind tunnel test

program performed at the NASA A_es Research

Center. Once the noise fields were defined,

then other procedures as outlined in refer-

ences 1, 2, and 10 could be used to predict
the holes-induced vibration response of the

structure and to develop design and test

criteria for the many items of equipment.

Shuttle Vehicle end Launch Complex Configura-
tion

Three Shuttle orbiter main engines (SSME)

and two sotid rocket boosters (SEB's) fare an

parallel during lift-off, figure 2. The

Orbiter's main engines produce approximately

1.5 million pounds thrust and the two SRB'e apt
proximately 5.5 m_llion pounds thrust. This

new thrust confaKurat{on required extensive re-

design of previous Saturn and Titan launch pad

configurations,

The Eastern Test Range launch complex,

figure _, is the modified launch complex 39
Saturn V facilities. The fl_me trench and de-

[lector have been _odafaed to acco_odete the

t

Fig. 3 - Space Shuttle STS-I launch

FiE. 4 - Space Shuttle Eastern Test RanEe

launch complex
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FLAME

Fig. 5 - Shuttle flame trench, deflector, MLP

and engine flame trajectories

........ j % : ...... _ .............

Fig. 6 - Space Shuttle Western Test Range

launch complex

Shuttle separated rocket exhaust f_ov, figure
5. Hecause of sidewise drift at lift-off due

to SSHE thrust offset from vertlcal, the mo-

bile launch platform (NIP) SIL_ exhaust holes

were increased in length to minimize low eleva-
tion SRB hot core impiug_ent on the NiP. The

Western Test Range launch facilities are the
modified Titan _II SLC-6 complex, figure 6.

Here the flame trenches are covered and sepa-

rated for each Shuttle element rocket ex-

haust,

Shuttle Acoustic Environments

_e Inner prominent sources of acoustic e_-

cltation occur at Shuttie engines ignition

and lift-off and during ascent aerodynamic

flight. It is well documented how liquid

and solid propelled rocket e_Siue noise is

produced in the mxins region between the
surrounding atmosphere and the exhaust core

hi.h-velocity regions. Deflected or ob-

structed rocket exhausts cause higher acous-

tic 1o_diace chaa exhausts thec E2ov freely
from the Shuttle. Noise levels diminish with

elevation above the ground reflecti_ plane

end become insignificant above elevations ap-

proximately 2& S_B nozzle diameters. Acre-

dye--it fluctuating pressure levels start be-

comin_ prominent at hi_her altitudes and vehl-

cle speeds. Yluctuatiug pressures on vehicle

surfaces, due to boundary layer turbulence,

vary in relation to free strem dynmic pres-

sure q. Various combinations of Kach number,

vehicle attitude, and the Shuttle conf£_re-

lion effects on boundary layer £1_ are the
cause of maximum eeronoise. TheM ach 1 end

maximum q ftisht regicms _enerelly produce the

most intense aerodynamic fluctuating pressure
levels.

Definition of Acoustic Environments

Lift-off

The techniques listed herein for pre-

dictin_ maximum external lift-off noise in-

volves extrapolations of noise data measured

on 6.4 percent models of the Shuttle vehicle

end launch pad. Reference 3 states the ratio-

nale _ereby geometrically similar models with

rocket engines exhibiting dynamically similar

characterlzties can be used to predict rocket

noise spectra for larger systems. He adjust-

ments for sound pressure levels are required,

end only the frequencies need be adjusted by

the non-dimensional parameter known as
Strouhal number.

fDe
S " -- - Strouhal number',

V

where: f = frequency

De - system effective nozzle diameter

V - exhaust exit velocity

Reference & provides one of the many available

references on Strouhal scaling.

More than 250 tests with various comblna-

tions of liquid engines, solid rocket motors,

elevations above the pad, and several confi_u-
rations of water injection were conducted,

Scale model launch pad configurations for both

the Eastern end Western Test Ranses were used.

Early tests of the 6.4% model with model

launch pads produced data that indicated exces-

sive noise levels were goin_ to be imposed on

Shuttle structure and payloads. Because of de-

s{_ cost impacts to develop the Shuttle to
withstand these intense envlrorments, it was
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decidedearly in the program to begin state-

of-the-art development of rocket noise Sup-
pression techniques. The moac promising con-

cept was to inject large volumes of water into

the flome trenches, figure 7, reference 5.

The optimum noise suppression system was
selected from the 6.4% model teat data. Acous-

tic spectra from the selected suppression sys-

te_ were compiled and an envelope defined to
equal or exceed all levels, The acoustic data

accounted for flight elevations from on pad to

24 solid rocket motor nozzle di_seters, or ap-

proxlmately 280 feet above the pad. External
Orbiter acoustic spectra, measured during

model firings st nine elevations, were ad-
justed by Strouhal scaling for full-scale

Shuttle frequencies and a typlcal cc_posite as
shown in figure 8. It can be seen that noise

levels vary 4 to 5 dB at low frequencies and
as much as 20 dB at high frequencies. Enve-

lopes were constructed to cover all levels for

all model measurements. Therefore, at any in-
stant of time _uring launch, the envelope

levels will be achieved at a few frequencies
only. The model data indicate that the en-

velope levels will never occur at ell fre-

quencies s_uultaneously during launch.
Acoustic tests using the envelope spectra as
test criteria for the total launch time are

conservative, the amount of conservatism

varies with each frequency.

To evaluate the internal payload hay noise

levels, Orbiter I01 was subjected to jet

engine noise acoustic tests at NASA Dryden
Flight Research Center. Acoustic measurements

were taken inside _ the payload bay and on the
exterior of the sidewalls, bottom and payload

bay doors. Reference 6 provides the detail

discussions of analyses and test conditions.
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Fig. 8 - Acoustic spectra typical 6.4%

composite and envelope

This test phase provided the data to determine

tranmuission loss and noise reduction values
for the Orbiter structure.

The present estimates of internal payload

bay noise for en ompty bay resulted from com-

bining the 6.4% model data with the OV-101

teat analysis results. Later in the program ,
acoustic tests of payload bay door sections

were conducted. These test sections provided

Orbiter 102 payload door and radiator noise re,
duction values for use in further refinement

of the bay acoustic levels.

A final check of the modeling techniques

used herein was accomplisbed when rocket fir-
ing acoustic data were measured On full size

SRB's, fiEure 9, and on the Maln Propulsion

Test Article SSHE, figure lO. These full size

teats provided the first check of the 6.4%

model as a valid prediction tool. It was ob-

served that the 6.A% model _as _enerally con-
servative, references 7 and 8.

Fig. 9 - Full size solid rocket test firln_
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Aeronoise

Considering the complex Shuttle aero-

dynm_c confi_ration, it is 8euerally rec-

osnized that analyses of the Shuttle flu©-
rusting pressure environments are difficult.

Therefore, several scale model wind tun-
uel testa were used to assist in flow field

analysis and to prov£de Shuttle aerouoise

data. These tests are covered {n detall in

several other papers, reference 9. The most

sigu£ficaut test to provlde data for aeronoise

prediction was from a detailed 3.5_ r_gid

model, f_gure 11 - w_th 237 pressure measure-

ment locations. These teats were performed at
NASA-Ames _esearch Center vfth Math nu_nhers

ran_[ng from 0.6 to _.5 and pitch and yaw

an_les throughout the ranges of -5 ° to +5 °.

Adjustments were made to the measured data for

differences in vfud tunnel q (psi) and actual

expected flight q profiles.

These tests provided several thousand

geometrically sca_ed pressure level spectra.

Data were compiled fats zones establ£ehed as
areas of the Shuttle with definable structural

bouudariea or by differences in localised

aerodyna_/c flow, figures 12 and 1_. For each

_ona, the spectra were separated into data as-

sociated with Shuttle nominal flight trajec-
tories and data at all attitude combinations

from nominal to _uaximum pitch and yaw. Spec-

tra gram all measurements iu a particular

zone were grouped in a composite and an enve-

lope was constructed Co obtain the final zoae

nominal and dispersed maxiwn environments.

Typical overall time history levels and car-

NOSE

Fig, 12 - Aeroacoustlc noise zones of the

Shuttle Orbiter - bottom

Fig. ii - Space Shuttle 3.5% wind tunnel model

Fig. 13 - Aeroacoustlc noise zones of the

Shuttle Orbiter - top and side
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responding max;mum aeronoise spectra are

shown in figures 14 and 15. As was the situa-

tion for the lift-off model data, these enve-

lope techniques provide conservatism in design

and test criteria development. The maximum

levels on various measurements in • zone do

not occur at the same Math numbers and vehicle

attitude. Nonetheless, the maximum levels of
all measurements in a zone were combined re-

gardless of the naturally excludable ascent
flight events,

Orbiter Vibration Environments

Development of vibration design and test

criteria was of prime importance to a success-

ful program. The objective in developing the

vibration criteria was to provide environments
which ensure performance over the intended

equipment life, but which will not be exces-

sive and unnecessarily affect equipment cost,

weight, or delivery schedule.

In order to maintain consistency in de-

veloping the Orbiter vibration environments,

the following basic assumptions were es-

tablished: (1) Orbiter vibration (except

SSME engines and thrust structure) results

from direct impit_ement of engine noise and

aerodynamic noise during boost; (2) Orbiter

structure response to noise will be similar to

previous spacecraft structures; (3) Factors

af_tlng vibration response will be noise

spectra, vehicle surface density, curvature of

surfaces, and type og structure; (4) Similar

structures possess similar model densities;

(5) All types of noise sources are equally

efficient in coupling with spacecraft struc-

ture; and (6) thermal protection system tiles

provide only mass participation on the Orbit-
er exterior structure.

Various methods are available for develop-
ing vibration criteria: (a) classical random

response analysis, (b) statistical energ 7 anal-
ysis and (c) extrapolation techniques. The

advantages and limitations of these methods

are discussed in reference I0. It is recog-
nized that other aerospace progrmns have used

statistical analysis methods successfully for

evaluation of reference vibration date. How-

ever, the extrapolation method, also, has

been used on other programs and was selected
for developing most of the Shuttle Orbiter

vibration criteria primarily because it was

quick to implement and because a large refer-
ence data base wee available for extrapola-

tion. Scaling methods were selecEed utilizing

the Condos-Butler equation, which scales the

random vibration spectra from a reference vehi-

cle to a new vehicle w_.th respect to the dif-

ferences between the external acoustic spectra
and the surface mass densities of the t_o ve-

hicles. Here the external acoustic spectrmn

for the Orbiter was selected from the applica-
ble aeroacoustic noise zone described pre-

viously and the surface mass density was cal-

culated to apply to the structural area under

consideration. The reference vehicle and its

applicable region was selected on the basis

of structural similarity between the new and

reference vehicle installations. Because of

the structural diversity of the Orbiter, five

reference vehicles were chosen, Apollo Com-

mand Module, Apollo Service Module, Saturn

S-IC Stage, Saturn S-II Stage, and the Titan

III-C. These vehicles provided vibration

response data measured during test that were
ground acoustlc (reverberant, progressive

wave, and uncorrelated multiple duct progres-

sive wave) static rocket firing launch engine

noise end_boost aerodynamic turbulence. Since

basic ssst,mption (5) indicates all acoustic

sources are equally efficient, all reference
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Fig. 16 - Random vibration cr_terla development

vehicle vibration response data were lumped

together.

The procedure involved in vibration cri-

teria development is simplistically illustra-

ted in figure 16. Basically, the _plltude
of vibratioc environment enveloped from tee

reference vehicle is adjusted based on the
differences between the reference vehicle

acoustic forcing function and those of the

new vehicle end by the square of the ratio

of the surface mass dens_tles. In addltion,

the frequency of the resulting spectrum is

adjusted by the ratio of the square root of
the dilmeters of the reference vehicle and the

new vehicle, where applicable, me £1rst re-

quirement in developing vibration criteria was

tO identify a reference confiaurstion suffi-

ciently similar to the new configuratlon and

in some areas, aultlple reference structures
Mere used,

The two mcat complex areas to develop vi-
bration environments were the Orbiter Crew Com-

partment and the bulkhead which separates the

payload bay from eft fuselage, 1307 bulkhead.
The Orbiter crew module vihretlou criteria

development will be discussed as an example

of the sethod omployed for all eatrepoletion

procedures. Since the orbiter crew compart-
ment is s separate pressurized compartment

suspended from the orbiter outer shell, the

&polio Co,and Module wee selected as the ref-

erence structure. It was felt that the prl-

aery basis for sililarlty should he the

loosely-coupled, double-bull construction _rith

• high equipment density inner compartment end
that the differences in shell materiels were

secondary. Due to vehicle s_etryj the

Apollo C_and Module was exposed to a rela-

tively uniform eeroecoustie env{rolment which

had been dupllceted in &round testing. How-
ever, the Orbiter external acoustic environ-

merits very si_ificautly over the outer sur-
face, therefore, spatially averaged spectra

were developed for the various lift-off and
boost condltione. De£1nltion of crew module

shell vibration consisted of calculating a

surface density scaling factor for the outer

shells o£ the Apollo C_end Module end the
Orbiter outer shell (+SdB), and then calculat-

ing a surface density scaling factor for the

pressure hulls of the Apollo Colmand Module

and the Orbiter Crew Module (-7d3). These tWO

factors establish a net surface density scal-

ing _ector (-2dE) tc be combined with acoustic

scaling factors for Shuttle flit-off, nominal

boost trajectory and dispersed boost trajec-

tory. A similar procedure was foll_ed in

developing the crew module equipRent vibre-

lion criteria except the envelope of Apollo
C,.mand Module was used to obtain the dlgfer-

antes in equipment installation density

(+3dB). The equipment vibration criteria

were sufficiently similar to the pressure

hull criteria that • composite, figure 17,

was adopted for the whole crew compartment.

Although figure 17 shows separate vibration
spectra for the llft-off, nominal boost and

0.1
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Fig. 17 - Orbiter crew module pressure hull

vihratlon envelopes of scaled responses
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dispersed trajectory boost conditions, only

that spectrum identified as dispersed trajec-

tory boost was specified for qualification

testing. As a general rule, whenever the

developed spectra Were within 3dB, the higher

was specified for all mission conditions.

A specific conservatism factor was not

added to the vibration criteria for qualifica-
tion testing because sufficient conservatism

was built into the environment development and
qualification test procedures by: (1) vibra-

tion environments from reference vehicles were

developed by enveloping all applicable ground

and flight test data, (2) enveloping Orbiter
liftoff noise environments which occur at dif-

ferent elevations, (3) enveloping aeroscoustlc

enviromnents resulting from mutually exclusive

flight conditions, (4) asstrming that ground

reverberance or progressive wave acoustic

testing was representative of service condi-
tions, (5) using composite test spectra for

full-duration testing, (6) performing shaker

tests sequentially in three mutually perpendic-

ular axes, and (7) defining test criteria as

motion input spectra rather than force inputs.

Vibration Test Durations

A typical time history of overall fluc-

tuating pressure levels during lift-off and

ascent is shown in figure 18. During the as-

cent period, the nominal and dispersed trajec-

tory curves shown represent those external
noise conditions which will occur on 50% and

11 of the missions respectively. During the

remaining 49Z of the missions, the acoustic
levels will be between those shown. Similar

time histories were developed for all Space
Shuttle Vehicle noise zones.

Since it is not practical to perform

ground vibration teats using continuously

varying environments, equivalent fixed m,-
plltide tests durations were established.

The equivalent fixed amplitude duration was
calculated for each zone such that the test

environment would exceed or produce the same

fatigue damage as the non-statlonery vibration

amplitude time history. A fatigue model vae
used that assures that (a) both stationary and
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FiB. 18 - Orbiter forward fuselage - side

non-stationary loadiugs cause raudoa stresses
between the endurance limit and the ultimate

strength, (b) the damage contribution is in ac-

cordance with the PalmEren-Lauger-Hinor hypoth-

esis, (c) the maximum of the random fatigue

curve can be used for stalin 8 the relative

damage contribution between the highest and

lowest non-stationary stresses. Since most of

the structure of interest is of 2024 alumin.,,-

with a notch concentration of K t = 4, a maxi-
m m,, fatigue curve slope of 4 was selected. In

addition, to account for the statistical scat-

ter of the random fatigue curve, a scatter fac-
tor of 4 was used to increase calculated fixed

nmpl_tude durations for all testing and anal-

yses.

Fliaht Data Comparison

Approximately 200 acoustic, vibration and

strain measurements applicable to the subject
envirom-ental criteria were recorded on the

first Space Shuttle flight test. A comprehen-
sive review of these data indicates that near-

ly all qualification vibration testing has been
performed at satisfactory mBplitudea and dura-

tions. Figures 19, 20, end 21 present typical

comparisons of flight test data and component

qualification test criteria. Fisure 19 is a

composite envelope of approximately 40 accel-

erometera located throughout the crew compatt-

ment. The low frequency criteria exceedance

illustrated was observed on one aecelerometer
for less than one second. That particular

acceleremeter yes located at the center of a

large shelf and other accelerometers at axe" "-
lar locations on other shelves were vithln the

criteria envelope. In addition, the Avionics

components at the location in question had

been tested to higher levels than the crlterla

envelope, ao no equipment qualification prob-
lems were encountered.
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Fig. 19 - STS-I crew compartment - composite

envelope and corresponding test requirement

envelope

Figure 20 indicates favorable comparison

of the predicted mid-fuselage sidewall vibra-

tion environment with that measured during

STS-1. Fisure 21 indicates that, although
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ground acoustic testing indicated vibration re-

sponse may exceed predicted values, comparison

_ch the flight data shoved no exeeedance in

flight.

Two signiflcant phenomenon were observed
during STS-I that require further discussion.

During the orbiter main engine ignition se-

quence the en_nes are momentarily stabilized

at 20Z thrust prior to proceeding to full-

thrust output, During this stabilization pe-

riod, unburned hydrogen from the fuel-rich
startup iLmltes when it mixes with the atmo-

sphere causing increased transient uolee.
This condition lasts less than one half sec-

ond, but produces acoustic levels that exceed
ell other mission events for some parts of the

Orbiter. Even though the ignition transient

acoustic enviroment exceeded Chat previously

predicted for many aft areas, corresponding
vibration responses did not exceed those

predicted for lower acoustic euviro_nents.
Nevertheless, the Orbiter vibration responses

observed during this main engine ignition

transient period were enveloped along with

the remainder of the lift-off sequence.

The other significant observation was the

pronounced back of structural response to
aeroacoustic excitation, especially in the
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lower frequency regions. AI a result of

analyses of ground acoustic test data from

large test articles, there were indications
that some structural areas could not survive

100 missions due to high mnplitude, low fre-

quency responses resulting from s_ulated
aeroacoustlc loadlug. Fortunately, the high

amplitude low frequency responses did not mate-
rialize during the STS-1 transonic flight pe-

riod. It is presently assumed that this lack

of flight response to aeroacoustic noise can
be aCtrlbuted to poor coupling efficiently of

the Orbiter low frequency modes with nero-

acoustics,

Conclusion

The techniques used to develop Orbiter

random vibration design and test requirements

proved to be acceptable for the Shuttle mis-
sion schedule and objectives. The re£ereuce

data base was sufficient to allow use of ex-

trapolation methods. The zonal grouping and

scale data envelopes allo_ reasonable coo-

servatlsm and timely criteria developueut.

The predicted vibration requirements were

validated by flight data.
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DISCUSSION

Mr, Mitchell (Naval Air Sys:ems Cor_nd): Did

you have any requirements for low frequency

slnusoldal vibration tests to simulate struc-

ture-borne vibration?

Mr, NewbrouRh! From the beginning we did, We

did put in a requirement early in the program

for some of the black box developments, but

that went away eventually durin 8 the program.

We decided tO divert that over to the loads

analysis world and have the low frequency dy-

namics factored into the steady state loads.

Since the subject of this paper was the high

frequency random vibration envlro_ments, we

didn't touch on anything essentially below

20 Hz.

Mr_ Mitrhe_l: I think you mentioned you had

200 transducers on this last flight. What was

the actual quantity? 200?

Mr, Newbrou_h: We had approximately 200 vibra-

tion, acoustic and strain transducers.

Mr, Mitchell: Will you have similar quantity

on future flights? Do you anticipate that the

next flight will have a different trajectory

and a different environment when you reach max

Q? I assume liftoff will probably be the same.

Mr, Newbrou_h: We have a full complement of

measurements on the next three flights. Some

are the same as we had before, for repeatabil-

ICy, and we have new locations as well. We

also have a new data package that is being put

on board to expand our capability in the pay-

load bay. We had only four microphones in the

payload bay to define the payload bay environ-

ment. We will have 14 more microphones from

the Goddard Space Flight Center. They put on

the DATE system, which you may have heard a-

bout, for those measurements. Yes, there will

be slightly different trajectories involved,

and we have taken that into account in our

data. Our trajectories were scaled to our max

Q environment in every case, and we did not a-

chieve the maximum Q environments on this last

flight. That is a good point; we adjusted our

data to take care of that when you saw the com-

parisons of the flight data with our test en-

vironments.

Mr. Beck (BoeinR.Company): Would you co,-,ent

on the effect of the tiles on the response of

the structure to acoustic noise or in-fllght

noise?

It is in the paper, but it was

one of those things I left out of this presen-

tation. We assumed we would not take any kind

of a mass effect into account for those tiles.

It was another conservatism factor that might

be built into the criteria. We basically did

not put much in there at all, but we said that

the effect is there. The fact that the tiles

are there would have to be accounted for, and

I guess we had to account for that on some of

our acoustic fatigue program panels. I be-

lieve we had to account for that on the pay-

load bay doors, We made some corrections to

our test environments based on that. So we

thought about it, and it was considered. We

didn't reduce any of our predicted environ-

ments based on that, but we took care of it

when we did ground simulation tests.

M;, $�ther!and (W21e Labs): Did you state the
relative amount of water flow relative to che

exhaust flow rate in the water cooling sup-

presser?

Mr, Newbrough: It varies. I don't know the

exact breakdown. The total flow rate is in

excess of 700,000 gallons per mlnu_e.

Mr, Suther!and: What is the mess flow rate

ratio?

Mr. Newbrough: It was .3½ to.l on the main en-

gine side, but I don't believe it was that

high on the SRB side.

Mr. Suther!and: Did you say that you didn't

feel that the water cooling had any particular
benefit?

_, Newbrou_h: Oh, no! It did have slgnlfi-

cant benefit. Without it we could not have

flown the present vehicle. When I said that,

I meant that it was for the ignition transient

situation only where the SSME starts up; the

SSME starts roughly three seconds before the

SRB fires. It is during that short time peri-

od, half a second to a second before we come

to full thrust, that we got this high level,

and we felt that perhaps the water did not

have too much benefit. That was a postulate;

that was a theory on our part. But we know if

it was a roug_ burnlnK condition with the

shocks bouncing around inside the nozzles,

that the suppression water is down in the

flame trench. We had no thrust down in that

area at all. So we really believe we could

not have launched. In fact we had a launch

constraint. If you lose the noise suppression

water, do not launch[ Hold the flight!
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SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER

ACOUSTIC FATIGUE CERTIFICATION TESTING

R. A. Stevens

Rockwell International

Downey, California

The Space ,Shuttle orbiter is designed to accommodate a unique combination of loads

and environments not previously encountered inasmuch as the reusable vehicle is launched

vertically and lands horizontally. The orbiter is subjected to structural vibration caused by

engine exhaust-generated acoustic noise during liftoff and aerodynamic noise during

atmospheric flight. It was necessary to certify the orbiter structure, thermal protection

system (TPS), mechanisms, and equipment, and to gather empirical data to support fatigue

analyses and to update vibration and internal noise criteria before the completion of the

orbiter flight test (OFT) program.

The requirement-has largely been satisfied by the partial completion of a

comprehensive acoustic fatigue development and certification test program. This paper

addresses the certification portion of the program supporting OFT, including test article

selection, objecnves, environments, results, and conclusions. Also included are comparisons

of ground and flight test data.

INTRODUCTION

The Space Shuttle was developed to satisfy the

requirements of NASA and DoD to economically put a

variety of payloads (PL's) into low earth orbit, and to serve

as a reusable first stage in putting othdr payloads into higher

orbits, geosynchronous orbits, or planetary trajectories atlow

cost. Orbital servicing and retrieving of payloads are also

planned under certain conditions. Payloads are carried in the

orbiter cargo bay, which is 60 feet long and 15 feet in

diameter. Re['. [1 through 4] provide an overview of the

Shuttle configuration and mission and discussions of various

technical issues (Figs. I and 2).

The fluctuating pressure loads ate the principal sources
of structural vibration. Structural vibration could cause

malfunction and/or fatigue of vehicle components, primary

and secondary structure, and/or TPS.

Because of the vibratory loads, requirements were

defined to demonstrate the integrity of structure, TPS,

mechanisms, and components, and to obtain data to update

vibration criteria, noise transmission predictions, and support

fatigue analyses prior to flight. The requirements have been

satisfied by partially completing a comprehensive acoustic

fatigue development and certification test program. The

development program was described in Ref. [5 and 6] ; this

paper addresses the orbiter acoustic £atlgue certification test
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program completed to support the orbiter flight test

-program. Additional acoustic fatigue testing is planned to

support orbiter certification for operational flight; the results

of this testing will be reported later.

TEST ARTICLE SELECTION

Test articles for the program were selected based on the

diversity of parameters affecting the fatigue life-principally

Fie,. 1 - Space Shuttle configuration
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Fig. 2 - Space Shuttle mission profile

the variation in structural and TPS configurations and in

aeroa¢oustic environments. Results of the acoustic fatigue

development test program also influenced the selection

process.

In most conventional aircraft and spacecraft programs,

the contractor performs the design and analysis while the

subcontractor does the fabrication. In" the Shuttle program,

the subcontractor performed all three functions using vehicle

loads specified by the contractor. The subcontractor was free

to select his preferred structural configuration, so long as

certain weight goals were achieved. As a result, the orbiter

structure is highly varied: the forward fuselage has mainly

hat-stiffeners: the payload bay doors and the skin of the

orbital maneuvering subsystem (OMS) are graphite-epoxy

honeycomb; the aft fuselage and vertica/ stabilizer are

primarily of integrally machined waffle construction; the mid

fuselage is primarily integra]]y machined l-stiffeners; and the

wings have unique hat stiffeners. In addition, most metallic

skin-stringer configurations are machined and/or chem-

milled, With the exception of the graphite-epoxy sections and

the windows, the external structure is made mainly of 2024

aluminum alloy. The orbiter subcontractors are shown in

Fzg. 3.

The TPS for the orbiter structure generally consists of

more than 30,000 coated silica tiles called reusable surface

insulation (RSI), each ranging up to 8 by 8 in. in area and

from 0.2 in. to 4.75 in. in thickness. The area and thickness

of the tiles are determined by local entry heating

environments. The lower surface is covered with

high-temperature RSI (HRSI); the sides and upper surface are

generally covered with low-temperature RSI (LRS1) and felt

RS] (FRSI).

The heating on the nose and leading edges of the wings

exceeds the capabLlity of the RSI. A graphite composite

called reinforced carbon-carbon (RCC) is used for these

sections. Thermal and aerodynamic seals are prominently

used on many doors and control surfaces of the orbiter.

Fig..4 shows the general layout. Ref. [7 and 81 present a

material and mechanical, overview of the TPS.

There is a large spatial variation of .the aeroacoustic

environments, especially during ascent transoni.c/qmax period

VERTICAL TAIL
FAIRCHILD-REPUBLIC

4

CARGO DOORS _ ORBITAL MANEUVERING

ROCKWEL'

" LEVbI._I_,ITGEDG E GRUMMAN 1 1 _.,,"_? "
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Fig. 3 - Structural subcontractors of the Shuttle orbiter
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Fig. 4:2 Material elements used for the orbiter thermal

protection subsystem

of flight, hereafter called aerodynamic noise. For this reason,

and the structural variations listed above, the orbiter was

divided into many exterior vibroacoustic zones. Figs. 5 and 6

show these zones plus the predicted maximum overall sound

pressure level for liftoff (XXX) and the maximum overall

fluctuating pressure level for ascent transonic/qmax XXX.

LIFTOFF (XXX)

TRANSONICI q_n4" XXX T1AAL) 180 ._

I PAYLOAD DOORS / // / lS2

CANOP_f J /"/ _ AFT

A ,-T-- _ _t _z__ -_--

GLOVE INBOARD

_ ((1S61 IS6 WIN_" ,181) 158

& slOE FUSELAGE FUSELAG£ Illl@i fS,.6.8

Fig. 5 - Orbiter aeroacoustic zones: top and side with

maxirnam overall sound pressure level for liftoff

and transonic

_ ELEVON LIFTOFF (XXXI

INBOARD

(164) TRANSONICIqm_ qO(X
1_ O,UTItOARD

ELEVON

HEAT_41ELD- _,,_r_--,_ I 1_ ¢ 157

FlAP 162
1. _/_ -- =.GLOVE

.-_I_"--_ i'_>-'_._/_-"_ - /F,S_,_

(lEO} 154 MID FUSELAGE FRONT IlS4}

I+sl}fs4 ls,_!.l

Fig, 6 - Orbiter aeroacoustic ".ones: bottom with maximttm

overall sound pressure levels for liftoff and transonic

GENERAL TEST REQUIREMENTS AND RESULTS

Test Objectives

The objectives of each test varied slightly. The general

objectives were to demonstrate and/or evaluate the integrity

of the structure, TPS, seals, thermal barriers, gap fillers.

mechanisms, and components, and to obtain data to

(1) support fatigue analysis of structure, (2) expand the

vibroacoustic data base, " (3) support TPS analysis,

(4) correlate with development flight instrumentation (DFII,

and (5) compare internal and external noise to determine

noise transmission (NT).

Test Article Description

The test articles selected are shown in Fig. 7. The

structural configuration of all test articles was according to

the production drawings. Because of the availability and cost

of production RS|, most of the test articles had some

simulated RS] (SRSI). The exceptions were the payload'bay

doors, which had no acreage RSI; the environment based on

the results of development testing was adjusted accordingly.

The dynamic characteristics of the SRSI were proven

adequate for use in the certification program during the

development program, Most of the acoustic fatigue

certification test articles had at least 25 percent production

RSI.

Test Environment

Prior to acoustic testing, the dynamics of each test

article with its test fixture were characterized in a modal

survey and analysis. The results of the modal survey and

analysis were used to locate critical strain gauges and

acCelerometers for acoustic testing, to evaluate the test

fixture, to ensure that all dynamic inputs to the test article

were realistic, and to develop a model to support fatigue life

analysis of the primary structure, fiecause some of the test

articles were completely covered with RS! and/or SRSI,

visual inspection of the structure was virtually impossible. In

these cases, modal testing was used as a supplementary

- _ Lyreill

FFA-0I FFA-04

Fig. 7 - General locations of the test articles
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inspection tool. Comparisons of mode shapes, frequencies,

and damping were conducted periodically between exposures

during the acoustic testing. If changes were detected, it was

concluded that load path changes had occurred that implied

potential structural failure.

Table 1 shows the acoustic environments used for each

test article. The environments and durations were developed

using the methods described in Ref. [6 and 9]. For some test

articles, the acoustic environments (aerodynamic and liftoff)

were combined to form a composite. The cumulative damage

theory was used to develop the composite environments

Ref. [9 and 10]. The prtmary reason (or using composites

was to simpld'y testing. Enveloping of zonal environments

(i.e., upper and lower wing, devon) was also used to develop

acoustic test environments. If enveloping procedures were

not used, special fixtures wou[d have had to be designed and

fabricated', the cost and schedules involved were prohibitive,

Because of the extreme difference in spectrum shape

between the aerodynamic shock (hereafter called aeroshock)

and aerodynamic environments, composite techniques were

not used for these cases, In most cases, the entire test article

was exposed to the aeroshock test condition, even though the

aeroshock environment (usually caused by a large pressure

gradient) was predicted and subsequently found relatively
local in flight. The reasons for not confining the aeroshock to

a local region during the applicable tests were the cost and

schedule needed to fabricate special test fixtures. Aeroshock

testing of entire test articles proved to be conservanve,
of course. On some test articles, however, the aeroshock

environment was applied locally. This was called hot

spotting. Hot spotting was usually done by posmoning
low-frequency horns adjacent to the local area of interest. An

important observation was made from the hot spot tests:

when the aeroshock environment was applied locally and

smauhaneously with the aerodynamic environment, no

significant increase in vibration response was observed over
the presence of aerodynamm excitation alone.

If no structural failures were detected after

i00 equivalent missions, further acoustic testing was
conducted on most test articles listed in Table 1 until failure

occured or until a very large number of equivalent missions

were applied to preclude the possibility of failure. The most

common method of intentionally inducing fatigue failure is

called accelerated testing, which is accomplished by
increasing the acoustic levels. The determination of the

time-to-failure and location of the failure is des'table to

support acoustic fatigue analysis. It was determined that 500

equivalent missions was an adequate, duration to achieve

failure, if failure was possible. When the levels were increased.

the dtltations were reduced using linear fatigue damage

hypotheses as described in Ref. [9 and t0].

Test Results

A general overview of the test results is presented in

Table I. Each test article was the subject of a separate report.

Ref. [ 11 through 24]. A thorough description of test results

for all of the orbiter test articles is considered beyond the

scope of this paper. However, two test articles have been

addressed m more detail: the AFA-15 body flap (Fig. 8), and

the WA-19 wing (with leading edge) (Fig. 9). These articles

were tested at the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) Sonic

Fatigue Laboratory (SFL). Other facilities are referred to in
Table 1.

\

Fig. 8 - Body flap test article AFA-15

Fig. 9 - ICing (witl_ leading edge) test article _A-I9
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BODY FLAP ACOUSTIC AND FLIGHT TEST DATA

Acoustic Test

The acoustic environments for the body flap test are

shown in Fig. 10. The fac/hty was able to achieve the test

environment within the specified tolerance in each 1/3.octave

band. Vibration responses measured on the skin between

frames and at a frame-skin interface are compared with the

predicted body flap vibration in Fig. 11. The predicted and

measured skin vibration compared favorably except below

100 Hz. The acoustic and vibration criteria were developed

using the methods described in Ref. [6]. Fig. 12 compares

external and internal noise measured at the liftoff condition.

Noise reduction greater than the 10-dB predicted is observed.

The predicted noise transmission was developed using data

obtained earl), in the Shuttle program, Re(. i5].

Fig. 13 compares vibration data for the structure and

one of the tiles. It can be concluded that the tile and

structure responded together in the normal direction up to

about 250 Hz, but above this frequency the tile decoupIes

from the structure. Results of this type were typical for

several test articles. Using coherence analysis and vibration

data from another acoustic test of structure-TPS, ReE [25]

concluded that the structural vibration was the main exciter

of tile response below 250 Hz whereas the acoustic pressure
was the main exciter between 250 and 800 Hz.

As seen in Fig. 8 and the top of Fig. 14, several edge

t/les are cantilevered over the trailing edge and sides of the

body flap, leaving only a small area (called a footprint) for

attaching an edge tile to the structure. Fig. 14 shows the

normal response of one of these tiles, one in the center of the

footprint and the other in center of the cantilevered area.

Tile rocking is observed, making it susceptible to early

failure. Fig. 14 also shows the lateral response, which is

significantly lower than the normal.

FLight Data

Fig. 15 shows time histories of acoustic and vibration

measurements for the body flap during the ]iftoff period of

the first Shutde flight (STS-1). Two transitory periods are

prominent. The first occurs during Space Shuttle miin engine

(SSME) ignition (MEI). The design of the engines require a

fuel lead and then, because of the extremely high operational

pressures, a pause is required in the thrust build-up to permit

stabilization of the high-pressure fuel and oxidizer pumps.

During this pause, the partially full exhaust flow in the

nozzte is extremely rough and small explosive detonations are

occurring downstream of the nozzle exit as unburned fuel in

the exhaust explosively mixes with the atmospheric oxygen.

As shown in the time histories, this transitory noise and

subsequent vibration equals or exceeds the levels experienced

from combined SSME and solid rocket booster (SRB)

operation as the vehicle clears the launch pad.

The second transitory peak, shown only in the acoustic

time history, occurs during SRB ignition. This peak is really a

low-frequency pressure wave caused by the dynamic

interaction between the stationary air mass in and around the

nozzle and the sudden onset of high-velocity exhaust gases

through the nozzle as engine chamber pressure rapidly

ONE.THIRD OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES tHz)

Fig. 10 - Acoustic criter=a Jot body flap acoustic test AFA-I5
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increases during the ignition phase. The result is the

formation of a weak blast-wave in the air. However, as seen in

Fig. 15, the body flap vibration time history shows no

significantpeak at this time, although other orbiter locations

show appreciable responses.

Figs. 16 and 17 compare fight acoustic and vibration

spectra for MEI, the remaining portion of liftoff (relatwely

steady burn of the main engines) and for the aerodynamic

period of flight. Fig. 18 shows that the difference between

external and internal noise is in excess of 10 dB at liftoff

(excluding MEI ).

BODY FLAP COMPARISON AND OBSERVATIONS

Figs. 10 and 16 show the predicted acoustic and

measured flight acoustic spectra for the liftoff and

aerodynamic conditions• A: ME[, the flight acoustic

environment exceeds the predicted by as much as 6 dB

between50 and 100 Hz and up to 3 dB above 250 Hz. The

liftoff predicted criteria exceeds the measured liftoff

environment (except MEI) by 4 .to 12 dB depending on the

1/3-octave frequency band compared, when the aerodynamic

condition is compared, the predicted exceeds the measured in

the frequencies of interest by at least 10 dB,

Figs. 11 and 17 present the vibration response of the skin

from the acoustic and flight test. The acoustic test vibration

response compares favorably with the vibration response

measured ciuring ME[, except below 10OHz. The flight

vibration response measured during the remaining portion of
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Fig. 16- Body flap acoiistic spectra obtai, ed from STS-1
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liftoff is about 10 dB lower than the acoustic test vibration

response, If the aerodynamic condition is compared, the

acoustic test vibration response exceeds the flight response

by about 20 dB,

Figs. 12 and 18 show that the acoustic and flight test

external to internal noise differences compare favorably at

liftoff (except MEI). In this case, the imti_lly predicted value

of 10 dB reduction proved to be conservative.

The exposure time for the liftoff condition for the

acoustic test [Kef. 9 and 19] and the flight test (Fig. 15

partially d:splayed) are 5 and 8 see., respectively. The

duration at high amplitude for the MEI portion of liftoff can

be observed from Fig. 15 to be about 0.5 sec.

One can conclude from these comparisons that

The MEI flight acoustic environment exceeds the

acoustic test environment by 6 dB between 50

and 100 Hz, whereas the vibration response from

the acoustic "test exceeds that from flight by 6 dB

in the same frequency band. If the MEI flight

acoustic spectrum had been utilized for the

acoustic test, a 12 dB overtest would have resulted.

The exposure time associated with the flight liftoff

condition (except MEI) was longer than predicted

but the flight acoustic and vibration environments

Iexcept MEI) were much lower than the predicted

liftoff ]evels. As a result, the acoustic test could

have produced greater fatigue damage than did

fight.

Because the flight aerodynamic acoustic and

vibration environments were so much lower than

liftoff, their contribution to fatigue damage was

considered negligible. Therefore, there was no need

to apply to aerodynamic environment during the

acoustic test.

The first comparison indicated that the acoustic test

produced an overtest of vibration response below 100Hz.

The probable cause for some of the excessive vibration is the

semireverberant chamber used for the acoustic test.

A comparison of ground and flight test data associated with

most of the test articles noted in Table 1 has been conducted.

In almost every case, if the test article had low-frequency

modes (below 100 Hz), the semireverberent and reverberent

chambers excited some of them. No evidence was found

during the STS-1 flight that this occurred. This indicates that

an overtest, to some degree, in the low frequency region
occurred on all of the test articles.

BODY FLAP ACOUSTIC RETEST

During the 100-mission acoustic test exposure of the

body flap test article, several TPS and structural failures

occurred. The testing was interrupted a few times because of

a loss of HRSI tiles, especially those cantilevered over the

trailing edge of the body flap. Differences in strain gauge

readings during acoustic exposure as well as differences in

modal behavior (as measured from modal surveys condtlcted

between acoustic exposure periods) indicated progression of

structural fadures throughout the test [Ref. 26]. Several

structural failures were observed during inspection at the end
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Fig. I8 - Comparison of body flap exter_zaI a,zd internal noise obtained during tiftoff of STS-!

of the test. Because time-to-failures could not be accurately

pinpointed, the test article is presently being refurbished and

is scheduled to be retested using the revised criteria shown in

Fig. 19. The revised acoustic test environment was

established using fight data and the vibroacoustic test

method concept developed in Ref. [27], i.e., selecting an

acoustic environment to produce a given vibration response.

vibration responses compare favorably w_th the predicted;

however, as in many other zones of the orbiter, measured

skin-frame interface vibration exceeds the predicted. The

in-plane skin vibration is also plotted on Fig. 22. Except at

1,500 Hz, it is at least 10 dB less than the normal skin

response, Fig. 23 presents measured vibration response in a

direction normal to the RCC surface.

WING (WITH LEADING EDGE)

ACOUSTIC AND FLIGHT TEST DATA

Acoustic Test

The acoustic environments shown in Fig. 20 for the

wing [with leading edge) WA-19 test were developed by

enveloping the predicted upper and lower wing liftoff and

aerodynamic flight environments and deriving a composite

using Miner's rule [Ref. 24]. The accelerated test

environment (used to attempt to fad the structure), also

shown in Fig. 20, was also developed using Miner's rule. The

acoustic test exposed the test article to the equivalent of

500 missions.

At the conclusion of the test, a visual inspection of the

test article revealed two points of structural failure in a

mini-frame. The locations of the failures are illustrated in

Figs. 24, 25, and 26. Complete separation shown in Fig. 25 of

the mini-rib occurred at about 350 mission-equivalents of

accelerated testing. This was determined from rapid changes

in strain gauge readings located near the failure (located as a

result of the modal survey). The other point of failure

detected after testing was a crack in the same mini-frame

(Fig. 26). The strain data at the first point of failure was used

to estimate the time the crack occurred to be equivalent to

320 missions.

Flight Data

The predicted decrease in noise from outside to inside

the wing structure and the RCC cavity was 10 dB [Ref, 5].

Fig. 21 shows external and internal noise spectra obtained

from the ground test. The comparison shows a 10 dB or

greater reduction in each 1/3-octave band.

Fig. 22 compares predicted and measured wing

(including leading edge) vibration response for the skin and

the skin-frame interface in the normal direction. The skirt

Fig. 27 shows the time histories of the flight acoustic

and vibration measurements for the wing during STS-]

liftoff. A review of the acoustic time history shows a h_gh

SRB ignition overpressure pulse; however, as noted earlier

with the' body flap, no appreciable wing vibration is observed.

Figs. 28 and 29 show the acoustic and vibration spectra

that the wing encountered during the liftoff (including MEI

and SRB ignition) and aerodynamic portions of Shuttle flight
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STS-1. Fig. 30 displays a comparison of external and internal

no_se during Ziftoff of Shuttle flight STS-1.

WING (WITH LEADING EDGE)

COMPARISONS AND OBSERVATIONS

Figs. 20 and 28 show the predicted and measured flight

acoustic spectra for the liftoff and aerodynamic conditions.

The liftoff (excep: MEI) levels compare favorably. MEI levels

above 80 Hz are lower than the liftoff (except MEI) levels by

as much as 8 dB. As shown in Fig. 28, the fight aerodynamic

spectrum is at least 10 dB lower than the flight liftoff

environment and certainly lower than predicted (predicted

not shown because of composite).

Figs. 22 and 29 display the vibration of the wing skin

from the acoustic and flight test and the predicted vibration

critera for the skin and skin-frarae interface. The acoustic test

vibration response is at least 6 dB higher than the flight

liftoff environment except at 600 Hz. The flight aerodynamic

vibration shown in Fig. 29 is much lower than the liftoff

case. This was expected because of the difference in the

acoustic ground and flight test spectra.

Figs. 21 and 30 show that the acoustic and flight test

external to internal noise differences compare favorably. The

flight test external to internal noise transmission exceeds the

10 dB predicted value,

The exposure time for the liftoff cohdition for the

acc_t, stic test [Re{'. 9 and 22! and the flight test at high

_mplitude (Fig, 27) was 5 sec.

Some conclusions from these comparisons are:

• Even though the acoustic environments compared

favorably, the vibration response was lower except

at 600 Hz. The result was that the acoustic test

conducted was conservative at damaging

frequencies.

• Durations at the liftoff condition were the same

for the acoustic and flight test; therefore, the

acoustic test duration was adequate.

• As in the case of the body flap, the flight

aerodynamic acoastic and vibration environments

were much lower than liftoff and therefore their

contribution to fatigue damage was considered

negligible. A composite criteria for the lfftoff and

aerodynamic conditions for the acoustic test was

justified.

" • Even though the ground test vibration response at

the skin-flame interface exceeded the vibration

criteria, the flight data measured on the skin

clearly indicates the prediction was conservative

(Fig. 29).
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Fig. 30 - Comparison of wing external and #,ter,al noise obtained

d,ring liftoff of ST$-I
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WING (INCLUDING LEADING EDGE) RETEST

The acoustic test article has been reconfigured and

additional testing of the TPS associated with the wing leading

edge (RCC. attach points, and internal thermal insulation) is

planned. The test article nomenclature was also revised to

T35. The revised acoustic test environment was established

using flight data, and, is in the case of the body flap, the

vibroacoustic test method concep¢. Fig. 31 shows the revised

acoustic test criteria for the planned test. Duration for the

test were developed using data shown in Fig. 2.7.

DURATION = BSECONDS/MISSION

ONE,THIRDOCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES IHzl

Fig. 31 - Revised aco,i:stic criteria for the wing leading edge; acoustic test T35
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SPACE SHUTTLE THERMAL PROTECTION lSYSTEMS

_$TRUC-TURALCHARACTERISTICSOF. THE SHUTTLE: ORBITER

CERAMIC THERMAL PROTECTIONSYSTEM

Paul A. Cooper

NASA Langley Research Center

"Hampton, Virginia

The ceramic Thermal Protection System (TPS) consists of ceramic tiles bonded
to felt pads which are in turn bonded to the Orbiter substructure to protect
the aluminum substructure from the heat of reentry. The successful certifi-
cation of the TRS for first flight reouired the joint effort of several NASA

centers, the prime contractor, and university consultants led by the TPS
system managers from the NASA Johnson Space Center. This paper describes
the TPS and addresses the results of some of the experimental work including
dynamic response studies performed at the NAS) Langley Research Center in
support of the efforts to certify the TPS for flight.

INTRODUCTION

Based on both weight and cost considera-
tions, the Shuttle Orbiter was designed in large
part as a conventional skin-stringer aluminum
aircraft structure. The properties of aluminum
dictate that the maximum temperature of the skin
be maintained below 350 F. Aerothermal heating
during ascent and reentry creates surface equi-
librium temperatures well above this level and,
in many places, above the melting point of
aluminum. This heating necessitates some form
of insulation. The Shuttle design goal of 100-
mission reusability with minimum turnaround time
between flights dictated the use of a light-
weight, nonabiative Thermal Protection System
(TPS) which cou|d withstand the thermal cycles
and environmental loads of s_ace flight.

In the early 1970s, NASA and the Space
Division of Rockwell International, the prime
contractor for the Orbiter, agreed to use a
newly developed TPS ceramic material formulated
and manufactured by Lockheed Missiles & Space
Co. The TPS acts as an excellent insulation for

surface eouilibrium temperatures up to 2300 F.
This ceramic is highly brittle and has strain-
to-failure performance of approximately 0.002--
considerably below the expected combined
mechanical and thermal operating strain of the
aluminum skin. In addition, theceramic has a
coefficient of linear thermal expansion well
below that of aluminum. Thermal and mechanical

expansion and contraction of the aluminum skin
would crack ceramic material bonded directly to
it.

To protect the reusable surface insulation
(RSI) from excessive strain, the ceramic insula-
tion was placed on the aluminum in the form of

individual tiles with side dimensions of the
order of six inches or less. About 30,000 tiles

of various sizes and shapes cover slightly over
70% of the Orbiter's exterior. Gaps between the
tiles allow for relative motion as the aluminum

skin expands or contracts and the substructure
deforms. The allowance for relative motion

alone is not sufficient to protect the integrity
of the ceramic material. To isolate the strain

of the aluminum substructure from the tile, the
tile is first bonded to a strain-isolator pad
(SIP) using an elastomeric, room-temperature-
vulcanizing (RTV) silicone adhesive. Then the
tile and SIP combination is bonded to the

aluminum skin with the same adhesive. The SIP
has very low shear and extensional moduli and
protects the brittle ceramic material from
deformations of the aluminum structure.

Initially, the loads expected on the TPS

came well within the strength of RSI and SIP.
As the design of the Orbiter progressed, mission
requirements became firmer and load predictions
became refined. It became obvious that the TPS

would have to withstand loads higher than ini-
tially anticipated. Although the refined loads
reduced margins of safety, in most cases they
caused stresses within the strength of RSI and
SIP if considered independently. Because of
budgetary constraints on the project, tests of
the TPS as a complete system of RSI/RTV/SIP were
delayed till the spring of 1979 when most of the
tiles had been already installed on the first
orbiter. These tests of the RSI/RTV/SIP as a

system revealed the system tensile strength to
be significantly less than the tensile strength
of the individual components. This sltuation
caused negative margins of safety over large
areas of the Orbiter TPS.
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An intense effort--involving several NASA
centers, industrial concerns, and universit_es--

was mounted to understand thoroughly the TPS as
a structural system and solve the problems
associated with the high-load areas. As a part
of this effort, in the fall of 1979 Lanoley
Research Center began investigating static and
dynamic structural mechanics of the TPS and its

individual components. The results of this
investigation will be used to give the reader
insight into the material and structural charac-
teristics of the TPS, the problems in its design
that contributed to the delay of the first
launch, and the techniques used to resolve these
problems.

TPS DESCRIPTION

The isotherm plot in Fig. I gives typical
expected maximum surface temperatures for the
Orbiter in a nominal trajectory--a range of
maximum surface equilibrium temperatures from a
low of 600 P on the upper surface aft of the
cockpit to a high of almost 2700 F at the fuse-
lage nosecap*. The Orbiter's skin (mainly 2024,
2219, or 2124 aluminum, with graphite/epoxy used
for the cargo-bay door) has, as mentioned, a
designed maximum use temperature of 350 F, thus
all surfaces must be insulated.
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Flg. I - Maximum surface temperatures expected

The various insulation procedures used for
temperature control of the structural skin (see
Fig. 2) include reinforced carbon-carbon (RCC),

two types of ceramic reusable surface insulation
tiles, and a limited amount of nonreusable
ablative material. RCC, a carbon cloth impreg-
nated with additional carbon, heat-treated, and
then coated with silicon carbide, has a reuse

temperature of 2900 F. The two types of ceramic
RSI tiles, one of which is made in two different
densities, cover regions experiencing surface
temperatures between 700 and 2300 F. A blanket
of Felt Reusab]e Surface Insulation (FRSI)

coated with room-temperature curing silicon

covers areas where surface temperatures do not
exceed 700 F during entry or 750 F during ascent.
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Fig. 2 - Distribution of TPS

Other thermal barriers include thermal windows,
aerothermal seals to restrict hot-gas flow into
control-surface cavities, and tile filler bars
(strips of coated felt bonded to the structural
surface between tiles to prevent direct heat-

radiation-or-convection tO the Skin). _Tile'gap
fillers--pads made from an alumina mat covered
with a ceramic fabrlc--bonded to filler bars

between tiles in high-pressure-gradient areas
restrict the flow of hot gas between adjacent
tiles. Pads of this type are also used as

thermal barriers around structural penetrations
such as landing gear doors. Internal blankets

are used as insulation to protect the structure
from internal surface heat radiation where RCC

is used, and are used extensively throughout for
thermal management.

There are three types of ceramic RSI:
Class I, Class II, and LI-2200 tiles:

Class I tiles cover areas where the maximum

surface temperature should run between 700 and
1200 P. They have a white ceramic cQating with
a low solar absorptance to help maintain low
temperature in orbit by reflecting solar radia-

tion. These tiles are designated Low-tempera-
ture Reusable Surface Insulation (LRSI).

Class II tiles cover areas where the maxi-
mum surface temperatures are between 1200 and

2300 F. They have a black ceramic coating with
a high surface emittance to radiate heat

efficiently during reentry. These tiles are
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designated High-temperature Reusable Surface
Insulation (HRSI).

Lockheed manufactures both the Class I and
Class II tiles from a 9 Ib/fto ceramic RSI

designated LI-gO0. The third type of ceramic
RSI, designated LI-2200, has the same coating_as
Class II tiles but a higher density (22 Ib/ftj)
and strength. The Orbiter uses only a small

number of ti-2200 tiles in areas of high concen-
trated loads, usually around penetrations such

as landing-gear doors or in the forward-fuselage
area near RCC interfaces where higher heat
resistance is required to handle surface temper,
atures which can reach 2600 F. Tile thickness

varies according to heat load and requirements
for maintaining the aerodynamic outer moldline.
The tiles range from less than I/2 in. thick for
LRSI at the upper mid-fuselage region to 6 in.
thick for HRSI on the body flap's lower surface.
Both the LI-go0 and LI-2200 tiles are cut and

shaped from larger ceramic blocks to fit
specific Orbiter areas. The blocks are composed
of compacted 1.5-micron-diam. silica fibers
bound together by collodial silica fused during
m 4-hr. sintering process in which temperatures
reach 2400 F. The tiles are then coated on five

sides with reaction-cured glass (RCG) consisting
of silica, boron oxide, and silicon tetraboride
and glazed at 2000 F. A silicon polymer water-
proofs the uncoated side. The microstructure of
the RSl is shown in Fig. 3; voids comprise over
90% of the resultant tile.

The SIP is formed from nylon fibers (trade
name Nomex). A barbed needle is passed
repeatedly through the pad in a sewing-like.
procedure which compacts the fibers oriented

transversely to the pad to provide tensile
strength through the pad thickness (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 3 - Photomicrograph of LI-gO0 RSI
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Fig. 5 - TPS assembly
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Fig. 4 - Photomicrograph of SIP

Figure 5 depicts the complete TPS
assemblage in schematic form, and Fig. 6 shows
actual components in various stages of assembly
for test specimens. Most filler bars are bonded
only to the aluminum substructure, not to the

RSI tiles and thus provide a vent path for the
SIP during ascent. In selected areas, the tiles
also bond to the filler bars to distribute loads

over a larger area and reduce the stress on

highly loaded tiles. The RCG coating on the
sides of the tile does not extend to the filler

bar thus allowing the porous tile to vent.

Tensile loads applied normal to the SIP are
transmitted across it along the transverse fiber
bundles at discrete regions shown in Fig. 4.
Stress concentrations from this local load

transfer reduce system tensile strength by about
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50%for boththeLI-900and.theLI-2200TPSas
shownin TableI. Thefailure of thesystem
undera transversetensionloadoccursat the
SIP/RSlinterfaceasshownin Fig. 7.

TableI
TensileStrengthof TPSComponents

psi
LI-900 Ceramic RSI 24.0*
.160 in. SIP 41.0

RTV 560 Adhesive 480

RTV/LI-900 RSI/RTV/.160 SIP/RTV 11.7

LI-2200 RSI 60.0
.ogo in. SIP 68.0
RTV 560 Adhesive 480
RTV/LI-2200 RSI/RTV/.09O SIP/RTV 2B.7

* Values obtained from internal Rockwell
International Documentation.
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Fig. 7 - Tensile failure mode of RSI

A photoelastic study demonstrated that the
reduced strength occurred because of the load-
transfer mechanisms of the SIP. A highly sensi-

tive photoelastic material was bonded to the SIP
using RTV adhesive. The photoelastic material
gives optical signals proportional to the inter-
nal stress level when viewed under polarized

light. Figure 8 shows the photoelastic specimen
loaded in tension and the expected resultant

stress field for RSI bonded to SlP. The SIP/
photoelastic-material interface exhibits dis-
crete stress risers all along the interface. In
contrast, the aluminum/photoelastic material
interface SHOWS only Corner st#ess concentra-
tions caused by the differential stiffnesses of
the materials. The stress concentration

factors measured at the SIP/photoelastic-
material interface were as high as 1.9 and
account for the reduced strength of the SIP/RSI

assemblage_ .......

Fig, 8 - Photoelastic study of SIP load transfer
to RSI

DENSIFICAT!ON OF BONDING SURFACE

In 1979, Rockwell International, NASA-

Johnson and -Ames investigated several proce-
dures to strengthen this RSI/SIP interface. The
most effective of these procedures was a densi-
fication of the bonding surface of the RSI. In
the densification procedure, the voids between

fibers at the bonding surface are filled by a
ceramic slurry--a mixture of DuPont's Ludox (a
colloidal silica) and a silica slip consisting
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of a mixtureof smallparticlesof silica and
water. A controlledamountof this mixture,
pigmentedto givean identifyinglight-gray
color, is brushedon the surface to be densified.
The mixture is air-dried for 24 hours and oven-

dried at 150 F for 2 hours and then waterproofed
by exposing the tile to vapors of methyltri-
methoxy silane (Dow-Corning Z-6070) and acetic
acid at 350 F. This mixture provides a hard,

strong, nearly continuous densified layer. The
density decreases gradually toward the interior
of the tile. Most of the densification material
remains within 0.11 in. of the bonding surface

for the LI-gO0 RSI. The photomicrograph of the
bonding surface in Fig. 9 clear|y shows the
larger particles and the result of densification
by comparison with the undensified RSI shown in
Fig. 3.

Fig. g - Photomicrograph of densified tile

Densification of the tile surface

strengthens the SiP/tile interface sufficiently
so that the high concentrations of stresses at
the interface can be supported and redistributed.
Failure under static tensile load occurs in the
RSI outside the densified zone for the LI-900

RSI as shown in Fig. 10 and either in the RSI

}."'C

Fig. 10 - Tensile failure mode of densified TPS

outside the densified zone or in the SIP for the
LI-2200 RSI. Densification increases the

average static tensile strength almost 100% for
the LI-900 RSI and over 60% for the LI-2200 RSI,

as shown in Table 2.

Table 2

Comparative Strength of Densified
and Undensified TPS

0.160 SIP/undensified LI-gO0.. ............. 11.8

0.160 SIP/densified LI-gO0 ................. 22.6

0.090 SIP/undensified LI-2200 .............. 30.2
0.090 SIP/densified LI-2200 ................ 46.3

PROOF TEST

To obtain allowable-strength predictions, a
large number of tensile tests of individual
material components (the RSI, SIP, and RTV) pre-
ceded full-scale tile production. When it was
discovered that the system had considerably less
strength than the weakest of the individual com-
ponents, these "allowable" val_es could no
longer be used in evaluating the margin of
safety of the tile at various places on the
Orbiter. Indeed, new statistical interpreta-

tions of a small number of complete system
tests (RSI/RTV/SIP/RTV) indicated that a large

number of tiles already installed on the Orbiter
possessed negative margins.

Rather than rely on such predictions, a
proof tensile load equal to 1.25 to 1.4 times
the maximum equivalent static load expected
during flight (limit load) was applied to tiles
already installed on the Orbiter. Figure 1]
shows the proof-test fixture which incorporated
a vacuum chuck to load a tile. If a tile

survived the proof load, presumably it had suf-
ficient static strength to give a positive
margin of safety. Failure under proof test was
determined by either separation from the sub-
structure or exceedance of measured noise counts
in an acoustic emission test. If a tile failed

under proof test, it was removed and densified

Fig. 11 - Proof test of installed tiles
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or replacedwitha densifiedtile. In addition,
anytile whosepredictedlimit stressdictateda
proof stress higher than 10 psi was automati-
cally removed, densified, and reinstalled.

Every HRSI tile installed after October 31, 1979,
has been a densified tile.

Moreover, since the strength of a densified
system now depends on the strength of the RSI, a
nondestructive test has been introduced that

assures using only high-strength RSI tiles. On
the basis of several hundred tensile tests,

Rockwell has found a strong correlation between
the velocity of sound through the tile material
and its tensile strength. The combination of
tile-material acceptance based on this sonic
test and verification of the strength of the
bond from the tension tests of tiles in place
assures the integrity of the densified tiles
under static loading.

SIP STATIC RESPONSE

Problems other than the STP/RSI interface
strength attend the design of the TPS. A
tensile load applied normal to the plane of the
SIP and slowly increased deforms the SIP a con-
siderable amount at very low loads. As trans-
verse fibers straighten and begin to carry load,
the stiffness of the SIP increases. As applied
load increases, the SIP shows a decreasing rate
of deformation for a given increment in load,
i.e., the SIP material exhibits a nonlinear

stress-strain behavior. The proof load cycle of
Fig. 12 demonstrates this nonlinear behavior.
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Fig. 12 - Stress-strain behavior of .160 SIP

An added complexity is that during the

loading process, transverse fibers realign them-
selves so that after a complete tension-compres-

sion cycle, as would occur during a TPS proof
test, the material not only has a permanent set
but also has a different and even more nonlinear

response to subsequent loads. This _eh-a-vIoris
shown in the.first cycle loading in Fig. 12
which would be the expected response character
of the SIP during the first ascent mission.

Indeed, the form of the static response of
the SIP to load continuously changes as more
load cycles are applied. The material develops
a continuously increasing region of low stiff-

ness. The SIP material behavior thus is highly
nonlinear, dependent on its prior load history,
and after "load conditioning" has a sizeable
low-stiffness region.

Tests also show that under constant load

the SIP can exhibit a large amount of non-

recoverable creep and that the ultimate strength
is a function of the rate of loading. #t higher
load-rates the SIP exhibits higher strengths.
The shear characteristics of the SIP have
similar nonlinear behavior.

Based on the SIP stress-strain response
after a proof test has been performed, analysis
shows that higheF stresses result at the_tilde/
SiP interface under certain load conditions than
would be predicted by linear analysis. In
general, the nonlinear analysis predicts higher
stresses in the SIP than a linear analysis
unless the loading is primarily caused by sub-
structure deflection.

TPS DYNAMIC RESPONSE

The SIP's nonlinear displacement under load
causes an unusual response of the TPS to sinu-
soidal dynamic acceleration. The resultingdis'

torted wave form has a sharp peak accelera=tlo_ ....
as shown in Fig. 13. This behavio_ c_u_es.....

stress amplification of the maximum input
acceleration of up to a factor of 4 at res_nanc_
The Orbiter, however, should experience only "
random vibration input during a mission and the
TPS is not expected to have an amplification of
this magnitude.
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Fig. 13 - Tile response to sinusoidal base shake "

Nonlinear characteristics of TPS material

and its resultant variable damping create a com-
plex dynamic response. For example, the natural
response frequency of the SIP is a function of
the applied acceleration, and thus varies with
dynamic load. Also,-inspection of the trans-
verse fibers (see Fig. 4) in the SIP shows that

they do not run completely normal to the plane
of the pad, so the in-plane and normal motions

of the SIP are coupled. A dynamic analysis
accounting for these complexities has been
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developedthat containsbothmaterialand
viscousdampingeffectsevaluatedempirically
fromvibrationtests. Acomparisonof analyti-
cal vs. experimentalresponseto a basedrive
sinusoidal input is shown in Fig. 13.

An additional dynamic response has been
observed in controlled tests and predicted with

the nonlinear dynamic analysis. At a driving
frequency normal to the tile/SIP interface and
different from the natural frequency of the TPS,

a large lateral parametric response develops at
half the driving frequency. This dynamic
instability could become critical under sinu-
soidal dynamic inputs. It does not develop to
any degree under random input, however; and
since random inputs only are expected during
flight, this instability is not felt to be

important.

TPS FATIGUE

Dynamic motion of the TPS poses another
concern for structural integrity. Repetitive

loadings due to lift-off and high-speed
boundary-layer aerodynamic noise plus oscil-
lating shocks repeatedly traversing the tiles
could cause fatigue damage.

TPS fatigue curves showing failure stress
as a function of number of load cycles are pre-

sented in Fig. 14. The greater static strength
achieved by densification of the bonding surface -
of the RSI does not fully translate into an
equivalent increase in fatigue strength. The
mode of fatigue failure differs between the un-
densified and densified TPS. Results plotted
for the undensified TPS represent failure due
to complete separation at the SIP/RSI interface.
Results plotted for the densified TPS, on the
other hand, represent failure defined as a
total out-of-plane SIP deformation of 0.25 in.
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Fig. 14 - Fatigue Of undensified and densified
TPS

Stress-displacement curves of the densified
TPS during a typical fatigue test for a con-
stant-amplitude, fully-reversed sinusoidal load
applied at i Hz are shown in Figure 15. As the
number of cycles increases, the SIP continues
to unravel with a continual increase in total

specimen travel and a continual expansion of the
low-stiffness region. Eventually the SIP com-
pletely separates, but before this occurs a tile
could become loose enough so that a small
exciting force during flight might cause it to
lift off the filler bar and move into the air-
stream. The motion of one tile with respect to

a neighboring tile during entry could disrupt
airflow, trip the boundary layer prematurely,
and increase heating downstream. The amount of
relative tile motion required to trip the flow

depends on the local boundary layer thickness,
The measure of acceptable relative motion
increases toward the aft end of the Shuttle as

the boundary layer thickens. The relative
motion between tiles could also allow plasma
flow between tiles which could cause unaccept-

able heating of the filler bar.
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Fig. 15 - Decrease in SIP stiffness during
fatigue loading

The fatigue results of Fig. 14 show that

cyclic loading causes a relatively large reduc-
tion in the stress levels that both the
densified and undensified TPS can withstand for

a small number of cycles. Since the fatigue
failure of densified TPS takes the form of
excessive elongation of the SIP, rather than

separation in the parent RSI, a further increase
in strength of the RSI ceramic by chemical
reformulations or changes in manufacturing pro-

cesses would not improve the TPS lifetime. In
fatigue, SIP represents the weak link in the
densified TPS.

Since undensified tiles have less life

expectancy than the densified tiles, NASA plans
to remove and densify the remaining undensified
tiles during the normal refurbis_ent periods

between developmental flights.

MISSION RANDOM DYNAMIC LOADS

The sinusoldal dynamic tests which indica-
ted the possibility of large acceleration
response due to base drive and the fatigue tests
of undensified tile TPS which indicated a

possible low cycle fatigue problem dictated an
additional series of tests. The tests, which
simulated in the laboratory the expected major

dynamic random loads the TPS should experience
during ascent, were performed to gain confidence
that those undensified tiles which passed their

static proof test and thus were not replaced
would survive the first flight during ascent.
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During a typical shuttle flight, the tiles
experience a variety of loads including main
engine and solid rocket motor ignition over-
pressures during liftoff, substructure motions
due to engine vibrations and aerodynamic
loadings, direct acoustic pressure loads
caused by boundary-layer noise, and differential

pressures due to shock passage, aerodynamic
gradients and gust loads, and tile buffeting due
to vortex shedding from connecting structure.
Many of these loads are dynamic rather than
steady, raising the question of the fatigue
strength of the undensified TPS when subjected
to random dynamic loading at stress levels below
the maximum stress level established as accept-

able by the static proof test. The number of
specimens and the load ranges investigated were
limited since the intent of the tests was not to

provide an exhaustive fatigue study of the TPS
but rather to obtain an evaluation of the

expected behavior of the TPS under dynamic
loading expected during ascent,

The test fixture is shown in Fig. 16 and

consists of a thin aluminum plate riveted to
five thickwalled aluminum tubes. The fixture is

designed so that after the tile is bonded to the
plate, the plate can be deformed to a shape

typical of substructure deformations expected in
the Orbiter. By bolting the tubes to a rigid
base plate with shims under alternate tubes, the
aluminum plate deforms to approximately a sine
wave with the wave amplitude given by the shim
thickness.
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Fig. I6 - TPS mission cycle fatigue tests

Each specimen is given a proof test prior
to its acceptance for testing in accordance
with techniques approved for proof testing TPS
on the orbiter. After proof testing, the
fixture is bolted to the rigid plate with shims
in place and instrumented with lightweight
accelerometers and noncontacting displacement

probes. The entire system is mounted to a
30,000 Ib shaker. The prescribed broadband
random drive acceleration of the tile base

plate in the direction normal to the tile/SiP
interface was controlled for all specimens and

represented a given orbiter region.

To combine the steady state tensile load

with the dynamic and local substructure deforma-
tion loads, a soft bungee cord was attached to a
thin metal plate bonded to the top of the tile
at a point offset from the tile center of
gravity. The static tension and moment levels
were controlled with an automatic control system
activated by signals from another channel of the
analog drive tape. A schematic of the complete

test setup is shown in Fig. 16. During a test,
the shape of the input spectrum is fixed (see

Fig. 17 for an example of the drive spectrum)
but the power level and the static tension
levels are changed to simulate different ascent
conditions for the wing and mid-fuselage region.
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Fig. 17 - Random vibration spectra wing region

Although the primary intent of the test
series was to gain confidence in the reliability
of the TPS under simulated load conditions, the

tests provided an opportunity for obtaining ran-
dom dynamic response information on the TPS
under controlled conditions. Raw tile accelera-

tion data provided the source data for sub-
sequent detailed analyses of tile response
characteristics including power spectral
densities, cross spectral densities, coherences,
transfer functions, probability density
functions and cumulative distribution functions.

An example of tile output transfer functions
over the active drive frequency range is shown

in Fig. IB. .,

At the conclusion of the ascent mission

dynamic simulation tests, each specimen was
reproofed and its static response compared with
that measured during the initial proof test to
determine the extent of tile loosening which

might have occurred due to possible degradation
of SIP stiffness. Each unit was then given a
static tensile test to failure to determine its
residual strength with the results su_arized
in Table 3.
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Fig, I_ - Sample response spectrum measured at
tile center

static tension can thus be predicted accurately
using nondestructive sonic testing of the RSI
before bonding.

Densified TPS is sufficiently strong in all

areas to withstand expected static loads during
a mission. In areas where dynamic loads pre-
dominate, however, the TPS may have limited life
because of excessive SIP extension.

The fragile nature of the brittle ceramic
tile and its coating has renewed interest in
finding alternative reusable thermal-protection
systems. For example, NASA-Ames and Lockheed

have developed a stronger but lighter ceramic
insulation, called fiber-reinforced ceramic

insulation (FRCI).

It will take intense R&D to create and
flight-qualify any'new TPS with the long-term
reliability required for reusable space trans-

portation systems, For the next several years,

Table 3

SPECIMEN RESIDUAL STRENGTH AFTER RANDOM FATIGUE TEST

W-3 REGION (PROOF LEVEL
IS B Pal)

MF-5 REGION (PROOF
LEVEL IS 6 PSI)

NOMINAL MAXIMUM DYNAMIC
STRESS TEST LEVEL

6.4 psi
6.4
6.4
6,4
7.3
7.3
7.3
7.3

4.8
4.B
4.8
4.8
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5

STATIC ULTIMATE STRENGTH
AFTER DYNAMIC TESTS

13.6 psi
12,6
11.7
11.0
14.3
12.0
11.7
g.o

15.4
14.0
13,3
12.1
15.4
15.0
13.6
11.8

All specimens survived an equivalent of 72
ascent missions and exhibited residual static
strength greater than their original proof
loads. These results indicate that the unden-

sified tiles had sufficient strength to with-
stand ascent loads during the first few flights.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Recent experiments and stress analyses have
shown the original TPS to have marginal strength
in _ny areas of the Orbiter. Modifications of
the TPS, such as tile densification, have been
made to correct these strength deficiencies.
Densification of the tile surface brings the
system static strength up to the strength of
individual components. The failure level in

RSI represents the only reusable TPS ready for
flight and even it requires additional effort to
insure that it will give the full 100-mission
lifetime, All these points notwithstanding, the
ceramic RSI is one of the best lightweight
thermal insulators ever developed, and in

addition to its key role on the Shuttle Orbiter
should find wide use in future high technology

applications.
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SHUTTLE TILE ENVIRON.".ENTS AND LOADS

Dr. Ralph J. _luraca

NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia
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INTRODUCTION

This paper will discuss the

Shuttle tile ascent environments and

outline the procedures used to convert

these environments into tile loads.

Testing which was performed to quantify

or verify the loads will also be dis-

cussed, along with the load combination

rationale which was used. The discus-

sion of the ascent environment will be

limited to the transonic/supersonic

portion of the _ission since mechanical

design loads occur during this time,

and to specific regions of the vehicle,

in particular those regions in which

undensified critical (black) tiles are

located.

The induced environments can be

broken down into three categories. The

first of these are aerodynamic environ-

ments. These, in turn, are broken down

into two categories-- (I) quasi-steady,

which includes spatial surface pressure

gradients, pressure differentials due

to vent lag, and skin friction, and

(2) the unsteady aerodynamics (aero-

buffet). The second induced environ-

ment is defined as the vibration of the

skin-stringer aluminum panels (here-

after referred to as the substrate) due

to the acoustic environment. The third

environment is defined as a quasi-

steady substrate deflection, which

results from in-plane and out-of-plane

substrate loads (figure i).

STEADY AERODYNAMIC EOADS

During ascent static pressure

gradients occur on the Orbiter outer

mold line (OML) surface. Due to the

porosity of the tiles, SIP, and filler

bar, these gradients set up complex

flows in the gaps between tiles and

through the tiles themselves. These

flows are directly related to the O_L

pressure distributions but their

details are dependent on tile and SIP

STEADYAERODYNAMICS

AEROBUFFET

• W_VT LA6

t,

VIBROACOUSIICS

SKiN FRICTION

SU BSTRATE OEFLECTION

Fig.l - Tile Loading-Sources

flow characteristics and a number of

parameters which characterize the tile

installations. The combination of O}_L

pressure gradients and internal flows

produce net forces and moments on

individual tiles. The major efforts

required to quantify these loads were

defining the O}{L pressure distributions

with sufficient resolution, and devel-

opment of a method for computing tile

internal flows.

QUANTI._"fING TILE O_[L PRESSURE

DISTRIBUTIONS

Typical wind tunnel data from

which tile O_L pressure distributions

were derived are shown on figure 2.

Pressure coefficient, Cp, distributions

at two spanwise locations are plotted

versus chord location. This data was

obtained from a 3 percent scale model,

consequently, a typical tiIe would

represent an area approximately 0.04
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Fig. 2 - Left Hand Wing Lower Surface Pressure Coefficient Distribution

inches square. Since net laods are

directly related to local pressure

gradients, the primary effort in defin-

ing the environment was to determine

the maximum pressure gradient which a

tile could experience using the rela-

tively sparse model measurements which

were availab]e. The approach followed

consisted of four distinct steps. Test

data were reviewed to determine the

existence of shocks. Data from

acoustic models, static pressure models,

as well as oll flow and Schlieren photo-

graphs were used to identify the major

shock systems on the Orbiter, and the

local _4ach number upstream of the

shocks. Mnowlng the local }_ach number

and the free stream conditions, the

shock strengths were calculated. A

subjective analysis of static pressure

measurements was made to verify the

calculated shock strengths. The maxi-

mum shock gradient was determined by

dividing the shock strength as measured

by the pressure jump across the shock

by two boundary layer thicknesses. The

use of two boundary layer thicknesses

to establish the maximum gradients was

based on detailed measurements of the

static pressure rise through a shock

which were available in the literature

[i]. Instantaneous pressure measure-

ments indicate the steep portion of the

pressure rise is spread over one

boundary layer thickness. However, due

to shock/boundary layer interaction,

shock motion occurs over a distance

which can be as little as one boundary

layer thickness at frequencies between

i0 and 40 hertz. Consequently, the

time averaged static pressure measure-

ments would indicate the shock pressure

rise occurs over at least two boundary

layer thicknesses. Shocks have been

observed to move over a distance

greater than one boundary layer, how-

ever, the highest tile loads result

from the steeper gradients. Conse-

quently, it was assumed that all vehicle

shocks during transonic/supersonic

flight are spread over two boundary

layer thicknesses. In addition, the

work of Chapman, Kuehn and Larson [2]

was used to define the shock pressure

ratio at which boundary layer separa-
tion could occur.

The results of these analysis were

used to define the most severe pressure
distribution which individual tiles in

the regions under consideration could

experience. To eliminate unnecessary

conservatism, the vehicle is sub-divided

into aerodynamic sub-zones based upon

the various configuration induced

shocks. The sub-zones defined for the

Orbiter wing lower surface are shown in

figure 3A, and the major shock systems

on figure 3B.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF ENVIRONMENT

For each sub-zone the induced

steady aerodynamic environment is

described by the following parameters:

ACp S
The pressure coefficient

change through the shock

ACPsE p

CP 2

The pressure coefficient

change to the point of

boundary layer.separation

The pressure coefficient

at the beginning of the

shock pressure rise

Pressure coefficient

gradients upstream and

downstream of the shock

pressure rise

Table I shows typical data for the

elevon induced shock, which tiles in

sub-zone 4 experience.

IDEALIZED SHOCK MODEL

To determine tile loads an

idealized shock shown on figure 4 is

used. _ost tiles in the regions of

interest are oriented such that the

surface flow is along a diagonal. The

static pressure distribution is defined

by: The location of the foot of the

shock along a diagonal, XS; the pressure

at the foot of the shock, P2; the shock

strength, APshock; and the gradients

upstream and downstream of the steep

pressure rise through the shock el, _2'

The shock pressure gradient is deter-

mined by assuming the shock is spread

over two boundary layer thicknesses.

Thus, given the local boundary layer

thickness, 6, the remainder of the OML

surface pressure distribution can be

completely defined.
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TABLEi
ShockCharacteristics in Aero Zone h"

0"-4 r,-4

_CPs _ Cp/_ (x/c) ACPs _Cp/A Cx/c )ACPsEP CP2 6CPxEP _P2 ,,

.O000E+O0
0,6000000
0.8000000
0.9000000
0.9500000
1.0500000
l.lO00000
1.1500000

1.2500000
1.4000000
1.5500000
1.8000000

2.5000000
3.5000000

.O000E+O0
.O000E+O0
0.4240000
0.5090000
0.5940000
0.5360000
0.5260000
0.5070000
0.4850000
0.4120000
0.3820000
0.3480000
0.3680000
0.1960000

.O000E+O0

.0000E+00

0.4240000

0.5090000
0.3900000

0.3800000
0.3700000
0.3500000
0.3300000
0,2900000
0.2700000
0.2500000
0.2500000
0.13000O0

-12.500000
-12.500000
-13.200000

-II.200000

-13.000000
-12.500000
-13.000000
-13.000000
-11.000000
-10.000000
-I0.400000

-6.4000000
-5.2000000
-2.6000000

.O000E+O0

.O000E+O0
-0.6600000
-0.6000000
-0,6750000
-0,3400000
-0.2600000
-0.2000000

-0.1250000
-0.1600000
-O.1100000
-0.0500000

-0.0700000
-0.30O0000

.0000E+00

.0000E+00
0.4270000
0.5880000
0.5770000
0.4250000
0.4880000
0.4g00000

0.4610000

0.4590000
0.3930000

0.3050000

D.24BO000
0,1560000

.0000£+00

.O000E+O0
0.4270000
0.5880000
0,5770000
0.4250000
0.4880000

0.4900000
0.4610000
0.3100000

0.2860000

0.2550000
0.1720000
0.1110000

-14.00000

-14,00000
-II.50000

-lO.500DO

-8.500000
-II,50000

-12.50000
-12.50000
-II.00000
-12.50000
-9.100000

-4.600000
-5.000000
-2.800000

.0000E+00

.0000E+00
-0.6500000

-0.5500000
-0.5100000
-0 1500000

I-0.1250000
l-O.OBO0000
;-0.0250000
;-0.0400000
-0.0500000

-0.1200000

-0.0550000
-0.0500000

i Z x

"______ 1.Z\\\\\\\\__.%_\\\\!\\\_

l,m I.._

SECTION A-A

Fig. h - Idealized Shock Pressure Distribution

_tu-,

DESCRIPTION OF TBE krOLTI-TII_.VLO_

ANALYSIS

The Hulti-Tile Flow Analysis

computes the pressure field on the

outer surface of a tile and at the tile/

SIP bondline, which result from a speoi-

fled OML static pressure distribution

such as provided by the idealized shock

model shown on figure 4.

The analysis considers a group of

nine tiles arranged as shown in figure

S. Although the net loads for the sub-

ject tile (tile 9) are of interest, the

flow through all nine tiles is computed.

Variables such as tile thickness, tile-

to-tile gaps, tile-to-filler bar gapS,

and tile, SIP and filler bar porosities

are considered in the analysis. Given

the OML pressure distribution, flow

through the tile-to-tile gaps is

computed _ determine pressures at-the

bottom of the gaps. Pressure at the

bottom of the gap drives the flow

through the tiles and the SIP. When a

steady-state solution is reached the

net fortes'and moments on each tile are

computed and the tiles are allowed to

displace until equilibrium is reached

between external forces and SIP stress.

Both in-plane (SIP shear) and out-of-

plane (SIP tension) displacements are

allowed. This procedure is repeated

accounting for the effect of tile dis-

placement on flow c_aracteristics until

convergence is achieved. Net loads are

then computed by integration of the

pressure field around the tile.
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Fig. 5 - Multi-Ti!e 3-D Flow Model

ANALYSIS VERIFICATION

The analysis was verified by com-

parison with experimental data from

wlnd-tunnel tests under various condi-

tions and with different tile configu-

rations. In each instance the agreements

were excellent. Analysis and test

both indicated that for undensified

tiles the pressure in the tiles at the

bondline was essentially the same as

the pressure distribution in the SIP.

Typical results are shown in figures 6

through 8 and table 2.

ESTABLISHMENT OF DATA BASE

Since a shock can be located

anywhere with respect to a tile, the
flow analysis is made with the Shock

systematically moved along the tile

resulting in forces and moments pre-

dicted as a function of shock location.

The shock location is defined as the

point where the steep gradient begins,

Shown in figure 9 are representative

forces and moments from the flow

analysis. The net loads for a given

external pressure distribution,

although a function of 21 system vari-

ables were found to be most sensitive

to tile thickness, initial tile-to-tile

gaps and SIP conductance. To insure

that predicted-loads enveloped those

which could be experienced in

flight, the data base was established

assuming tiles were installed with

minimum tile-to-tile gaps. Loads were

then predicted as a function of Mach

Number, shock location, tile thickness,

and boundary layer thickness for each

aerodynamic sub-zone. Typlcal data are

shown in table 3. "

VIBROACOUSTIC LOADS

Vibroacoustic loads are defined as

the tile inertia load caused by tile

response to excitation of the substrate

to which the tiles are bonded. Sub-

strate excitation is due to the acoustic

environment during llft-off and ascent.

The approach taken to quantify vibro-

acoustic loads was as follows. Subscale

vehicle configuration models were used

to define the acoustic environments.

Initial estimates of panel responsewere

obtained using data from the Apollo

Program in combination with the measured

Shuttle environments. In some instances

the panel response predicted using the

Apollo data was superceded when acoustic

tests of full scale Shuttle structural

panels were completed. Panel and tile

dynamic characteristics were measured

during these tests. The measured tile

response was then used to verify a tile

dynamic analysis model which was used

to predict tile response for the

remainder of the vehicle.

|l

6, Q

__\\\ ,\\\l¢-_

Fig. 6 - Tile Pressure Transducer Configuration
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TABLE 2

Comparison of .Measured With Computed Pressures

Tile Bond Line Tile Gap

Sensor Measured Computed Sensor Measured Computed

T1 2.26 2.18

T2 2.30 2 • 29

T3 2.38 2.41

T4 2.47 2.55

T5 2.29 2.26

T6 2,38 2.38

T7 2 • 28 2.25

T8 2.32 2 • 37

B1 2.19

B2 2-21

B3 2,42

B4 2.59

B5 2.11

B6 2.23

Ol 2.20

G2 2,47

G3 1,98

G4 2.07

G5 2.31

G6 2.48

2 06

2.06

2.27

2.22

2.15

2.22

2,02

2.38

i. 93

1.96

2.01

2.38

XS/L

0.0

0.25

0.50

0.75

I ,00

TABLE 3

Steady Aerodynamic Loads for Sub-Zone 4, M = .95

Min. Tile Thickness, t=.927 in.

5=6.3 _=4.0

FZ, LBF I MY, IN-LBF FZ,LBF
I

18.066 I 17. 908

27.955 17.178

31.870 _.908

27.597! 1.268

21.158 0.3631

11.898

27.528

3_.861

38.597

28.331

MY, IN-LBF

17.731

25. 981

15.576

2.346

-I ,201

Hax. Tile Thickness, t=1.325 in.

6=6.3 6=4.0

FZ.LBF

14.457 11.31

13.709 34.36

6.653 34.36

.5431 31.61

-,1411 19.71

FZ,LBF I MY,iN-LBF

17,341

25.309

29.506

25.541

20.092

MY.IN-LBF

14.70

12.34

12.34

.939

-1.728
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ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENTS

The ascent acoustic environments

were obtained from three separate wind

tunnel test programs. The final and

most detailed model was a 3.5 percent

scale model designated ISZ. Data was

obtained for 0.6<M=<3.5 and angles of

attack and sidesTip--between +5 degrees.

These limits are derived from 30 design

limit trajectory analyses. As with the

static pressure measurements the

fluctuating pressure measurements were

sparse and defining the environment for

a panel required considerable Judgment.

Figure I0 shows the instrument location

on the bottom surface of the Orbiter.

To establish criteria for determining

panel response the following procedure

was used. 5nveiopes of I/3 octave band

sound pressure levels were made for

each measurement location for all flight

conditions. Typical data for the out-

board wing area are shown in figure ii.

The vehicle was then divided into zones

and a composite I/3 octave band spectrum

for each zone was made by enveloping the

maximum 1/3 octave band levels

previously obtained for all measurement

locations wltnin the zone. The com-

posite zonal spectra thus obtained

represent the maximum fluctuatiJ,g pres-

sure levels expected at any locations

within the zone. Table 4 shows typical

mata for the bottom outboard region of

the Orbiter wing.

Fig. i0 - Kulite Instrumentation Orbiter

Bottom View

PANEL RESPONSE

To determine panel response

characteristics the following approach

was used. Initially Apollo panel

response data was used to estimate

Shuttle panel response. These data were

scaled to account for differences in

acoustic environments, structural

characteristics, and panel mass. Using

this approach panel response for the

entire vehicle was predicted.

]I0

I_0-- --

X

_ BO

_,, 120
Z
0

II0

I00

,

l

\

12 20 40 80 I60 ._!5 630 1250 2500 5000 100(30

ONE-THIRD OCTAVE BAND CENTERFREOUENCIES - HERTZ

Fig. Ii - Sound Pressure Levels, Orbiter Lower

Inboard Wing Surface Xo = 1370, Yo = -150
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TABLE 4
Orbiter _ing Bottom SPi. Envelope - db (Reference 2 x ±0 -5 N/_ 2)

1/3 OCTAVE
FREQUENCY

1,6
2.0

2.5
3.2.
4.0
5.0
6,3
8.0

I0.0
12.5
18
20
25
31.5
40
o0
63
80

lOU
125
160
200
Z50
316
400 -

5UO
630
800

i000
1250
1600
2000
2500
3160
40U0
5000
63U0
_000

OA

OUTBOARD 250 _ Yo _ TIP

shock

1120 < X < 1350
0

136
138

139.5
141
142.5
144
14o
145.5
146
146
146
14o
±44

143
141
139.5
137,5
135.5
133
130
127
124

15_

1350 <. X o _ 1390
[

136.5
140
143
146
148.5
150.5
152
153.5
154.5
154

153.5
152
151
149.5
147.5
145.5
143.5
141
138
135
l_l.b
128

163

aeronoise

1120 < x < 1390
0

150
15_
160
160
153
153
153
14_
14S.5
148
147.5
147
146.0
±46
145
144.5
144
143
142.5
142
141
140.5
14u
139
138
137
136.5
135.5

16o

Figure 12 shows overall SPL's and
the corresponding panel response for
each zone of the vehicle. Subsequently
full scale panels representative of
specific regions of the vehicle were
subjected to the previously determined
acoustic envlronmen_s and the panel

response was measured. These measured
data were then used to adjust the ini-

tial estimates obtainea by scaling the
Apollo data. Typical results in the
form of PSD's for the bottom wing out-
board area are shown in figure 1_, As

can be noted from the figure, the
adjusted vibration levels ao not enve-
lope all of the measured narrow band
peaks. This is justified for the
following reason. By definition vibro-

acoustic loads are due to panel response
exciting the tiles. Due to the high
damping in the tile/SiP system the tile
response occurs over a fairly wide
frequency range. It was felt _hat
enveloping all narrow hand peaks was not
necessary as long as acceleration
levels and bandwidth were such that the
rms acceleration values were matched.

In defining a vibration environ-
ment, differentlation was made between
unloaded skin�stringer response and
skin-striager response when attached to
major elements of support structure.
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Fig. 12 - Orbiter Acoustic & Vibration Levels - Ascent
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Fig. 13 - Test DA35, Wing Structural Response

(Skin/Frame Junction)

mILE INERTIA LOADS

The tile inertia loads were

determined by assuming the tile/SIP

systems could be represented by a

single-degree-of-freedom spring mass

damper system. The transfer function

for such a system was used to compute

tile response spectre for a given panel

input spectra. SIP dynamic modulus and

damping ratio were obtained from test.

The results from this analysis were

used to map the entire vehicle . A

data base of tile response in terms of

peak (3o) acceleration in g's was gene-

rated as a function of tile thickness,

tile location with respect to spars,

ribs, and frames, and flight _ach

Number. Typical data is shown in table

5.

Numerous tests indicated that the

SIP caused coupling between out-of-

plane and in-plane response to a base

excitation. _{easurements from a test

panel of the forward fuselage region

indicated the ratio of out-of-plane to

in-plane acceleration response could be

as high as 0.3. Consequently an in-

plane inertia load of 0._ of the out-

of-plane inertia load was applied to

each tile. mest results also indicated

that the in-plane and out-of-plane

responses were in phase. Figure 14

shows typical test results, mhese data

also verified the use of a factor of

three on rms values to obtain tile

response with a probability of

exceedance of 0.0013.

EFFEC m O= SHOCK LOCATION

Figure 15 schematically shows the

design load case for tiles, i.e., a

shock located essentially over the tile.

It was postulated that the location of

the shock with respect to the ribs,

spars, and frames would effect the

panel response. For a shock located at

the front of a panel, the total panel

area would be subjedted to the shock

generated fluctuating pressures. If a

shock were located at the mid-point of

a panel, the area of the panel subjected

to intense fluctuating pressures would

be reduced, consequently, the panel

response could be expected to be lower.

Since the tests upon which tile inertia

loads were based subjected the full

panel to acoustic loads, it was deemed

proper to attenuate the tile response

as a function of shock location on the

substrate panels. The tile inertia

loads were assumed to decrease linearly
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TABLE 5

Peak (3c) Tile Response to Panel Vibration

6" x 6" Tiles on Unsupported Skin Panel

Tile Thickness, Inches

Math

Number 1.0 1.25 1.5 2.0 2.25

0 61 57 55 50 49

.9 59.5 59 58 56 55

1.25 75 74 71 69

1.4 75 71 6975

I

1.75

53

57

} 72

I 72
i .

i
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as the shock location was moved across

the panel. The relationship used was

g (effective) = g3o (I -0.5 Xs/ip).

BUFFET LOADS

Buffet loads consist of net forces

and moments resulting from differences

in fluctuating pressures at the tile

surface _nd at the tile/SiP bondllne.

The fluctuating pressures result from

separated boundary layers which occur

around protuberances and in the vicinity

of shocks. The basic environment w_s

defined from wind tunnel model tests in

which the fluctuating pressures were

measured and from larger full-scale

tests which simulated local flow condi-

tions around flaps and other major

protuberances which produce shocks.

The procedure b_ which these fluctu-

ating p_essure environments were

co,vetted to tile loads w_s based on

d_ta from a serles of tests in which

individual tiles were instrumented to
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directly measure tile loads due to a

known environment. Basically the

parameters which were generated were
RHS values and peak to RHS ratios of

normal force and pitching and rolling
moment. The magnitudes of these loads
were determined as a function of the
shock location on the tile• The results
from this empirical model were corre-

lated with a second set of measurements
which were obtained from wind tunnel

tests performed in the LaRC 8-Foot
Transonic Pressure Tunnel. These tests
subjected flight configured panels to
the STS-1 combined loads environment,
and are discussed in detail in the

paper by Schuetz, Pinson and Thornton
[3].

Buffet environment,s and loads are
discussed in detail in the paper by
C, Coe [4] and will not be discussed at

length in this paper• Measured values
of rms buffet normal force and pitching
moment coefficients are shown on figure
16 as a function of shock location•

Typical vehicle environments for aero
sub-zone 4 are shown in table 6.

TAPLE 6

RHS Fluctuating Pressure
Coefficient Aero Zone 4

.VACH NO.

CP9_!S

Shock Separat ion

.6

.8

.9

.q5

1•05

1.1

1.15

1•25

1.4

1.55

1.8

2.5

3.5

0

•072

.I00

.II

•063

•073

• 062

.07O

• 062

• 043

• 048

0

0

o

• 0S7

•055

• 054

• 052

• 052

• 052

.040

• 047

• 048

• 057

.053

0

CL
rrns

0S-.52AEROBUFFETTESTDATA

AND CMrms Vs. SHOCKLOCATIONONTILE
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.C_

CLrms
.Ol

.o0
USEDIN LOADSMODEl,

CMrms
. .OC_

I

0.0 O.5 k'O O.

X/L

LOADSMODEL -"_

' 0.'-5 ' '1.0
Xti.

Fig. 16 - Aerobuffet Normal Force & Pitching Moment Coefficient
Variation With ShockLocation

SUBSTRATE DEFORI{ATION

Deformation of the substrate to

which the tiles are bonded produces a
stress at the tile/SiP bondline,
Substrate deformations result from"
initial structural imperfections which
become amplified as'in-plane and out-of-
plane pressures differentials are
applied to the structure during ascent.

Substrate deformations were
quantified through analysis. Detailed

finite element models of the vehicle

structure were generated. Assuming
initial imperfections, loads.were
applied representative of a wide range
of dispersed trajectories. For each
load set, the maximum substrate defor-.
marion and its characteristic wave-

length were computed, The vehicle was
then subdivided into a number of zones
and the maximum substrate deformation

for all load conditions for any location
within the zones was determined. This
value of substrate deformation and its
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associated wavelength were then assumed

to be applicable for all tiles within

that zone, and were considered as the

steady state components of substrate

deformation, Typical values for the

wing lower surface are shown in figure

17. A dynamic component of substrate

deformation resulted from vibration of

the substrate. Magnitudes and wave-

lengths for these dynamic components of

deformation were also derived from the

same analysis which defined the sub-

strafe vibration levels discussed under

the section on vibroacousti¢ loads.

The wavelengths for dynamic components

of substrate deformation were deter-

mined on the basis of the spacing of

major frames, ribs and spars. They

tended to be much longer 'than those

associated wlth the static deformation ,

consequently they made relatively small

contributions to the tile bondline

stresses.

XW_

/

•015 •015 .015 •05 0_

\
i

._19 ._18 .0181 i.0162 015

\

1\OUTBD

Fig. 17 - Substrate Deformation Map for Wing

Lower Surface Envelope of Ascent Conditions

LOADS CO._.4BINAT ION

Since the tile/SiP system is highly

nonlinear, it was necessary to develop

an approach for combining the various

static and dynamic loads. This required

that where enough definition was avail-

able, loads had to be referenced to a

common parameter. Vehicle free stream

Math Number was selected as the most

appropriate parameter In general, all

steady or quasi-steady loads components

were added directly. Unsteady or

dynamic loads were combined statis-

tically and then added directly to the

steady loads. The relationships used

to combine loads are:

For Normal Force:

F_ = F_ + %1 ± ,"(t% F_>2 ÷ <%a F_a)2

For Pitching _!oment About the Y Axis:

= + + ¢( )2 p )2

In these expressions r and F are
Sa V_

contributions due to steady aerodynamics
and vent lag respectively. F, and F

• . D Va

are dynamic contrlbutlons due to aero-

buffet and vibroacoustic. The factors

K b and K are used in conjunction withva
rms values of dynamic force and moment

to yield total forces and moments with

probability of exceedance of 0.0013.
For vlbroacoustic terms the factor used

was 3.0, for buffet the factor was 4.0.

These were derived from test. M and

contributions due to ste_yMsf ate

aerodynamics and skin friction. Z is

the distance from the center of gravity

of a tile to the bondline. A number of

issues were identified with regard to

treatment of _he dynamic load terms.

One involved whether the normal force

and pitching moment due to buffet were

in phase. An analysis of the previously

cited wind tunnel test data indicated

that buffet forces and moments were

highly correlated and that it would be

proper to assume they act simultaneously

on the tiles, These results are shown

on figure 18.

A second issue involved the manner

in which vibroacoustic and buffet loads

were combined. Since the environment

which produces both loads is the same,

it was obvious that these loads should

be applied to the tiles at the same

time. However. an analysis of the

spectra for buffet energy indicated

that it was concentrated st relatively

low frequencies (up to I00 Hz) whereas

tile response fo substrate vibration

extended from about 60 Hz up to about

300 Hz, Consequently it was felt that

a direct combination of buffet and

vibroacoustic loads would be overly

conservative, thus the decision to

root-sum-quare dynamic loads.
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PHASEANALYSISOFAEROBUFFE-[PEAKNORMALFORCE
ANDPITCHINGMOMENT

NORMALFORCE

,.r . .

_ i i i i i i., , , , ! , , i , _ I_._L___

PITCHI NG MOMENT

CORRELATIONOF PEAKS

X-AX I S

----_ Y-AXIS

Fig. 18 - Phase Analysis of Aerobuffet Peak Normal Force

And Pitching Moment

TOTAL SL]_STRATE DEFORMATION

A total substrate deformation was

determlned by direct addition of the

static and dynamic components. The

relationship used for total deflection

is:

A = (A cos _ cos ¶ cop

_; (A cos _ x y )
va _i cos ¶ _2 va

where both components of deformation

were defined _s double cosine curves in

directions along each diagonal of the

tile. In %his expression A, £i and £2

are the amplitude of the-deflection and

its wavelength in the x and y directions

for either steady state out-of-plane

(oop) deflection or the vibroacoustlc

deflection.
c

was arbitrarily adjusted until the

stresses were maximized. A typical

set of design loads for three regions

of the vehicle are shown on table 7.

SUMMARY

The STS-I ascent environments were

defined. Induced loads due to these

envlronments were determined and models

used to quantify these loads were

validated. Issues related to the manner

in which these loads combine during the

ascent portion of the mission were re-

solved by test. A data base was

created which allowed the loads for

over 3000 undenslfied critical tiles to

be determined. These loads were

ultimately used to calculate maximum

tile stresses during ascent and safety

margins for the STS-1 mission.

DETERMINATION OF DESIGN LOADS

The design load set was defined as

the combination of force, moment, and

substrate deflection which produced the

maximum stress at the tile/SiP bondline.

To determlne this load set the location

of the shock relative to the substrate
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TABLE 7

Typical Design Loads for Tiles Located On the

Orbiter Wing and Fuselage

Tile Part Buffet

Number

W3-191010147

_,_6-394020277

MF6-394036082

Steady Aero

Force Moment

16.0 7.6

20.4 11.6

15.8 6.7

Vibroacoust ic

-L

Force Moment

8.3 1.8
_]

10.8 3.2

16.4 4.0

Force Moment

11.2 15.7

10.2 14.3

lO,1 14.2
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NOMENCLATURE

A
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CzxfCzy

Cx,Cy'C z

E d

E k

Ezx,Ezy'Ezz

{F}

Fx,F Y

Gxx'Gyy

hp,h t

DYNAMIC AND STATIC MODELING OF THE SHUTTLE

ORBITER'S THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM

J. M. Housner, G. L. Giles, and-M. Vallas

NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia

This paper describes the dynamic and static analysis

methods used to model the nonlinear structural

behavior of the Shuttle Orbiter's tile/pad thermal

protection system. The structural evaluation of the

tile/pad system is complicated by the nonlinear

stiffening, hysteresis and viscosity exhibited by

the pad material. Application of the analysis to

square tiles subject to sinusoidal and random exci-

tation is presented along with appropriate test

data and correlation is considered good. In order

to treat the stress analysis of thousands of indi-

vidual tiles a nonlinear static _nalysis was

developed which utilizes equivalent static loads

derived from the dynamic environment. Using a

developed automated data management/analysis system

the critical tensile stress at the bondline is

examined in thousands of unique tiles in a timely,

reliable and efficient manner.

Kx,Ky,K z

tile/pad contact area

vertical-lateral coupling m

terms in pad material Mx,Myproperty law, see Eq. (7)

damping coefficients, [M]
see Eqs. (6)

energy dissipated by the p
pad per cycle of steady-

state motion

peak kinetic energy of qn,q stile during steady-state

motion {q}
components of Green strain

tensor

applied tile force vector, {Q}

see Eq. (8)

applied tile centroidal

forces in x and y

directions, respectively

transverse shear stiffnes-

ses of pad, in x and

y directions, respec-

tively, see Eq. (7)

pad and tile thicknesses,

respectively

rx,ry,r z

Sxx'Sxy'Syy}Szx, Szy,Szz

Szx,Szy'Szz

effective stiffness coef-

ficients in nonlinear

viscous damping law,

see Eq. (6)

tile mass

applied moments about x

and y axes, respective_

system mass matrix, see

Eq. (8)

applied tile centroidal
normal force in z direc-

tion

damping law exponents,

see Eq. (6)

vector of tile displace-

ment components, see

Eq. (8)

vector of internal pad

stress resultants, see

Eq. (8)

tile radii of gyration

about x, y, and z

axes, respectively

Kirchhoff stress components

steady-state time averaged

Kirchhoff stress com-

ponents
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t
To
U,V,W

UosVo'WO

Us,Vs,WS

VP
Sx'_y

ZI

Bx,8y
E

Yx'Yy

n

8

0
a

°zz,°zx,°zy

T a

_n,_s

time

applied tile torque about

z axis

displacement components in

x, y, and z direc-

tions, respectively

values of u, v, and w

at tile centroid,

respectively

components of substrate

displacements in x,

y, and z directions,

respectively

undeformed pad volume

tile rotation about

x, y, and z directions,

respectively

z + ht/2 + hp

average linear pad rota-

tions, see Eq. (8)

linear transverse strain _

component, see Eq. (8)
linear shear strain com-

ponents, see Eq. (8)
loss factor defined in

Eq. (10)
rotation about z axis

uniform applied normal

stress

Euler stress components

applied uniform shear

stress

low-amplitude steady-state

transverse and lateral

resonant frequencies

about fixed normal and

shear prestress states,

respectively

frequency of sinusoidal
substrate motion

_r reference frequency

_ coefficient of nonlinear

viscous damper, see

Eq. (6)

Subscripts and Superscripts

D strain-rate dependent

stresses

I strain-rate independent

stresses

o tile centroid

p pad

s substrate

(.) _( )/_t

INTRODUCTION

The Space Shuttle Orbiter thermal

protection system consists of over

32,000 ceramic tiles bonded to thin nylon

felt pads, known as strain isolator pads,

which are composed of thousands of

intertwined nylon filaments [i]. The

pads, in turn, are bonded to the

aluminum skin of the Shuttle Orbiter.

During a mission, tile/pad combinations

experience dynamic loads arising from

acoustics, structural vibrations, and

aerodynamic pressure gradients [2].

Thus, the pad experiences motion of vary-

ing magnitudes and frequencies. Experi-

ments [3] have shown that as the pad is

cyclicall_ loaded and unloaded, hyster-

esis loops occur in the stress-strain

behavior of the material. Furthermore,

these loops creep as a function of stress

level and number of cycles. The creep

of the loops eventually becomes very

small with each additional cycle, but its

effect is to produce a highly nonlinear

hardening pad materiai which is quite

soft at i0W stress levels and Consider-

ably stiffer a_ig_er stress levels.

In addition, the hardened material

exhibits b0th coulomb and nonlinear

viscous damping.

The integrity Of the system has been

shown to be dependent upon the tensile

stress near the interface between the

pad and the tile [i] and when nonlinear

effects are ihclh_e_ fn the analysis,

predicted values of this stress may be

significantly higher than those predicted

by a linear analysis [4-63.

The purpose of this paper is to pre-

sent a synopsis of the dynamic and

static analyses used for the thermal

protection system when nonlinear effects

are accounted for. Since the system is

subjected to time varying loads, a

dynamic analysis is most appropriate and

such an analysis is reviewed in the

paper. However, in order to treat

thousands of individual tiles, a static

analysis [7-9] which uses equivalent

static loads derived from the dynamic

environment, as described in Ref. [2],

is more feasible. Thus a dynamic analy-

sis is established and used to acquire

a general understanding of the system

while the static analysis is used for

acquiring specific information on

individual tiles. The assumptions of the

dynamic analysis are first outlined and

the governing equations are established

from energy principles for large deforma-

tions and nonlinear pad behavior while

allowing for hysteretic and nonlinear

viscous damping in the pad. Only the

essentials of the analytical development

are given, while details are left to

Refs. [4] through [6]. Confidence in the

dynamic analysis is gained by comparison

with sinusoidal and random excitation

tests and results are presented which

provide insight into the general dynamic

behavior of the system.

The static analysis is central to

an automated analysis and data management
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systemwhich permits efficient and
reliable handling of geometry, loads and
material property data. Thesedata are
unique for eachof thousandsof tiles.
Thus, scope, capabilities, procedure,
and typical results of the automated
static analysis/data managementsystem
are described. Theimpact of these
analyseson the Shuttle project is then
summarized.

DYNAMICANALYSIS

D[namic Model Configuration

As shown in Fig. l, the ceramic

tiles of the Space Shuttle Orbiter

thermal protection system are bonded to

the alumintun skin of the Orbiter (sub-

strate) through a thin nylon strain

isolation pad. The pad is bonded to the

tile over most of the tile's lower sur-

face. However, around the perimeter of

the tile there exists a separate strip

of the pad material denoted as the

filler bar. To enhance venting of

entrapped air in the porous material of

the system, the filler bar is bonded

only to the substrate and not the tile.

Further details as to the system con-

struction may be found in Ref. [I].

Loads

The dynamic analysis treats three

or four sided tiles subject to dynamic

forces and moments which are assumed to

be known as time histories. The histo-

ries may be provided directly from tests

or if power spectral densities are

known, time histories may be derived

from random number generators. In

addition to the applied tile forces and

moments, the System is also subject to

static substrate deflections or sub-

strate oscillations wherein the sub-

strate may oscillate flexurally or as a

rigid body. The substrate motions are

also assumed to be known or derivable

as time histories.

Tile Behavior

It is assumed that the tile behaves

as a rigid body. This is confirmed by

comparing the results of two static

analyses, one in which the tile is

modeled with flexible finite elements

and one in which the tile is assumed

rigid [i0]. Both rigid and flexible
models of different thickness tile rest

on the nonlinear pad and are subjected

to different combinations of forces and

moments. For the case of uniform pres-

sure, Fig. 2 displays the flexible-to-

rigid interface stress ratio which is

seen to vary with the magnitude of

uniform pressure due to the material

nonlinearity of the pad. Even for

1.27 cm (half inch) thick tiles, the

error due to a rigid tile assumption is

less than 4 percent, well within engi-

neering tolerance. Similar findings

for other loading states lead to the

same conclusion [10J.

Pad Material Properties

Conditioning.- Material property

tests_I_, liJ were conducted in which

the pad was slowly loaded in tension,

compression, or shear on its surface

normal to the z-axis. These tests

revealed, as displayed in Figs. 3(a) and

3(b) that under cyclic loading of a

prescribed amplitude the pad exhibits

hysteretic behavior. Under slow cyclic

loading the hysteresis loops creep as

a function of load amplitude and number

of cycles .. As is the case with many

materials, the primary creep range in

which the creep is rapid, is followed

by a secondary range in which the creep

is much slower. Hence, the creep of

the loop eventually becomes very small

with additional load cycles of the same

or lower amplitude. This process which

produces a quasi-stabilized material is

referred to as "conditioning." The

hysteresis loop formed by the condition-

ing load cycles is referred to as the

loop "envelope." Provided each point

in the pad has not experienced a load

amplitude higher than the one conditioned

at, it appears that the creep of the

hysteresis loops can be safely neglected

during a short time analysis. Hence,

it is assumed that the pad material has

been conditioned at a load amplitude

which is not exceeded during the period

of time to be analyzed. Analytical

responses of the system have indicated

that the system is not very sensitive

to small additional creeping. As a

consequence of this assumption, the

analysis may be carried out over a small

period of time (e.g., a few hundred

cycles) and then restarted using material

property data corresponding to additional

cycles at the calculated stress ampli-

tudes which meet or exceed the condition-

ing amplitude.

A typical envelope resulting from

slow cyclic loading is shown in Fig. 4(a).

Also shown are typical loading and un-

loading paths from different stress-
strain states within and on the enve-

lopes. Similar curves can be established

for shear cycles Ill]. These loading/

unloading curves are valid at each point

in the pad. However, since the loading/

unloading history at each point in the
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padmaybe different, the path being
traced at any time maydiffer throughout
the pad.

Basedon the observations of pad
behavior, it is further assumedthat
underslow rate and irrespective of
loading or unloading path, the pad
strain-rate independentstate cahnot lie
outside of the envelopeandthat within
the envelopeloading/unloading paths may
be curve fitted by appropriate scaling
and translation of portions of the
envelope. However,as discussed later,

the presence of high loading rate

effects allows the total stress-strain

state to lie outside the envelope.

Based on measured data, empirical

rules are established which allow the

load paths traced by the stress_strain

history of each point in the pad to be

followed. For computer solution,

appropriate routines are established

which perform the necessary logic deci-

sions and bookkeeping for tracing these

paths. Details are provided in Ref. [5].

Stress ann Strain Formulation.- In

order to account for the large strains

associated with the pad, it is conve-

nient to introduce the Kirchhoff stress

components Sij and Green strain com-

ponents Eij [12]. The Green strain

components in the pad are calculated

from the rigid body motions of the tile

as

E
zz (w O + ya x - X_y - Ws)/h p

+ (1/2)(u ° - htey/2 - y8 - Us)2/n _

+ (1/2)(v O + htex/2 + x@ - Vs)2/hp2

+ (1/2)(w ° + Yex - Xey- Ws)2/hp 2

2E
zx = (u O - ht_y/2 - y8 - Us)/h p

+ (i/2)e(v O + htex/2 + x8 - Vs)/_

+ (i/2) (_Ws/_X - Sy)

+ (Wo + Y_x - XUy - Ws)/h|_j

2Ezy = (vo + htUx/2 + x8 - vs)/h p

- (i/2)8(u o - htey/2 - y8 - Us)/h p

+ (i/2) (_Ws/_y + ex) F1

+ (w o + ya x - X_y - Ws)/h _

(1)

and

= E = E x = 0Exx yy Y

where the displacement components of any

point in the pad areassumed to be

related to the rigid body tile and sub-

strate motion by

Up = (u ° - ht_y/2 - y8 - Us)Z'/h p + u s

Vp = (v O + ht_x/2 + x8 - Vs)Z'/h p + v s

Wp = (w ° + Y_x - X_y Ws)Z'/h p + w s

(2)

The Kirchhoff pad stresses, Sij,'are

related to the actual (or Euler] pad

stress, cij, by

[o] - de_[J][S][j]T (3)

where

[J] =

_w _w

_x _y

For example, in the case of an applied

uniform pressure, c a, one has

Szz = Oa/(l + Wo/h p) (4)

with all other Kirchhoff stress com-

ponents vanishing, and for an applied

uniform shear, Ta, parallel to the
x axis
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Szx = Ta (5)

and all other Kirchhoff stress components

vanishing.

Energy Dissipation.- The hysteresis

loops associated with pad cyclic loading

involve energy dissipation which may be

due to static coulomb frictional damping

which is strain-rate independent. This

is physically reasonable since pad fila-

ments are sliding over one another

during loading or unloading. However,

it is known that for a driven linear

sprlng/mass/damper system, the energy

dissipation due to coulomb damping is

not sufficient to produce bounded

oscillations at resonant frequen-

cies [13]. Inasmuch as physical oscil-

lations are always bounded, it would

appear reasonable to postulate an addi-

tional energy dissipation mechanism

which is strain-rate dependent. Thus,

it is assumed that the pad stress com-

ponents are the algebraic sum of strain-

rate independent and strain-rate depen-

dent components as schematically

depicted in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) for

the normal pad stress, _. The relative

amount of energy dissipated by each

mechanism is addressed in a subsequent

section. The strain-rate dependent

component is modeled using a nonlinear

viscous damper where the strain-rate

dependent stress components are given

by

S {D) " 12_Ezx/nr Iqs-i/Apzx _ CxhpEzx

S (D) _ _ " 2_Ezy/_rlqS-I/Azy CjhpEzyl p

s(D) q -i
zz _ Czhp_zzl2_Ezz/nr I n /Ap

(6)

where _r is a fixed reference frequen-

cy; qn and qs are damping parameter

exponents determined from test; and

Cx, C v, and C z are assumed to be pro-

portiohal to an effective dynamic stiff-

ness such that

C x = 2Kx_s/_ r

Cy = 2Ky_x/_ r

C z = 2Kz_n/_ r

in which _n and _s are dimensionless

damping parameters determined from

tests. Due to the coulomb frictional

forces present in the pad, the pad

stiffness properties are discontinuous

at the strain-rate reversals that occur

during cyclic motion. Hence, it is

reasonable to define Kx, Ky, and K z

as effective dynamic stiffnesses which

are stress dependent; that is,

K x = m_s 2
L zx j

Ky = m_s 2 _(I_zy]

Kz = m_n 2 [_(l_zz

where _n and _s are low amplitude

resonant frequencies about mean stress

levels, Szz, Szx, Szy, of the

fluctuating components of pad stress.

The frequencies _n and _s may be

determined on the basis of low amplitude

sinusoidal normal and shear tests,

respectively, about prestress conditions

in the pad. Furthermore, it is con-

venient to select the reference fre-

quency, _r, equal to the vertical low

amplitude resonant frequency about a

zero mean stress level in an actual

tile/pad system*

n r = _n[0]

Vertical-Lateral Coupling.- Pad

property tests have revealed a coupling

between vertical and lateral motions of

the tile on the pad [Ii]. The coupling

occurs as a consequence of two mechanisms

as depicted schematically in Fig. 5.

One of these mechanisms is geometric

while the other is due to the anisotropic

nature of the pad's manufacture. The

geometric coupling is due %o the pad

filaments shearing laterally and giving

rise to _ negative vertical tile motion.

Sinqe the pad is quite soft in shear,

its lateral motion and consequent

vertical motion is not negligible. The

geometric coupling is described by

employing the large deformation defini-

tion of strain in Eqs. (i).

The anisotropic nature of the pad

may be expressed as

*The tile/pad system considered

herein consists of a 152.4 × 152.4 x

95.25 mm LI900 tiie on a 127 x 127 x

4.06 mm pad, (6 x 6 x 3.75 in. tile on

a 5 x 5 × 0.160 in. pad). An LI900

tile has a mass density of 144.2 kg/m3

(9 ibs/ft3).
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r cx,c:Gl  
(7)

where it is understood that E, Gxx,

and Gyy depend on Szz, Szx and

Sz. , respectively. The relative magni-

tude of the off-diagonal terms may be

ascertained by considering a pure shear

case in which

and

Szz = Szy = 0

SZX = T a

For different values of Ta, experi-

menta'lly determined values of the £ile

rigid body motions are then substituted

into Eq. (i) and the resulting strains

are substituted into Eqs. (7) to deter-

mine the coupling term, Czx/Gxv. This

effectively removes the effect 5f the

geometric coupling. The results are

plotted in Fig. 6 which reveals that

for r a less than 5 psi, the anistropic

coupling term is less than 4 percent of

the diagonal term. Thus, the anlsotropic

coupling mechanism may be safely neglected

and the geometric coupling mechanism con-

stitutes the great majority of the verti-

cal-lateral coupling. This simplifica-

tion is fortunate since the tracing of

the loading/unloading paths in the pre-

sence of anisotropy would have added con-

siderable complications to the analysis.

E_uations of Motion

The equations of motion which are

derived from the principle of virtual

work in Ref. [5] may be expressed as,

{Q} + [MI{_) - {m} (8)

where {Q} is the internal resultant

force vector whose components are

o.: E..z,.+.,+..x,.+
p

Q2 _ fApESzx + YxSzz - (i/2)SSz_ dAp

Q3 = fApESzy + yySzz + (i/2)SSzx ] dAp

= y/hp 1 + e)Szz + 6ySzx + 8xS z

(I/2)Szy(I + £)I dAp
+

+ (1/2) (hT/hp) Q3

= -X/hpE(l + C)Szz + 8xSzy + 8yS z

(I/2)Szx(1 + ¢)I dAp

- (1/2) (hT/hp)Q 2

Q6 = fApESzz(XTy - YTx)/h p

+ (1/2) Szx (7y + xS/hp - 2y/hp)

+ (i/2)Szy(2X/h p + 8y/hp - 7x )] dAp

and, B x and

components,
8y are average rotational

B x _ (i/2)(_Ws/Sy + a x)

By = (1/2)(_Ws/3X - my)

[M] is the diagonal mass matrix.

[M] = m

l 0

1

rx2/hp 2

ry2/hp 2

rz2/hp
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{q} ks the vector of displacement
components,

%o
uo

{q} _- 0

xllh

_yh

eh

and {F} is the applied tile force

vector,

P

F x

Fy
{F} =

Mx/h p

My/hp

To/h p

Equations (8) are integrated

explicitly using the following recursive
relations

{_}i÷l= {_}i ÷ _t[M]-l({F}i- {Q})

[q}i+l = {q}i + _t[q}i+l (9)

where At is an appropriate time step.

The initial conditions are specified

on the strain-rate independent Kirchhoff

stress components, on {q}, and on {4}.

The initial strains and strain-rates

may then be calculated from Eqs. (i)

and the strain-rate dependent stresses

from Eqs. (4). If the initial state of

stress-strain lies outside of the normal

or shear envelope, then the strain-rate

must initially be nonzero.

At the ith step, the known

vector {q}i and {q}i are used

to compute the Green strains and

strain rates from Eqs. (I). In turn,

these strains and strain rates, in con-

junction with the tracing of the stress-

strain curves (see Ref. [4] for details

On how the tracking of the stress-strain

curves is accomplished on the computer)

provides the Kirchhoff strain-rate

independent stress components. The

strain-rate when substituted into

Eqs. (7) yields the Kirchhoff strain-

rate dependent stress and the sum of

independent and dependent components

yields the total Kirchhoff stress.

Integration of the total stresses in

Eq. (8) yields the total stress

resultants in the pad, {Q}. The

integrations of Eq. (8) are performed

numerically using standard quadrature

subroutines. The velocity and dis-

placement vectors are updated for the

i + ith time step using Eqs. (9).

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In this paper application of the

analysis presented herein is limited to

a typical LI900 thick tile on the Space

Shuttle subject to sinusoidal or random

substrate motion. Experimental results

are taken from Refs. [14] and [15]. As

determined in Ref. [4], nonlinear viscous

damping coefficients of qn _ 2 and

_n = 0.15 were used.

wave Shape

Figure 7 shows the analytically

predicted and experimentally observed

steady-state tile/pad interface stress,

Szz, as a function of time due to a

sinusoidal substrate motion having an

acceleration of 30 g's and oscillating

frequency of 80 Hz. Both the analyti-

cal and experimental wave shapes are

highly nonlinear with high stress peaks.

(A linear system would give a purely

sinusoidal response.] These peaks seem

to be due to the tile acquiring a high

velocity over the soft material range

which causes it to overshoot into the

stif_ ma{erial range, thus producing

high stress peaks on each cycle of
motion.

Resonant Frequency

Figure 8 displays the variation of

resQnant frequency with substrate

acceleration amplitude measured in g's.

The resonant frequency is taken as that

frequency which yields the peak amplitude

steady-state pad stress. The experi-

mental data were derived from tests on

two tile/pad specimens. Variation

in pad properties between the two speci-

mens probably accounts for much of the

data scatter. The analysis uses average

pad data and thus lies within the data

scatter. With increasing amplitude of

substrate acceleration, analysis and

experiment both show a rapid decrease in

resonant frequency (nonlinear soften-

ing) followed by a slow increase
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in resonant frequency (nonlinear

hardening).

The trend can be understood by

considering the material behavior of

Fig. 4(a). For small amplitudes of

substrate acceleration, the material

follows a stiff loading/unloading loop

(loop A), with little or no portion of

the cycle on the lower modulus envelope.

This indicates that for small ampli-

tudes the fraction forces between pad

filaments accounts for the entire load

carrying mechanism of the pad. As the

amplitude is increased, a larger portion

of the cycle lies on the soft portion of

the envelope (loop B), and so the

resonant frequency decreases. With

further increase the resonant frequency

starts increasing as more and more of

the cycle begins to include the higher

modulus region of the envelope at raised

stress levels (loop C).

Damping mechanisms in the pad may

be examined by using the analysis to

evaluate the loss factor, q, at the

resonant steady-state frequency. The
loss factor is defined herein as

q = (i/2#)(Ed/Ek) (i0)

where E k is the peak kinetic energy

attained by the tile during a steady-

state cycle of motion, namely,

_. 2

= (1/2) m_WpeaklE k

and E d is the energy dissipated by the

pad per cycle of steady-state motion

which may be calculated by evaluating

the integral,

to+TE d = ApCzz(W - Ws ) dt

t o

in which t O is any time large enough

so that the system is in steady-state

motion and T is the period of motion.

In Fig. 9, the variation of n

with amplitude of substrate accelera-

tion is shown with and without nonlinear

viscous damping present. That is, with

both straln-rate independent and depen-

dent stresses present, and with only

strain-rate independent stresses pre-

sent. In the latter case, the energy

dissipation is due only to hysteretic

_losses attributable to bad friction.

Both curves exhibit similar trends

and approach constant values at

large amplitudes of substrate motion.

For high amplitudes it appears that the

energy loss due to strain-rate indepen-
dent stresses alone accounts for about

30 percent of the total energy loss;

thus, both dissipation mechanisms are

important.

Parametric Resonance

At certain combinations of the

vertical subs£rate acceleration ampli-

tude and the frequency, the system may

become unstable laterally. This is

demonstrated analytically in Fig. 10(a)

where the substrate is oscillating

vertically in steady state motion at

80 Hz with an acceleration amplitude of

30 g's. If the system is perfectly

symmetric, as is assumed here, no

lateral motion occurs and the normal

stress, Czz, exhibits the typical

nonlinear high peaked response history

seen in Fig. 7, while the shear stress

is zero. However, in reality there

always exists some perturbing disturbance

to excite an instability if one exists.

Hence, to excite the' lateral motion

analytically, a small oscillatory

disturbing shear stress is externally

applied to the tile with a magnitude of

0.003 psi and oscillating at 80 Hz;

the same frequency as the vertical

motion. (This is equivalent to 0.03 g's

of lateral acceleration on the tile.)

After a few cycles the lateral stress

grows from 0.001 psi to about 0.5 psi

and takes on a frequency about half that

of the vertical substrate and tile fre-

quency. Such behavior is classically

referred to as parametric response.

Figure 10(a) also shows that as the

shear stress and hence lateral motion

grows, the normal stress decreases as

energy leaves the vertical motion and

goes into lateral motion.

Using the analysis herein, similar

results can be generated for other com-

binations of amplitude and frequency to

produce the stability boundary shown in

Fig. 10(b). The stability boundary is

derived using average pad properties

and thus other tile/pad specimens may
have somewhat different boundaries

from what is shown here. However,

general statements about its character

can be safely made.

The figure illustrates that for

low amplitude motion the system is

always stable, but becomes unstable

above a critical value of excitation

amplitude which for the pad properties

used herein is 16 g's. The instability
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occurs over a specific frequency band;

the width of the band growing slowly with

increasing amplitude. Further, for the

tile/pad combination under examination

here, there does not appear to be any

instability possible at frequencies

below 40 Hz independent of amplitude.

Also shown in Fig. 10(b) Is a

duplicate of the experimental and ana-

lytical resonant frequency variation of

Fig. 8. As is seen, the analytically

predicted resonant frequencies, for the

pad properties used herein, lie outside

of the unstable range for values of

excitation amplitude less than 32 g's.

Above this value the resonant frequency

will have little significance unless the

tile is restrained from lateral motion.

All but one of the experimental resonant

frequencies lie outside of the predicted

unstable region and above 16 g's of

excitation the test data generally lie

above the unstable region. Thus, in

performing sine sweep tests to locate

resonant frequencies, the unstable region

may be entered temporarily. Indeed this

has been the experience in experimental

investigations, where the parametric

resonance of the system was first

observed. Parametric resonances

were observed to occur in torsional as

well as lateral modes.

Although lateral instabilities were

observed experimentally and analytically
under sinusoidal substrate excitation

they have not been observed under the

random loads of the actual dynamic

environment. _ Nevertheless the lateral

instability does indicate a strong

coupling between vertical and lateral
motion. Since the tile will also rock

during lateral motion an inertial moment

on the tile due to cou4_ling must be

accounted for as has been done in

determining equivalent static loads

for the system stress analysis [2].

Gain Values for Random Substrate

Excitation

Random spectral tests and non-

linear analysis were performed at dif-

ferent substrate peak g2/Hz levels on

0.454 and 0.844 Kg (I.0 and 1.86 ib)

tile/pad configurations. These

tile masses are high for typical

Shuttle tiles but were selected

specifically for test-analysis cor-

relation. For both test and analysis

system gains based upon rms tile ac-

celeration to rms substrate accelera-

tion and the peak tile acceleration

to peak substrate acceleration were

determined and plotted against the

substrate rms acceleration level in

Fig. ii. Considering the variation of

pad properties from specimen to specimen,

the correlation is very good using aver-

age pad properties.

In performing the nonlinear analy-

sis, the power spectral density (PSD)

associated with substrate excitation

used in the test is employed £o derive

an appropriate substrate acceleration

history using a random number generator

subject to the constraint of a Gaussian

probability density distribution.

If the system was linear, the

curves of Fig. ll would show no varia-

tion with substrate rms acceleration

level and the gains based upon rms and

peak ratios would be identical. Inas-

much as both test an d analysis gains

based on rms ratios display little

variation with substrate acceleration

level, gains based on rms ratios could

be predicted using a linear analysis

with the appropriate amount of damping.

However, this is not true for gains

based on peak ratios. Both test and

analysis gains based on peak ratios

become considerably higher than those

based on rms ratios at higher substrate

acceleration levels. The result is

strictly a nonlinear phenomenon.

Probability of Occurrence for Positive

Peak Pad Stresses Due to Random

Gaussian Substrate Acceleration

In predicting the fatigue life of

the thermal protection system, it is

first necessary to predict the

probability of occurrence of positive

pad stress peaks. It is often conve-

nient to assume that this follows a

Rayleigh distribution. In a linear

system where the excitation positive

peaks follow a Rayleigh distribution,

the assumption is completely valid. The

rms pad stress completely characterizes

the assumed Rayleigh distribution and

the probability of occurrence for

positive pad stress peaks exceeding

three times the rms pad stress or

3-SIGMA value is about 3.3 percent.

Therefore, the purpose of this section

is to address the validity of the

Rayleigh distribution using the non-

linear analysis.

In the nonlinear analysis, it is

first necessary to generate random

Gaussian substrate acceleration histo-

ries which have the proper PSD's.

These substrate acceleration histories

are then used as transient excitations

in the nonlinear analysis. The pre-

dicted nonlinear pad stress history is

then calculated and the data reduced

(this includes counting and ordering

positive peak stresses) to provide the
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probability density of positive peakpad
stresses as shownfor examplein
Fig. 12. Also shownis the tile
weight, PSDinput spectrumused, linear
andnonlinear predicted rmstile
responseand padstress. A comparison
of the nonlinear predicted probability
density of positive peakpad stresses
with the assumedRayleigh distribution
is normalizedon the basis of a linear
predicted rms stress. The linear anal-
ysis assumes35percent of critical
dampingand a linear stiffness of
1368N/cm (781ib/in.). Thecomparison
indicates that, in general, there is
little difference betweenthe linear and
nonlinear predicted rms stress values;
the sameconclusion reachedpreviously.
As a consequence,the Rayleigh distri-
bution generally provides a good
approximation for the occurrenceof pad
stresses near the rms stress value which
has the greatest probability of occur-
rence. However,as the padstresses
ge_ higher, the Rayleigh d_stribhti0n
becomesmoreinaccurate, with a much
higher percentageof peaksoccurring
beyondthree times the rms stress value.

It is these higher stresses which are

most damaging to the life of the thermal

protection system. They exceed the

Rayleigh distribution prediction due to

the presence of nonlinearities in the

pad behavior which have more influence

when higher pad stresses are present.

Similar results show that the greater

the substrata motion, the higher the

pad stress and hence the greater the

exceedance of the Rayleigh distribution

at its high end, while for lighter

tiles the exceedance decreases [6].

Summary of Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis
Results

In view of the test data scatter

due to the variation of material pro-

perties from test specimen to specimen,

the dynamic analysis is in good agree-

ment with the experimental results.

Both tes£ and analysiss_ow an ampiitude

dependent resonant frequency and gain

ratios based on peak values. Gain

ratios based on rms values appear to be

predictable from a linear analysis when

appropriate linear viscous damping

values are chosen since the rms based

gains show little variation with ampli-

tude. Gain ratios based on peak values

are seen to be higher than those based

on rms values. However, it is believed

that the design loads are sufficiently

conservative so that the lower rms based

gains can be safely used rather than

the higher peak based gains.

Although the dynamic analysis pro-

duced useful gen_ra_ information on the

system behavior, gave added confidence

that the system was understood, and

could be exercised on specific individ-

ual tiles, it was not feasible to perform
a dynamic analysis on each of thousands

of tiles. Thus, a static nonlinear

analysis using equivalent static loads

from the dynamic environment [2] was

developed and applied. The dynamic

analysis also aided in defining an un-

anticipated load for the static analysis

in the form of a moment due to vertical-

lateral coupling.

STATIC ANALYSIS AND DATA MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM

Scope

Assessment of the integrity of the

thermal protection system required

that a stress analysis be performed on

each of thousands of tiles as shown in

Fig. 13. A stress analysis program

[7-9] was developed for this purpose.

the analysis accounts for the nonlinear

material properties of the strain

isolator pads used to attach the tiles

to the metal surface of the Orbiter.

This analysis requires geometry defini-

tion, aerodynamic and vibroacoustic

loads, Orbiter surface deflections, and

materials data for each tile (see

Fig. 14). For example, the material

properties of the pad and filler bar

depend upon the proof test level used

on each individual tile inasmuch as this

causes the pad filaments to realign

themselves [13; thus, making the pad

under each tile unique. The geometry,

loads and material data existed in many

forms in various engineering reports.

The gathering and preparation of input

data for the analysis of a single tile

was a time-consuming process (required

approximately one man-day per tile) when

done by hand. Therefore, there was a

need for the capability for automatic

storage and retrieval of data needed

for analysis so that large numbers of

tiles could be analyzed in a timely

manner.

To incorporate an advanced engi-

neering data management system with a

static nonlinear stress analysis use

was made of the Relational Information

Management (RIM) system [16] which was

developed as part of the NASA-sponsored

IPAD project. The interactive query

language of the RIM system is used to

make selected on-line retrievals of any

stored data. A FORTRAN interface,

which is a set of user callable RIM sub-

routines, is used extensively by other

computer programs needed for communica-

tion of data between the nonlinear
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analysis programand RIM. This analysis/

data management syste_ served to automate

the entire tile assessment process begin-

ning with access of tile data from RIM

through execution of the nonlinear stress

analysis program and display of results.

This significant analysis effort was

performed in a timely manner (less than

a day) and is typical of the studies

performed to aid in flight-readiness

certification of the tiles for the first

Orbiter flight.

Capabilities

The capabilities of the static

analysis are schematically illustrated

in Fig. 14 and are similar to those of

the dynamic analysis. However, there

are certain significant differences.

Configuration.- To provide capa-

bility to analyze all tile configura-

tions, the pads are defined with an

arbitrary boundary made up of linear

segments including cutouts for instru-

mentation or other penetrations. Since

the analysis process requires integration

of stresses over the pad, the pad and/or

filler bar surfaces are divided into

triangular regions each containing a

mesh of subtriangles as shown in

Fig. 14(c). The integrated stress is
the sum of contributions of assumed

linear stress distributions over

each subtriangle. The mesh refinement

can be varied to give any desired solu-

tion accuracy.

Material Properties.- In statically
treating the nonlznear material pro-

perties of the pad and filler bar, it is

assumed that the tile experiences no

load reversals in arriving at a given

load state. Thus the modeling of the

hysteretic nature of the material as

required in the dynamic analysis is

eliminated. With this complication

removed it becomes feasible to model

the softening of the pad which occurs

at high stress levels as shown in

Fig. 14(d). For accurate stress analy-

sis, this may have a significant

effect.

Tile Loads.- Stresses in the strain

isolator pad are caused by pressures

acting on the tile which result from

the aerodynamic environment, inertia

forces from vibratory motion of the tile,

and deflections of the substrate to

which the pad isattached. The vibratory

inertia loading on the tiles and cor-

responding dynamic substrate deflections

are collectively referred to as vibro-

acoustic loads.

The various tile loading sources

considered are shown in Fig. 14(e).

The parameters needed to define the

steady aerodynamic loads include the

pressure change across a shock for both

separated and unseparated flow, aero-

dynamic pressure gradients in the

streamwise and transverse directions,

and a reference pressure which is

related to the ambient pressure. Aero-

buffet loading i s given as forces and

moments measured from wind-tunnel tests.

The load on the tile caused by a lag in

venting the interior tile pressure

during Orbiter ascent is taken to be a

constant value for all tiles. The skin

friction on the external surface is a

function of the distance of the tile

from the leading edge of the Orbiter

planform, a quantity that is calculated

and stored in the data management

system for each tile. The substrate

deformation for vibroacoustic loading

has a specified amplitude and wavelength

corresponding to the structural panel

width. The static substrate deflection

corresponds to deformation of the skin

betweenstiffeners on the panel caused by

a combination of in-plane loads and

pressure differentials across the skin.

In the analysis procedure, the deflec-

tions of the substrate are positioned

relative to the tile to give maximum

stress. The maximum positive amplitude

of the long wavelength is positioned

at the center of the tile while the

maximum negative amplitude of the short

wavelength is positioned under the

front corner of the tile. These sub-

strate deflection positions were guided

by results presented in Ref. [17].

The data needed to describe this

load environment are defined in relation

to aerodynamic and structural panels

defined on the surface of the Orbiter.

The aerodynamic load parameters are

taken to be constant within each of the

aerodynamic panels shown in Fig. 14(f).

The boundaries of the wing panels are

located at constant fraction of semispan

locations and constant percent chord

locations, the usual nondimensiona!

coordinates used by aerodynamicists.

Only two aerodynamic panels, correspond-

ing to the MF-5 and MF-6 tile regions

of the Orbiter are used for the fuselage.

The static substrate deflection

is defined in relation to the structural

panels shown in Fig. 14(g). The bound-

aries of the wing structural panels are

along ribs and spars and along frames

and stringers on the fuselage. The

vibroacoustic tile loading is a function

of distance from the panel boundary.
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Stress Analysfs

In the baseline or original con-

figuration, the tiles had uniform pro-

perties through the thickness

(undensified tiles). During early

testing of the undensified tiles under

externally applied loads, failure

was found to occur in the tiles adjacent

to the plane where they were bonded to

the pad. Based on this observation, it

is assumed that the integrity of the

system depends upon the normal stress

at the pad/tile bondline. If this cal-

culated normal stress exceeded a speci-

fied allowable stress, the tile was

removed and densified (strengthened by

a thin layer of impregnated material at

the tile's inner surface).

A tile analysis program based on

the above considerations was developed
to calculate these normal stresses in

the pad [8,9]. The analysis procedure

is a generalization and extension of

the basic method described in Ref. [7]

and is the static counterpart of

Eqs. (8), but with assumed small deflec-

tions. External loads are applied to the

tile as concentrated forces, pressures,

and/or inertially equivalent accelera-

tions (g-load). The substrate under the

pad can be given a prescribed shape to

represent mismatch from the manufactur-

ing process, warpage of the tile, and/or

deformations of the external surface of

the structure such as those caused by

buckling.

A Newton iteration procedure is

used to calculate the displacements and

rotations of the rigid tile for which

the reaction forces from stresses in the

pad and filler bar material are in static

equilibrium with the applied loads.

Once equilibrium is established, the

maximum stress and its location in the

pad are calculated. The uniqueness and

stability of the nonlinear solution as

well as the convergence of the Newton

iteration is addressed in Ref. [7].

Data Handling

The use of the RIM system for

managing the Orbiter tile data was

greatly facilitated by its efficient,

flexible, easy-to-use capabilities for

data retrieval. The capabilities pro-

vided ready access to the tile engineer-

ing data for display in a user selected

form. The methods used to retrieve,

manipulate, and display the tile data

are discussed in this section.

A relational query language, which

contains Boolean conditional clauses

for selecting desired data, is available

in RIM. This language has the flexibil-

ity to support retrieval of data to

satisfy a variety of conditions many of

which were not anticipated during the

organization of the tile data base. The

syntax of the query language statements

makes them self-explanatory. In general,

the statements specify an operation to

be performed, specify the location of the

data within the data base, and define

conditions to be satisfied by data value_

Data manipulation commands are available

in RIM to change the contents and organi-

zation of the data base.

Graphical displays of the tile data

were important for validating or correct-

ing the data after it was loaded into

the data base. A separate plotting pro-

gram was developed for this purpose.

This program generates a planform view

of tile geometry with each tile annotated

with any related data which can be dis-

played on an interactive terminal and/or

offline plotter. Such a display is

illustrated by the planform view of tiles

in Fig. 13.

Automated Data Managemeqt/Analysis

System

The data management system RIM

together with the analysis programs were

combined into a system which was used to

calculate, display, and interpret tile

analysis results. The resulting auto-

mated data management/analysis system is •

a collection of computer programs and

data files needed for data co_tmunication

between the nonlinear stress analysis

program and RIM. This system can be

used in three different modes as indi-

cated in Fig. 15. The first mode is to

use the RIM interactive Executive as a

stand-alone system and access any of the

desired engineering data. This capa-

bility is usually accessed from an

interactive terminal with keyboard input

and printed output. In the second mode,

graphical displays of selected data are

generated on an on-line terminal and/or

off-line plotter using the separate

program developed for this purpose. The

third user mode is to perform automated

stress analysis. This mode requires use

of pre- and post-processors containing

several computer programs and data files

to connect the stress analysis program

with the RIM data files. The development

of the pre- and post-processors was a

significant task requiring the same

level of effort as the creation of the

tile data base itself. Neither the

stress analysis program nor RIM were

modified during development of the

automated system.
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User-prepared input data are re-

quired to select the tiles and to specify

load conditions to be used in a partic-

ular analysis. This information is

used by the preprocessor to extract all

data from the RIM data files which are

required for a stress analysis and to

generate an analytical model of the

tile and its applied loads.

The preprocessor makes extensive

use of the RIM FORTRAN interface sub-

routines. These subroutines are used to

support repetitive queries that are

tailored to extract all data necessary

to analyze the selected tile part numbers

at the specified Mach number selected

from a prescribed Shuttle Orbiter flight

trajectory. The resulting analytical

model is in the form of _a card image

input file which is used by the non-

linear stress analysis program. The

maximum interface stress for each tile/

pad combination is computed for each

load case that is specified, thus com-

pleting the automated stress analysis

process. Thiscalculated stress infor-

mation ks usually subsequently processed

to determine the load case which produces

the largest stress for each tile. These

stress values are compared with the

allowable stresses and then all pertinent

stress data are stored in the RIM data

files using a postprocessor, various

user initiated queries are then made to

assess the calculated stress data.

Becauseof computing time require-

ments for the nonlinear stress analysis

procedure, interactive use of the system

is effective when only a few cases are

to be analyzed. For the analysis of a

large number of tiles and/or load cases,

operation of the system in a batch mode

is desirable.

The automated data management/

analysis system required a 10 man-month

effort for development. Approximately

60 percent of the effort was required to

gather, organize, and store the data

into RIM and the other 40 percent

involved the developmentof computer

programs to serve as an interface between

the stress analysis program and the RIM

data base. The data base contains

approximately 600,000 words of engineer-

ing data necessary to analyze the 8,000

tiles on the lower surface of the wing

and fuselage (Fig. 13). An additional

250,000 words of data are used for

schema descriptions and inverted files

that are retained so that a total of

850,000 words of disk storage are

required.

The largest application of this

system was the analysis of all 3,137

undensified tiles on the lower surface

of the Orbiter. A nonlinear stress

analysis performed for each of these

tiles required approximately 9.5 hours

of central processing time on CDC

CYBER 175 computers. This analysis was

divided into several individual runs,

each involving approximately 100 tiles.

This division into smaller runs was a

precautionary measure to minimize the

effect of a software or hardware mal-

function. It also allowed an opportunity

for incremental review of results while

taking advantage of the multiprograming

capabilities of the CYBER computer.

Over 3,000 tiles were analyzed in one

day in contrast to the previous manual

analysis which required one man-day per

tile. A typical analysis of 100 tiles

required 0.8 minute for execution of

the data access and analytical model

generation programs and 20.0 minutes

for the nonlinear stress analysis pro-

gram. Thus, the data access and model

generation time is minor compared to the

time required for stress analysis.

Accordingly, it is cost-effective to

regenerate the analytical models of the

tiles for input into the stress analysis

program each time an analysis is made

rather than save the models on auxiliary

storage.

During the tile study, graphic dis-

plays were used to assess the calculated

stress data. Although data for each

tile zone were stored in a separate

data base, it was sometimes desirable

to have composite pictures of the cal-

culated results. For this purpose, the

data in all pertinent relations were

combined in a common data base. Such

a common data base was used to create

the display of 1,000 undensified tiles

on the lower surface of the Orbiter in

Fig. 16. These tiles are annotated

with an integer I-I0. Each integer

indicates a group of 100 tiles for a

table sorted in order of decreasing

criticality of their calculated stresses.

During the development of an auto-

mated analysis system to access the data,

many changes in data organization and

data content were made. These changes

reflected the evolutionary nature of an

engineering analysis process. For

example, during development of the

system, there was a continuing modifi-

cation of the loads data as various

wind-tunnel tests were completed

accompanied by changes in criteria used

to apply these loads to the tiles in

combinations to give realistic design

conditions. Hence, an important feature

of an engineering data management system

is the flexibility for changing the con-

tents, not only addition or deletion of
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data items but also reorganization or
restructuring of the data baseschema.

Theintegrity of the software
systemand security of the data was
manifestedby the fact that no data
were inadvertently destroyed or lost

because of system malfunction during

development and use of the tile analy-

sis system. The use of the auf0mated

system proved to be successful in pro-

ducing analysis results for large

numbers of tiles in a timely manner.

These results aided in the fiigh£-

readiness certification of the tiles

for the first Orbiter flight and aided

in determining which tiles should be

removed and densified between the first

and second Orbiter flights.

Summar Z of Data Management/Anal_sis

System

The application of an engineering

data management system was found to be

very effective for the stress analysis

of Space Shuttle 0rbiter tiles. By

use of this system, thousands of tiles

can be analyzed in one day in contrast

of the one man-day of effort per tile

required when input was prepared manual-

ly. Thus, the system permitted the

efficient analysis of thousands of

unique tile/pad combinations, produced

reliable data handling and effected

easy alteration of material, load and

geometry data.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Dynamic and static nonlinear analy-

sis procedures have been developed and

applied to study and assess the integrity

of the tile/pad thermal protection system

of the Shuttle Orbiter. The experimental

results are in reasonably good agree-

ment with analysis. These procedures

gave added confidence that the thermal

protection system wa s understood and

permitted the appropriate calculation of

risks for flight. The stress analysis

results influenced the densification

and rebonding of many tiles and were

used to establish the flight readiness

certification of the tiles.
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BUFFETLOADSON SHUTTLE

THERMAL-PROTECTION-SYSTEM TILES

Charles F. Coe

NASA, Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, California

This paper presents results of wlnd-tunnel and acoustic tests to investi-

gate buffet loads on Shuttle Thermal-Protectlon-System (TPS) tiles, It

also describes the application of these results to the prediction of tile

buffet loads for the first shuttle flight into orbit (STS-I). The wind-

tunnel tests of tiles were conducted at transonic and supersonic Math

numbers simulating flow regions on the Orbiter where shock waves and

boundary-layer separations occur. The acoustic tests were conducted in

a progressive wave tube at an overall sound pressure level (OASPL)

approximately equal to the maximum OASPL measured durln 8 the wlnd-tunnel

tests in a region of flow separation. The STS-I buffet load predictions

yielded peak tile stresses due to buffetlng, that were as much as

20 percent of the total stress for the design-load case when a shock wave
was on a tile.

INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the problem of evaluat-

ing the aerodynamic buffet loads on Shuttle

Orbiter TPS tiles. The buffet loads of concern

are dynamic loads resulting from pressure fluc-

tuations that occur on tiles in regions of shock

waze_ and separated flows during transonic and

su_rsonlc £1i_ht (Fig. I).

SHOCK AHEAD OF TILE, AERO SEPARATION

:_-_ : _:'i -i ....

_HOCK TILE UNDER ANALYSIS

F---7

SHOCK ON TILE. AERO SHOCK

Ill SHOCK

+Xs_

f---7 F---j [---7 F--7

Fig. i - Tile buffet-load cases

There are many variables that affect the

buffet loads on the more than 30,000 tiles on

the Orbiter. The exterlor-surface pressure

fluctuations are the fundamental source of

the excitation; however, the resultant excita-

tion of each tile depends upon the difference

between external and internal pressure fluc-

tuations. The reactive surfaces to the excits-

tlon are the very thin nonporous glaze on the

outer surface and edges of the tile and the

adhesive at the bond llne. (See preceding

paper by Cooper for description of tiles add

bonding method.) The tile interior vents only

arOun_ the periphery of the tile at the base

of the gaps between tiles. The magnltude of

the internal pressure fluctuations therefore

depends on the pressure fluctuatlons at the

base of the gaps and the time constant associ-

ated with t_e porosity of the t_le material

and the vent area. Gap pressure fluctuations

are an important variable that depends upon

the tile thickness and the gap dimensions,

whlch can vary with load due to the elastlclty

of the Strain Isolation Pad (SIP) and sub-

structure. Because of this complexity and

impossible scaling of models that could include

Orbiter geometry, =he only practlcal approach

to the investigation and estimation of buffet

loads has been via wlnd-tunnel tests of full- _

scale tiles using special fixtures in the.wlnd

tunnels to create the desired shock wave and

separated-flow environments. Some buffet load
=

tests were also conducted in an acoustic pro-

gressive wave tube to determine the differences

in loading due to aerodynamic and acoustic

environments.
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NOTATION

CMb

% .
M =

OASPL =

PSD

q_ =

S -

Xs =

i

t

buffet pltching-moment coefficient,

_b/q®S

buffet normal-force coefficient,

Fb/qmS

fluctuating pressure coefficient,

P/q.

buffet normal force

length of tile

buffet pitching moment

Mach number

overall sound pressure level

power spectral density

fluctuating pressure

free-stream dynamic pressure, (i/2)pV 2

root mean square

tile surface area

distance from shock wave to tile

leading edge

= angle of attack

= angle of sideslip

- free-stream density

WIND-TUNNEL TESTS

Apparatus and Instrumentation

Several wind-tunnel (and also flight) tests

have been conducted by the Shuttle contractor,

Rockwell International (RI), and hy NASA that

relate to the buffet problem. Generally, the

tests by RI were proof tests with some measure-

ments of tile and substructure dynamic response.

Examples of tile dynamic response tests that

were conducted at Ames Research Center are shown

in Fig. 2. (Also see accompanying paper by

Shuetz, Pinson, and Thornton that describes a

combined loads test, OS-53, conducted at Langley

Research Center.) In most tests of this type,

the arrays of tiles (llke those shown) were

mounted on elastic substrates that simulated

the struchure of_'6he Orbiter at =selected iota- t

tlons. Special test fixtures were also designed

to simulate the shock wave and separated flew

regions on the Orbiter where high dynamic loads

would occur. The photograph at the upper left

of Fig. 2 shows a tiled panel (test OS-36)

installed in a fixture designed for the Ames

ll-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel. This fixture has

Fig, 2 - Examples of tile dynamic response tests
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a hydraulically activated leading-edge flap that

produces a transonic recompression shock wave

and separated flow on the panel when the flap is

deflected. The upper right photograph shows the

same panel mounted in a ceiling fixture in the

Ames 9- by 7-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel. In

this case, a hydraulically actuated f!ap Is down-

stream of the panel to produce a supersonic

compression shock and separated flow on the

tiles. This photograph shows the tiles after

testing, an_ some minor damage can be seen near

the tile edge, a result of tile vibration. The

photo at the lower left shows an array of thin

tiles with several cracks that resulted from the

test loads; on the lower right, a panel is shown

where there was a bond-line failure of diced

tiles. The load environment and the failure was

similar to the ST$-I tile failures on the Orbital

Maneuvering System (OMS) pods that could be seen

on the television pictures of the Orbiter in

space.

The instrumentation used for the tile-

response tests included Scanl-valves,

fluctuatlng-pressure transducers, and accelerom-

eters. Each test arrangement included a cali-

bration panel that was thoroughly instrumented

to establish the environment, and a test panel

with a few sideline pressures to confirm a

repeat of the test environment, The accelerom-.

eters were installed on the test-panel substrate

and in some test-panel tiles. The results of the

tile dynamic response tests indicated that the

buffet loads could be significant, but quantl-

tatlve forces and moments were not obtained that

would support the development of a tile loads

model (see preceding paper by Rowsner). Addi-

tional tests, designated 0S-52, were therefore

conducted, in this case by NASA, to obtain

measurements of both the steady and dynamic

tile airloads.

05-52 tests were carried out in the Ames

ll-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel using the 0S-36

panel-test fixture with the leadlng-edge flap_

For 0S-52 s special tile-balance load-

measurement system was constructed 60 test

single tiles of various thicknesses. Photo i

graphs of the wlnd-tunnel installation and air-

loads instrumentation are shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 4 shows additional details of the instru-

mentation. The tile under tests was bonded

conventionally with SIP to a 6.35 x 10-3-meter -

thick (i/4-1nch) aluminum plate, which in turn

was supported by four strain-gage beams attached

at the corners of the balance frame. Each

straln-gage beam contained loll gages for low

drift and semiconductor gages for higher output

from dynamic loads. The tiled plate contained

nine strain-gaged diaphragms that responded to

the local loads st the SiP/plate bond llne. The

diaphragms were milled directly into the plates

by an initial machine cut and by a final elec-

trodlsplacement process to yield a thickness of

7.62 x i0 -s meter (0.003 inch). The instrumen-

tation for these tests also included non-

contacting displacement probes for measuring

in-plane and out-of-plane displacements and

instrumentation for measuring steady-state and

fluctuating pressures. To preserve the steady-

state and dynamic elastic properties of the

Fig. 3 - Tile airload tests in Ames ll-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel
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tile/SiP combination for 0S152, no lnstrume_ta-
tion was placed in the tiles under test. Sec-

tion A-A, Fig. 4, shows the cross section of

one of the strain-gage beams, the tile, SIP,

tile plate with a diaphragm load sensor, and

the cavity beneath the tlle plate. Thls cavity,

which was necessary for thls instrumentation

approach, was vented only around the boundary

of the tile plate, through a 3.18 x lO-_-meter

(I/8-1nch) gap correspondlng to the gap between

the SIP and filler bar. (The filler bar is a

piece of SIP material at the base of the tile

gaps that Is not bonded to the tiles.) It is
obvlous from this sketch that differences in

either steady-state or dynamic pressure between

the SIP and cavity would affect the alrload

measurements. Pressures were therefore measured

in the SIP and cavity that showed, fortunately,

that the pressure differences across the plate

were negligible relatlve to the accuracy of the

force and local load measurements.

Tile Buffet Load Measurements

The measured buffet normal force coeffl-

clents, CNbrmsP versus the shock position on the

- . •

tile, Xs/L, are presented in Fig. 5. For these

tests, the position of the shock wave was con-

trolled by varying Mach number while the
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leading-edge flap deflectlonwas held constant

at 20 °. The strength of the shock wave and cor-

responding buffet excitation was controlled by

varying the free-stream dynamic pressure, q_, to

correspond with the nominal launch conditions of

STS-I. Overall sound pressure levels (OASPL) on

the tiles under teat were approximately 161 db

(_Prms = 0.077) when the flow was separated and

168 dB (Cprms = 0.171) when the shock wave was

on the tile. The tile material was LI 900.

which has a density of 144 kg/m 3 (9 Ibs/ft _)

The tile test configuration is identified in

?ig. 5 by various symbols that designate the

tlle thickness in inches (1.6 to 3.5) and

whether the tile was denslfled at the bond line

(D) or a baseline tile (B, undenslfied). The

results show that the highest buffet normal

forces occurred when the flow over the tile

was separated, Xs/L < O. For the case when the

shock wave was on the tile, 0 < Xs/L < l, there

is an apparent peak in the buffet normal-force

data at Xa/L - 0.4. The fact that the buffet

loads were higher for the separated-flow case

than for the shock-wave case is accountable to

the wider frequency range of the pressure

fluctuations from the separated flow.

Figure 6 shows the variation of the buffet

pitching-moment cofficients, CMbrms, with shock

position. As would be expected the buffet

response in terms of pitching moment or normal

force have similar characteristics. The data in

both forms show relatively large scatter, of the

plotted points for the various configurations

tested. The scatter in both normal-force and

pltchlng-moment points results from several fac-

tors relating to the tile bonding and SIP. For

example, SIP properties varied significantly among

the configurations tested. In most cases the SIP

was sufficiently elastic to allow the tiles to

touch adjacent dummy boundary tiles. The scat-

ter, unfortunately, indicates that more data

are needed to establish, statistically, the

effects of dependent parameters.

PROGRESSIVE WAVE TUBE TESTS

Four tile conflguratlons from the OS-52

wind-tunnel tests were also tested in a progres-

sive_wave tube at the Johnson Space Center

AcoUstfc' Test Facility. The acoustic tests were

c6nducted to det6rmine-lf tile buffet loads

resuming _rom aero6ynamlc or acoustic environ-

ments are significantly different. A photograph

in Fig. 7 shows a tile installation in the pro-

gressive wave tube. The saie force-balance

hardware and load sensors were used for both

the wlnd-tunnel and acoustic tests. In addition,

for the acoustic tests, accelerometers (ATxx)

were mounted on the ti_e surface and a micro-

phone (MI) was suspended within the progressive

wave tube. The tiie was positioned with its

leading edge normal to the progressive wave

propagation. For 0S'52 (Fig. 3), tiles were

oriented diagonally to the airstream.

The OASPL and frequency content of the

acoustic excitation was adjusted to

conservatively simulate the aerodynamic

separated-flow excitation. Figure 8, which

shows the power spectra of the two excitations,

CM brms
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Fig. 6 - 0S-52 aero-buffet pltching-moment
coefficients

Fig. 7 - Tile installation in JSC Acoustic
Test Facility
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indicatesthat theshapingof theacousticspec-
trumcompares with the aero-separatlon spectrum

within the frequency range of the acoustic

driver; however, within this range the acoustic

excitation was higher than the aero-separatlon

excitation. The OASPLs of the acoustic exclta-

tion was 163 dB and the aerodynamic excitation
was 161 dB.

Examples of power spectra of buffet normal

forces resulting from acoustic and aerodynamic

excitations are shown in Fig. 9. The first

normal-mode resonant frequency of this tile on

SiP Is about i00 Hz. No resonant peaks

occurred at 100 Hz, which is indicative of the

high damping of SIP; to some extent the rubbing

of the tlle on an adjacent du_y tile would also

cause high damping. The relatively undamped

resonant peaks at about 700 Hz are from the

strain-gage balance beams. ,As noted in Fig. 9

the buffet force resulting from the acoustic

excitation was significantly higher than that

resulting from the aerodynamic excitation. The

incremental dlffence between the two buffet

spectra is larger than the corresponding dif-

ference In the excitation spectra. The higher

buffet forces would be expected from the acoustic

excitation because acoustic pressure fluctua-

tions are more highly correlated spatially than

aerodynamics pressure fluctuatlons. Also aero-

dynamic damping may significantly reduce

aerodynamic buffet forces.

ESTIMATION OF TILE BUFFET LOADS ON STS-I

The data obtained from 0S-52 were used to

predict the tile buffet loads on STS-I as part

of an independent NASA effort to Check tlle loads

and stresses. (All the various environments

and loads and the approach taken by NASA to

combine the loads are discussed by Muraca in a

preceding paper.)

The method for estimating the tile buffet

loads on STS-I is given In Rlg. I0. The

approach taken was to multiply the measgr_d _

ratios of buffet forces and moments to surface-

pressure excitation from 0S-52 by the predicted

surface-pressure fluctuatlons for the STS-1

tiles. Such a s_mpie method was Justified

because the 0S_52 tiies were full scale. Also

the envlronmental conditions for the OS-52 tests

were ne@r full scale, wlth exception of the

OASPL (prms) of the excitation.

Estimation of Surface-Pressure Fluctuations

on STS-I

As mentioned In the Introduction, there

were two tile buffet-load cases of concern

(Fig. l). For one case the aerodynamic flow at

the tile of interest is separated, and for the

second case a shock wave impinges on the tile.

The tlle excitation on STS-I was deter-

mined from two sources. The primary source was

the pressure-fluctuatlon measurements obtained

from RI and NASA tests, IS-2, which were con-

ducted in the Ames ll-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel

and 9- by 7-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel. The

tests extended over a Mach-number range from 0.6

to 2.5. A photograph of the model in the

9- by 7-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel is shown in

Fig. ii. The model, which was 3.5-percent
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Fig. 9 - Power spectra of buffet normal forces
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Fig. i0 - Method for estimating tile buffet
loads on STS-I
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scale,contained 237 dynamic-pressure trans-

ducers. The frequency range of the recorded

pressure fluctuations was from 5Hz to 40,000 Hz,

which corresponds to full-scale frequencies from

0.2 Hz to 1400 Hz. Examples of the variation

with Mach number of projected overall sound pres-

sure levels (OASPL) on the Orbiter are showm in

Fig. 12. Orbiter transducer No. 83 was located

on top of the fuselage over the crew compartment.'

High OASPLs caused by separated flow are

indicated up to M - 0.857, and the effect of the

shock wave oscillating over the transducer can

be seen at M = 0_885. Orbiter transducer No. 6

was located on the bottom of the fuselage

upstream of the forward bipod strut that

attaches to External Tank (ET) to the Orbiter.

In thls case, the effects of supersonlc-flow

separation can be seen.

Data llke those in Fig. 12, which were com-

piled by RI, were converted to the excitation,

Prms' for the various aerodynamic suhzones on

STS-I as described by Muraca. In some cases,

however, the IS-2 data were Judged to be insuf-

ficient to detect the shock wave. In these

cases, the strength of the shock waves that had

been determined for the idealized shock model

_see paper by Muraca) was used to estimate the

_rms resulting from the shock wave. The value of

Prms was estimated to be 1/6 of the static-

pressure difference across the shock wave. A

substantial amount of other experimental data

exists that confirms the validity of this ratio.

Buffet Excitation of OS-52 Tiles

The excitation, Cprms, used to calculate

the ratio of buffet loads to excitation was

based on measurements of pressure fluctuations

that were obtained during the OS-36 and OS-52

tests. Since the same installation fixture was
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usedfor bothtests, the data could be combined

to yield good longitudinal distributions of

Cprms in the vicinity of the OS-52 tiles.

Cprms levels were established from these data

for separated flow and for the center of the

shock oscillation. These two values of Cprms

were then adjusted to account for the position
of the shock wave on the tile as shown in

Fig. 13. This excitation model designated a

constant Cprms - 0.077 when the flow was

separated with the shock ahead of Xs/L = -0.2.

When the shock wave oscillations started to

touch the tile at Xs/L = -0.2 the _rms was

increased to the measured maximum Cprms = 0.170

at Xs/L = 0.5. The Cprms was then allowed to

decrease to the level of the attached boundary

layer at Xs/L - 1.2.

Buffet Excitation on STS-I

The buffet excitation on STS-I tiles was

based on the aforementioned estimation of sur-

face pressure fluctuations on STS-I. For the

separated-flow case, the buffet excitation

applied in the'equations of Fig. I0 was taken

directly from the IS-2 data that had been pro-

jected to STS-I flight conditions, as illustrated

in Fig. 12. For the aero-shock case, the pressure
fluctuations that were obtained from IS-2 or the

aero-shock model were adjusted to account for

the position of the shock, Xs/i , by the same

approach described for the estimation of buffet

excitation of OS-52 tiles. The STS-I aero-

shock pressure fluctuations were simply multi-

plied by the ratio of buffet excitation to shock

pressure fluctuations versus Xs/_ shown in

FiE. 14; this ratio was obtained by normalizing

the OS-52 buffet excitation (Fig. 13). For

both cases, when IS-2 data were used, the upper

bound of the IS-2 data was taken when there was

more than one measurement within an aerodynamic
subzone.

Ratios of Buffet.Forces and Moments to Excitatlon

The ratios of buffet forces an_ moments to

excltatloff_that_we_ applied to the prediction

of STS-I tile buffet loads are shown in Figs. 15

and 16. These ratlos were obtained by dividing

the forces and moments from OS-52 (Figs. 5 and 6)

hY the OS-52 buffet excitation (Fig. 13). The

dashed lines, which approximate the nominal

trends of the data, are the ratios used in the

loads model. The upper bounds of these data were

not used in the loads model in order to avoid

conservatism. Some confidence'In the loads model

is provided, however, by the good Correlation of

some independent buffet loads data that were

obtained from test OS-53A (filled symbols in

Figs. 15 and 16). 0S-53 Is described In an

accompanying paper by _huetz, Finson, and

Thornton.
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Fig. 13 - Buffet excitations of OS-52 tiles
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Peak Buffet Loads end Stresses

The buffet loads on STS-I were estimated

by applying the equations in Fig. i0. The

ratios Fh/P and Mb/P were represented by the

dashed lines in Figs. 15 and 16.
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Fig. ]6 - Ratio of buffet pltchlng moment to
excitation

The peak buffet loads were taken to be

4 times the rms load. The appropriate peak-Co-

rms ratio for this application was evaluated

from both 0S-52 and 05-53 test data. Examples

of peak-to-rms measured from 05-53 data are

shown in Table I.

"°°I
1

3

5

7

TABLE i

Peak-to-rms Ratios of OS-53 Tile Buffet

Normal Forces

20.0 ! -7.9

32.8 -5.7

22.1 -3.4

37.4 7.0

Mean i St. Dev.

6.7

11.6

9.7

23.9

3.50

4.50

3.40

3.35

Max-mea_

St. dev.

3.80

4.61

3.65

4.03

16.09 ÷ 4 = 4.02

As previously discussed by Muraca, the

design load case for STS-I was the load combi-

nation when a shock wave was on a tile. Some

typical peak buffet normal forces (Fbpk), pitch-

ing moments (Hbp k) and stresses (Sbpk), resulting

from the combination of forces and moments when

a shock wave was on a tile, are as follows:

Fbp k = 44 - 54 N (i0 - 12 Ibs)

Hbp k = 1.6 - 1.8 N-m (14 - 16 In-lbs)

Sbp k = 9,600 - 10,300 N/m 2 (1.4 - 1.5 ibs/in 2)

These buffet loads were estimated for the

undensified tiles that were on STS-I in under-

wing and under-mld-fuselage subzones. Stresses

due to tile aero buffet were about 20 percent

of the total estimated tile stresses.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Thls paper has described the method used

by NASA to estimate TPS tile aerodynamic buffet

loads on STS-I. The method was based on a

simple buffet-loads model, which was developed

from tile dynamic force and moment measurements

obtained in wind tunnels. The model established

the buffet loads versus the position of the

shock wave on a tile as a function of the

buffet excitation. The paper also described

• the estimation of the buffet excitation on

STS-I.

The buffet-loads model was established

from a relatively small amount of wind-tunnel

data which had substantial scatter. The model

represented the approximate nominal trends of

the data rather than upper bounds, to avoid

undue conservatism In the predicted STS-I buffet

loads. Additional tests of tile buffet loads,

to establish the effects of important parameters

and to improve the confidence of future buffet_

load predictions, havebeen recomnended.
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UNSTEADY EN'VIRONMENTS AND RESPONSES OF THE

SHUTrLE COMBINED LOADS ORBITER TEST

P. H. Schuetz

Rockwell International

Downey, California

L. D. Pinsbn and H. T. Thornton, Jr.

NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia

Both separate and combined wind tunnel and vibration shaker tests were conducted on
t_ structural panels representative of the Shuttle orbiter in the NASA LaRC 8-foot

transonic pressure tunnel (TP'r) to determine the effects of combined loads on the thermal

protection system (TPS). The primary objective of this test was to provide a combined
full-scale load environment and realistic time history of the dynamic pressures, Mach

numbers (through _a.nsonic), and dynamic structural responses of these panels. The panels

were selected from orbiter locations where interactive load sources such as aerodynamic

shock waves, turbulent boundary layers, strut-induced vorticity, and subsuate deformation

combined to provide high bonding loads befween the TPS and the orbiter structure.

The test panels for this program were highly instrumented with static and dynamic

pressure gages, accelerometers, deflectometers, strain gages, Schileren and high speed

photography, and special instrumentation necessary to determine TPSlstructure interface

loads and tile motions. Two test specimens of each orbiter panel were utilize.& Both were

high.fidelity representations of the selected orbiter location. The first panel (calibration

panel) for each test was utilized to calibrate the tunnel and shaker system as well as provide

a data-gathering source for applied static and dynamic loads. The second panel (test panel)

for each test was subjected to flight time exposures only so that TPS characteristics as a

function of flight mission exposure could be determined. These tests were the last in a series

that was suce6ssfully completed and necessary to certify the TPS prior to the f'trst

launching of the Shuttle.

INTRODUCTION

The combined loads orbiter test (CLOT) program was

part of the TPS flow test program that was initiated after

flow-induced TPS problems were found during the ferry

flight of Orbiter 102 from California to Florida. The

problems included migration of the filler material in wide tile

gaps, lifting o¢ mini-tiles, and loosening of tiles with small

bonding surface areas. The objectives of the flow test

program were to obtain detailed steady and unsteady

aerodynamic pressure data for TPS analyses, obtain TPS

failure modes data, and to demonstrate the ability of the TPS

:o endure the most severe pressure gradients and aerody-

namic turbulence expected on the orbiter surfaces. Areas

from which TPS configurations were selected for flow tests

are shown in Fig. 1. l=low tests were conducted in wind

tunnels at NASA Ames Research Center, USAF Arnold

Engineering Development Center, and NASA Langley

Research Center (LaRC), as well as on F-1S and F-104

aircraft at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center.

The CLOT program consisted of wind tunnel tests of

two full-scale panels designated CLOT 20-A and CLOT 20-C.
These panels represented locations on the orbiter forward

fuselage underbody as shown in Fig. 1. They were subjected

to realistic time histories of the dynamic pressure and Mach

numbers that they would be subjected to during the period

of highloading in actual flight. Both panels were of

high-fidelity structural skin and tile configuration. These

panels were selected because of high combined tile loads.

CLOT panel 20-A, located downstream_0f - the forward

orbiter/external tank (El') attachment (bipod), was selected

because of the structural flexibility and large pressure

gradients in this area during the maximum Q period of ascent

flight. The pressure gradients and highly turbulent flow aft of

the bipod made this a prime candidate for a combined loads
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test specimen. CLOT panel 20-C, located ahead of the bipod,

was selected because of the unusual tile footprints on the

nose landing gear door and the high aerodynamic shock 1Dad

associated with a compression shock that forms in front of

the attachment during ascent supersonic flight.

The primary objectives of the CLOT test program were

to verify that the tiles remained attached during exposure to

the aerodynamic environments, and that the surface rough-
ness (step and gapl remained within the specification

following the test. Additional objectives were to obtain test

data of static and dynamic pressure, loads, and deflection,

which would support on-going analysis and math models.

TEST FACILITY

The LaRC 2.44 m (8 ft.) transonicwind tunnel facility

was utilized to test both CLOT panels. This facility has the

capability to provide a time history simulation of the Q and

Mach numbers (Fig. 2_ that are experienced during orbiter

flight. The tunnel Much numbers were varied from approxi-

mately Mach equals 0.6 to Mach equals 1.3 with dynamic

pressures up to approximately 815 psf to meet the total

objectives of this test program. Tunnel Mach numbers were

controlled by adjusting the tunnel diffuser flaps to follow the

desired Q on the panel. Local Mach and Q values varied over

the panels; however, the tests were controlled by measure-
ments located on tiles in the center of the tile test area. A

hydraulic shaker system was installed beneath the tunnel test

section (Fig. 3) to provide a dynamic forcing function to the

panel (CLOT 20-A) during the wind tunnel operation.

TEST PANEL CLOT 20-A

The CLOT 20-A test panel consisted of a replica section

of the structure _om the orbiter lower forward fuselage just

7OO

E_

300

I I I I • I J
--- 0,6 0.8 1.0 L2 IA 1,6 %11

MACH NO.

Fig. 2 - Flight Q versus Mack no. design limit

aft of the bipod. The panel measured 1.66 m (65.3 in.) in the

stream-wise direction (X-axis) and 1.24 m (,t9 in.) in the

crosswise direction (Y-axis). Basic construction consisted of

0.18 cm (0.071 in.) aluminum skin with hat section stringers

in the stream-wise direction, located on 9.85 cm (3.88 in.)

centers. Two major frames and one mini-frame m the

cross_se direction completed the pane] construction, which

was mounted in an l-beam box frame. Most of the panel was

covered with higher strength" densified tiles having a weight

density of 9 pcf and mounted on strain isolator pads (SIP)

having a-thlckness of o.041-cm (0.1d-in.i, which were then

bonded _t0' t_e_skin: Ufihg flight vehicle installation and

inspection procedures. Foam tiles of the same density

covered the remainder of the test panel.

Except for the tiles, a CLOT 20-A calibration panel of

identical configuration was also constructed. This panel had
all but one selected tile made of foam and was utilized to

ca/ibrate the tunnel to ascertain aerodynamic and instrumen-

tation checkout. This eliminated unnecessary life cycles being

applied to the test panel during calibration and checkout.

T0P VIEW

i_ _AUXrLIARV 5UCTi0NPLENUM

,, F7F7  t F--71( °.''°""'L*'s
.,

T_'PLATFDRM_-'_ _HYORAULICSHAKER:

AIR BAGS

SIDE VIEW

Fig. 3 - _ind tunnel test configuration for panel

aft of external tank to orbiter connection;
CLOT 20.A
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There was also a large amount of instrumentation to

de_'ine the applied static and dynamic loads as well as

response parameters. To avoid interference between measure-

ments, it was decided to install load instrumentation on the

calibration panel and response instrumentation on the test

pand. A picture of the test panel installed in the wind tunnel

i is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Fig. 6 shows panel tile configura-
tion and instrumentation. The size of the wind tunnel test

section by necessity limited the size of the CLO_I' testi

| As a resuit, significant lower frequency vibration responses
.=, _:
_::::: ; were not excited by the pressure fluctuations in the

_'. ...... _ aerodynamic flow, unlike the lower forward fuselage of the

_ orbiter, which the test panel purported to represent. If no

_ further action were taken, the lack of lower frequency panel

; response would cause undertesting of the tiles. The test panel

had a fundamental natural frequency of approximately 75 Hz

;_:_: i - while the orbiter structure exhibited significant responses

i: down to below 25 Hz.
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Fig. 4 - CLOT 20-A installation in LaRC 8 foot TPT
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_ Fig. 5- CLOT 20-.4 being installed in LaRC 8 foot TFF
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Fig. 6- Test configuration for CLOT 20-A test panel

To avoid the undesirable undertest of the tiles, it was

decided to utilize a shaker system to gimulate the low

frequency response o[ the orbiter (F_g,71. The low frequency

vibration was determined from the vibration response

of a larger forward fuselage panel (FFA-04) in a

reverberant acoustic test and fro_, modal surveys conducted

on both FFA-04 and Orbiter 101 (see Ref. [ 1 and 2] ). The

modal data were compared to determine which modes of

FFA-04 were unrealistic, i.e., fixture or facility related,

compared with the orbiter. These responses were then

omitted and a total adjbsted rms acceleration (12.5 grins)

below 75 Hz was determined. To avoid do_ble driving the

fiandamental mode of the CLOT 20-A panel, which would

already be driven by the wind tunnel environment, the shaker

system was designed to provide excitation up to 55 Hz.

Because the vibration below 55 Hz provided nonresonant

loading to the tries, it was only necessary to simulate the rms

' .. -, /

r

3f;:ii :

Fig. 7 " Hydraulic shaker system Jbr CLOT 20-A



acceleration and not necessarily the spectrum shape. (The

first mode of the tiles on SIP was expected at approximately
160 Hz, so redistributing lower frequency vibration had no

appreciable effect on their response./Random vibration was

applied by the shaker 'to duplicate the peak distribution that

would be encountered in flight. To avoid an unrealistic

interaction between the random vibration displacement of

the panel and the boundary layer, the shaker system input

was limited to frequencies above 35 Hz. This limited panel

peak displacement to less than 0.51 cm (0.2 in.), compared

with a boundary layer thickness of 2.54 cm (1.0 in.).

The test panel was mounted flush to the foor of the

test section of the 2.44 m (8 ft) LaRC transonic wind tunnel

(as shown in Fig. 3). The test panel was supported by a
fixture artached to a hydraulic shaker, which was in turn

reacted by a 50,000 pound mass supported on air bags. (See

Fig. 7.) The fLxture was guided by a set of four bearings.

A bipod was mounted upstream of the test panel

(Fig. 3) to provide the shock and separated flow on the test

panel in simulauon of the orbitel environment. To conduct

each test cycle the tunnel airspeedwas increased to a Mach

number of approximately 0.6. Then the shaker was brought

up to full level and the tunnel cycled up to Much 1,4 and
back to Mach 0,6. Then the shaker and air flow were shut

down. This cycle produced the desired Math number versus

Qcurve shown in Fig. 2. Because only one test panel is

exposed to the combined wand tunnel and shaker loads, some

accounting must be made for the statistical scatter in fatigue

life that might have occurred if several panels had been

tested. Using the precedent set by DOD in Ref. [3], the

orbiter contract specified that a scatter factor of 4 be used

for fatigue-type loading on one specimen, thus four exposure

cycles were determined to constitute one fight mission.

Instrumentation for the CLOT 20-A test and calibration

panels consisted of static pressures, dynamic pressures, strain

gages, accelerometers, deflectometers, and load measuring

diaphragms. Each panel had in excess of 200 measurements

that were recorded on either FM tape or digital computer.

The calibration panel that was used to establish the

desired wind tunnel operating conditions was instrumented

with surface dynamic pressures(94) and surface static

pressure measurements (28). In addition, 25 static pressure

measurements and 10 dynamic pressure measurements were
located beneath and between the tiles. Six additional

dynamic pressures were potted inside the one real tile located

on the calibration panel. Fifteen strain gages were located on
the structure to monitor and evaluate the surface strains that

contribute to SIP/tile loadings. Sixteen accelerometers were

also located on the structure to evaluate the dynamic

response.

The test panel was instrumented with 28 surface

dynamic pressure and 28 static pressure measurements. An

additional 50 static pressure measurements and 21 dynamic

pressure measurements were made beneath, between, and

inside the tiles. Absolute dynamic pressure instruments were

utilized on at] internal tile measurements to avoid a reference

pressure tube across the SIP interface. Small wires with a

loop at the SIP interface were utilized on acceterometers and

dynamic pressure within the tiles to minimize stiffness

characteristics across the SIP interface. Eighteen accelerom-
eters were buried in four different tiles to define total

dynamic motion. An additional 16 accelerometers were

utilized to monitor and eva/unto the structural responses.

Four proximity measuring devices were located under one

tile with small metal targets located on the tile to determine
the relative motion between the tile and the structure. The

same tile was also instrumented with internal aceelerometers.

Another ti]e area was instrumented with load diaphragms to
measure the tensile force between the SIP and the structure.

The calibration of these nine measurements was such that

moments and normal forces could be determined on that

specific tile. Fig. 5 shows the instrumentation wiring beneath

the panel prior to installation in the tunnel. A summary of all

instrumentation is shown in Fig. 6.

TEST PANEL CLOT 20-C

TI_e-CLOT 20-C panel consisted of a replica of the aft

1.02 m (40 in.) of the orbiter nose gear door (located just

forward of the bipodl, bipod (reduced to half size), and

associated tiles and fuselage structure between the bipod and

door. (See Fig. 8.) The bipod was movable from approxi-

mately 5.1 cm (2 in.) upstream (nearer to the panel) to

approximately 25.4 cm (10 in.) downstream. This allowed

for proper location of the compression shock on the test

specimen. The highest shock load was predicted to occur at

Mach 2.4, but the tunnel was only capable of providing

Mach 1.4. Proper shock strength was controlled with tunnel

Q conditions, and shock location was controlled with bipod
size and location.

AIR FLOW _NEL 20-C

TOP VI EW

/ 5#ECIAL CONTOURS - WALLS AND CEiLiNG

•

"_UNNEL_TES_ _ S,OEViEW
FLOOR -- PLATFORM

Fig. 8 - Nose wheel door panel test configuration;
CLOT 20-(7
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Fig. 9 - CLOT 20-C installation in LaRC 8 foot TPT

The CLOT 2_ doors were constructed from 10.16 cm

(4 in.) thick =aluminum honeycomb. To this were bonded

skewed densified tiles of approximately 15.34cm by

10.16 cm by 4.45 cm (6 in. by 4 in. by 1.75 in.).using fight

vehicle installation and inspection procedures. Eleven cries

were made of 22 pcf silica and bonded on 0.229cm

(0.090 in.) SIP. "l=en tiles were made of 9 pcf silica and

bonded on 0.41 cm (0.160 in.) SIP. This test panel was also

mounted flush to the wind tunnel floor. Foam tiles covered

the remainder of the panel. Figs. 8, 9, and 10 show the test

setup and instrumentation. Because of the rigidity of this

panel, only the aerodynamic shock, presented a loading

problem tO the-tiIes.'Predicted vibration levels for the doors

during fight were low, thus eliminating the need for a shaker

to simulate low frequency loading. A wooden calibration

panel was insta]]ed=: prior tO the test panel to calibrate the
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Fig. I O- Test configuration for CLOT 20-C test panel

tunnel and to verify aerodynamic shock locations and shock

strengihs. During this phase a procedure to position the

bipod was developed to maintain the shock at its proper

location. During testing the tunnel was cycled through a

Mach number range, similar to that used for CLOT 20-A, so

that the shock strength and location duplicated that

predicted for the orbiter in fight.

Instrumentation for the CLOT 20-C test panel.consisted

of static and dynamic pressure gages, strain gages, and

accelerometers (approximately 130 total measurements).

These were recorded on either FM tape or digital computers.

Nineteen static pressure measurements were located around

or on the test specimen while an additional 44 were mounted

beneath and between test tiles to determine loads. Twenty-

four dynamic pressure gages were located around the

perimeter or on the test specimen, and 16 additional were

mounted beneath in the SIP and between the tiles, Two tiles

were instrumented with seven accelerometers each, which

were potted internally to measure tile response in six rigid

body degrees of freedom. Eight aceelerometers and four

strain gages were located on the structure to monitor

structural response.

A flight-type microphone was also irist.alled that

protruded through the tile and was flush with the exterior

surface of the tiles. Also a flght-type pressure measurement

was installed beneath one test tile in SIP.

TEST RESULTS - CLOT 20-A

Worst-case aerodynamic flight environments for the

lower forward fuselage aft of the bipod were conservatively

simulated in the CLOT 20-A test. The TPS demonstrated the

ability to withstand these environments without serious

degradation or damage.

The first Shuttle fight, STS-I, followed a relatively

benign trajectory. The maximum dynamic pressure was

limited to 610 psf. This was well below the maximum Q of

775 psf used in the CLOT 20-A tests. It is expected that

future flights will approach these higher dynamic pressures.

Because of the difference in Q between CLOT 20-A and

STS-1, comparisons between test panel and fight vehicle

dynamic responses should be scaled by the difference in Q of

2.3 dB. As can be seen in Fig. 11, the STS-1 acoustic data

would agree with CLOT 20-A above 65 Hz if it was adjusted

by this 2.3 dB difference. CLOT 20-A would show some

conservatism below 65 Hz; however, if a flight microphone

on the orbiter had been located closer to the region

represented by the CLOT 20-A test band, some of this

conservatism may have disappeared. Fig. 12 shows a distribu-

tion of dynamic rms pressures over the CLOT 20-A panel.

These are consistent with predicted values from IS-2 mode1

testsof approximately 164 dB for this are_ .............

The CLOT 20-A control point was at approximately

Xo450 and the STS-1 microphone was at XoS00. A typical

structural Vibration measurement on the CLOT 20-A panel is

16!
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shown in Fig. 13 along with an STS-1 measuremen_ from a

similar location. The CLOT 20-A response below 65 Hz was

primarily from the excitation supplied by the shaker system,

while the response above 65 Hz was primarily caused by the
aerodynamic environment. The STS-I v_ibration data should

also be scaled up by approximately 2.3 dB, as previously
explained, for comparison to CLOT 20-A. This would still

show conservative responses except in the 100 Hz to 130 Hz

range; however, as mentioned previously, only the rms value
below the first mode of the tile at 160 Hz is considered

important. Comparison shows that the CLOT 20-A rms value

below 160 Hz exceeds that for the orbiter in flight when
scaled for Q.

The structural integrity of the SIP and tiles were verified
for 25 missions under the conservative test conditions.

Additional testing was not considered useful since the tiles

and SIP were not being exposed to other environments such

as moisture and heating. The tile surface roughness (step and

gap) remained essent-[_lly constant alter the first mission

(four cycles). Some chipping of the tile coating did occur
following the first mission and some erosion of the tiles did

occur in these areas, l'rosion appeared more severe in the

10

1.0

0.1
10

• z " V'...n/_ j
100 I,OQO 10,000

FREQUENCY (Hzl

Fig. I3 - Panel vibration response for CLOT 20-A

uersus STS:I

crack areas between tiles than on surface areas. This erosion

was not considered a serious problem because this type of
anomaly can easily be found by inspection and the tiles

replaced before any danger exists. Fig. 14 shows a picture of
these surface chips on the CLOT 20-A test panel after

25 missions. Beca_ase"c_ipping is rtot a fatigue phenomenon,
the 100 cycles (25 missions) would most likely; represent 100

missions as far as chipping and erosion were concerned.

TEST RESULTS - CLOT 20-(:

The test environment for this test panel was adequately
duplicated, as shown in Fig. 15. IS-2 model test data were
utilized as a criteria in addition to other calculated aero

parameters. Fig. 15 presents the IS-2 mode] data and one

STS-1 flight data point that compare favorably with the

CLOT 20-C environment. Again, it should be noted that the

STS-1 fight maximum Q was lower than nominal, which

would have the effect of lowering the one flight data point,

......
Fig. 14 - CLOT 20-A after 25 missions
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Fig. "16 was photographed after 25 missions of testing.

A/though no damage is visible in the photograph, some small

chips were found on the tile where they had apparently

contacted each other. This damage was minimal. The tile

s_face roughness remained essentially constant after the first

mission (four cydes).

Fig. 16 - CLOT 20.C after 25 missions

CONCLUSIONS

The test program met the major test objectives in that

no tiles were lost and that surface roughness remained within

limits required for thermal entry requirements. All test levels

were considered adequate or conservative. The additional

data obtained from this test program to support an_ysis and

math models have been in part reviewed by various

disciplines and in general have verified that the math models

have predicted conservative loads. These data are still being

utilized m developing and verifying analytical approaches to

certifying the TPS system.
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SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE DYNAMICS

VIBRATION MATURITY OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINES

Edward W. Larson and Earl Mogil

Rockwell International/Rocketdyne Division

Canoga Park, California

The initial structural design of the Space Shuttle Main Engine was capable
of withstanding all known shock and vibratory loads to be encountered dur-

ing its useful life. However, during the development stage, some unexpected
dynamic loads were uncovered that required redesign. The successful incor-
poration of the knowledge of shock and vibration loads gained during the

development of these engines led directly to the first successful flight,
and will ensure future successful flights of the Space Shuttles. This

paper is a review of the development of the Space Shuttle Main Engine zonal
vibration criteria, laboratory vibration tests using zonal criteria to veri-

fy life of engine components, and the resolution of unexpected structural
problems in turbine blades and in the main injector liquid oxygen post due
to hot-gas flow. Hardware modifications were made to resist the dynamic
loads associated with the vibration environments and the hot-gas flow phen-

omena until long lead time redesigns could be incorporated. This experience
and knowledge will add to the data base of information useful to the design
of future liquid rocket engines.

INTRODUCTION

The Space Shuttle Main Engines (SSME) were
designed and developed by the Rocketdyne Divi-
sion of Rockwell. lnternational under contract to
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center. One of the
m_ny essential aspects of the design is to pro-
vide structural adequacy to withstand the numer-
ous shock and vibration loadings and still main-

. tain a light, flightweight configuration.
Therefore, it was essential that shock and
vibration loads be considered part of the struc'

rural dynamic effort in four areas that were in-
fluenced by dynamic considerations during the
development p_ase of the program and changed the
structural configuration of the engine:

i. Development of zonal vibration cri-
teria--initially, criteria predictions
were based on previous rocket engine
experience and subsequently modified
as actual SSME test data became avail-
able.

2. Design verification specification (DVS)

test programs that identified weak-
nesses in a few components that did not
lend themselves to detailed structural
analysis.

3. Analysis of the high-pressure fuel
turbopump (HPFTP) turbine blade that
was extended through the use of 3-D
finite element modeling and experi-

mental analysis. This analysis was
used to explain airfoil cracks that
were appearing, even though vibration

dampers were incorporated to control

the resonant amplification of the
stresses. Laboratory testing of the

turbine blades and complete wheel assem-
blies with blades rotating at full speed
were utilized to optimize the damper
design.

4. Liquid oxygen (LOX) posts in the main
injector had been designed with spoilers
to eliminate vortex shedding as an in-

put load. However, an unexpectedcom-
bination of separated flow, mechan-
ically induced vibration, and acousti-
cally induced pressure oscillations
combined to cause fatigue failures.
LOX post shields and a change in mate-
rial were used to provide an interim
fix to meet the i_Tnediate flight

requirements.

ZONAL VIBRATION CRITERIA

The initial design of the SSME accounted
for certain expected vibration environments
based on the experience gained in the design and
development of engines for the Saturn program.
Of particular importance was the knowledge gained
from the J-2 engines that used the LOX/hydrogen
as propellants. Recognizing that the vibration
levels generated by liquid rocket engines are a
function of many variables, the initial criteria,
jointly agreed upon by Rocketdyne and NASA, was
based on an extrapolation of all available data
using the Barrett* relationship. This accounted

*Barrett, R. E., Techniques for Predicting
Localized Vibratory Environment of Rocket Vehi-
cles, NASA TN D-1836, October 1963.
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for themoreimportantknownvariables,suchas
thrust,weight,exit gasvelocity,etc.
Vibration Zones

Vibration zones were established as a means
of describing the vibration environment experi-
enced by various components in different areas
of the SSME. The zonal vibration criteria spe-
cified for these zones consisted of random vibra-
tion power spectral density curves augmented by
superimposed sinusoids; a typical criteria is
presented in Fig. I. These criteria are uti-
lized any time the dynamic environment for a
given component is required. Principal uses are
analytical model excitation forces and vibration
input during laboratory tests.
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Typical SSME zonal vibration criteria

The SSME vibration zones have been divided

Into two categories--source zones and response
zones. Source zones contain the major areas of
vibration generation and include all turboma-
chinery and combustion devices, in all, nine
source zones have been defined and they are des-

ignated as Zones A through I (Table I).

Response zones contain passive components#
such as valves, actuators, and sensors. To date,

14 response zones have been specified and they
are designated zones J through W (Table l)._

The zonal vibration criteria were developed
by acquiring hot-fire test data and enveloping
the maximum random vibration levels across the

20- to 2000-Hz spectrum. Where turbomachinery
generated sinusoids appear above this random
floor, superimposed sinusoids are utilized to ac-
count for them.

Source Zones

Evolution of the SSME zonal vibration cri-

teria followed the growth of the SSME from early
design phase through rated-power level (RPL) de-
velopment (initial hot-fire tests, RPL operation,
and flight certification) to current effort of
full-power level (FPL) development. The process
of updating, as new data became available, en-

sured that the most recent knowledge of the en-
vironment was being used to verify the design--
whether analysis or by test.

A typical example of the initial zonal vibra-
tion is shown in Fig. 2. The basic characteris-
tics include a random base level that varies in
intensity across the frequency range from 20 to
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Fig. 2. Typical zonal vibration criteria

Table I. SSME Zonal ViBration Criteria Source and Response Zone Designations

Source . Response

Zone Contents Zone L. Contents
r

A Main Combustion Chamber (HCC) J Main Fuel Valve (MFV)

B MCC Throat and Engine Controller K 'Main Oxidizer Valve (NOV) and Actuator

C Thrust Chamber Nozzle l Pneumatic Control Asse._bly

0 Oxidizer Preburner M Chamber Coolant Valve (C_V) and Actuator

E Fuel Preburner N Fuel Preburner Oxld;zer Valve IFPOV)

F Low-Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump (LFOTP) 0 Oxidizer Preburner Oxidizer Valve (OPOV) and Actuator

G High-Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump (HPOTP) P Oxldizbr and Fuel Bleed Valves

H Low-Pressure Fuel Turbopum_p (LPFTP) Q Vehicle Attach Panel

I High-Pressure Fuel Turbopump (HPFTP) R. Pressure Sensors

5 Anti-Flood Valve

T Check Valve

U Not Used

V Pogo Accumulator and Valves

V Turbine Temperature Sensors
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2000 Hz, plus superimposed sinusoids that are
functions of specific phenomena such as pump
blade wake frequencies (speed dependent) and
combustion frequencies.

The first engine, known as Integrated Sys-
tems Test Bed (ISTB) was first hot-fire tested

in May 1975. Many early ISTB tests were of very
short duration and only at lower power levels.
By January 1977, a limited amount of data had

been acquired at power levels between B5 and 95
percent RPL. These data were used to issue a
revision to the original source zone criteria.
This revision identified as the "interim" or

"RI" criteria utilized Barrett's scaling tech-

niques to ratio these lower power level data to
projected RPL and FPL levels. This Rl criteria

produced levels generally lower than the origi-
nal estimate criteria in the lower frequency
ranges, essentially equal in the middle ranges,
and slightly higher in the upper frequency
range. The structural dynamic adequacy of all
major SSME components was verified by analyses
utilizing these RI criteria.

As flight configured SSME engines were
tested and data gathered, a second revision
("R2" criteria) was published in October 1978.

This revision was based on a larger data base
including many tests on different components,
engines, and test stands. This large data sample
increased the confidence in the criteria as the

likelihood of any one factor (engine, test stand,
etc.) significantly biasing the data was signi-
ficantly reduced. Engine operation during these
tests ranged between 70 and I00 percent RPL.
These data were closely enveloped using the maxi-
mum random vibration vibration levels in conjunc-
tion with superimposed sinusoids to establish
the best estimate of FPL environments. The ori-

ginal R1 and R2 criteria for a typical zone are
compared in Fig. 2. This figure shows how the
random vibration levels have been generally low-
ered with each revision, which indicates the
conservatism in the original'estimates of the
vibration environments. As had been done with
the previous revision, the structural adequacy
of all major SSME components was verified by
analyses using the R2 criteria. These criteria
did not utilize the Barrett technique for scal-
ing the lO0 percent RPL data to projected FPL
levels, as was done in the previous revisions.
Experience with the Rl criteria had shown that
rocket engine component random vibration levels
do not scale with power level, and therefore
this technique was not considered suitable for
use with the latter criteria revision,

Inspection of the nine source zones in-
cluded in the R2 criteria shows the highest
vibration levels to be found in Zone C. This is

to be expected since it is adjacent to the lar-

gest source of energy, the combustion zone,

*Barrett, R, E., Techniques for Predicting
Localized Vibratory Environment of Rocket Vehi-
cles, USA TN D-IB36, October 1963.

produced by the engine. The original Rl and R2
criteria for this zone are compared in Fig. 2.

Some minor revisions to the R2 criteria have

been made since its publications. Each time re-
visions are made, the designation is also changed.
The next revised criteria will be designated as
R3. Both low pressure turbopumps exhibited in-
creased vibration spectra during operation when
operated at low inlet pressures. Thus, special
criteria for these two zones were generated to
describe these special environments, and the
structural adequacy of the affected hardware was

verified by a combination of analysis and strain-
gage measurements made during hot-fire tests.

This revision process used during the SSME
development program has provided an accurate and
timely source of vibration information data for
the nine source zones, which in turn, has been
utilized to demonstrate the structural dynamic
adequacy of major SSME components.

Response Zones

The vibration response zones differed some-
what from that of the source zones in that an

initial prediction was not made. Hot-fire data
was acquired from early engine tests to support
laboratory tests and special analytical tasks.
Where only limited amounts of data were availa-
ble, conservative envelopes were used to ensure
that valid results were obtained. However,

analytically predicted criteria were generated
for the main propellant valve actuators during
the design phase of the program. These criteria
were used by the actuator vendor to vibration
test the actuators prior to ISTB hot-fire testing.

As hot-fire test data were acquired, cri-
teria were generated for the components shown in
Table I. In many instances, criteria were gen-

erated for both the vibration input to a given
component as well as the response at a given
location on the component. These data were used

primarily to ensure valid vibration testing in
the laboratory, where it is frequently difficult
to duplicate component boundary conditions as
seen on the engine. As new data were generated,
criteria were updated only when the validity of
existing criteria was in question.

FPL Data Comparison

All existing criteria were based on data
taken at a maximum of 100 percent RPL operation.
Fu_l p_wer level (109 percent RPL) development
of the SSME has recently been undertaken and new
data ate being acquired and compared to the ex-
isting source and response zones. To date, only
minor increases over the established level for
RPL have been noted.

Figure 3 _Zone G) shows a typical FPL power
spectral _ensity (PSD) compared to the R2 cri-
teria. The data are clearly below the criteria
throughout the spectrum. The spikes protruding
through the random floor are covered by
sinusoids.
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Figure 4 shows Zone D, where the data ex-
ceeds the R2 criteria in specific frequency
bands. If subsequent FPL tests produce similar
PSDs, the R2 Zone D criteria will be revised
for final FPL use, such as design verification
specification (DVS) testing or analysis. It is

important to note that the R] criteria in most
cases covered the FPL ]eve]s; therefore, the
structural adequacy of engine hardware based on
analysis using R] levels is not in question.
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vibration cri teri.a

The complete SSME zona] vibration criteria
is not givenln the paper as it would be too
voluminous.

Vibration Considerations Not Accounted for

b_ the Zonal Criteria

Whereas the zonal criteria was extremely

useful in designing the overall engine system,
fuel ducts, connections, etc., and establish-
ing the requirements for the design verifica-
tion tests, it could not ensure freedom from
other vibration phenomena, such as:

I. Subsynchronous whirl - turbopumps

2. Hot-gas, flow-separation instabili-
ties - Fuel feed line transient
vibrations

3. Flow-induced whistles - main oxidi-

zer valve

4. Turbine blade vibration and cracking

5. Impel]ers

6. Vortex shedding and random excita-
tions of main injector LOX posts

7. Sheet metal fatigue

Some of the more significant vibration phenomena
that generated problems during the development
testing will be discussed in a subsequent
section.

SSME DVS VIBRATION TESTING

To ensure that the SSME major components
can withstand the vibration environment asso-

ciated with long term reusable operation, DVS
tests were conducted. This included both the

transient and steady-state vibration environ-

ment generated during ground handling and flight
operations.

Components tested during the DVS vibration
program included those components that would not
be analyzed in significant detail to verify that
adequate life was available when subjected to
the transients and steady-state vibration condi-
tions. These components typically contained mov-
ing parts that were subject to wear, electronic
systems, nonlinear elements and/or those compo-
nents too structurally complex to adequately
model (multi-ply bellows or braided hoses).
Table 2 lists the components that were tested in
the DVS Program.

Table 2. Components Tested in the DVS Program

• PROPELL_T VALVES • ENGINE - VEHICLE INTERFACE

LINES (6 BRAIDE_ _OSES)
• MAIN OXIDIZER

• MAIN FU(L • ANTI-FLOOD VAJ.VE

• OXIDIZER PREEURNER OXIDIZER
• FUEL PREB_RNER OXIDIZER • PNEUMATIC CONTROL ASSEMBLY

• _NAHB£R COOLANT • P_R_E CPEOK VALVES

i PROPELLANT VALVE ACTUATORS • PREB_RNER SPARK IGNITER

• HOV/M_V • HOE S_ARK IGNITER

• OPDV/FPO_ • ENGINE CONTROLLER

PCGO SYSTEM VALVES • FASCOS BOX

• RECIR_ULATION ISOLATION • ENGINE SENSORS
• MELI_M PRECNARGE

• GASEOUS OXYGEN CONTROL • PRESSURE
• TEMPE_ATURf

ENGINE PLER JOINTS • rLOV

LP_'TP PUMP DISCHARGE • SPEED
• PPFTP TURB!NE DISCHARGE

• ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS
• OXICIZER TANK PRESSURIZATION LINE

LPOTP PUMP DISCHARGE

• FUEL B_EED LiNE

The vibration environments for the DVS

vibration program were derived from measurements
made during engine hot-f.ire tests• These cri-
teria and their development were discussed
earlier in this paper. The criteria represents
test conditions of engine power levels from 65
to log percent of rated thrust. Individual power
spectral density data plots were obtained at each
power level, combined and subsequently enveloped
to define the steady-state vibration environment.
To obtain the transient conditions, shock spec-
tra analysis was performed for the engine start
and shutdown sequence and used to define the nec-
essary shock tests .to satisfy the DVS requirements.
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Test Procedure

DVS vibration tests were conducted in two

segments. Initially, testing was conducted to
satisfy First Man Orbital Flight (FMOF) certifica-
tion. This testing consisted of transient shock
tests representing 60 engine starts and 60 engine

starts and 60 engine shutdowns, plus l-l/2 hours
of steady-state random vibration representing en-
gine operation at power levels between 65 and
I02 percent of rated thrust. The second part
consisted of extended life DVS testing for full
power level certification (FPLC) consisting of an
additional 6 hours of steady-state vibration to

demonstrate a total of 7-I/2 hours design life
required by the SSMEs. This latter testing in-
corporates any vibration amplitude changes asso-
ciated with operation at 109 percent power level
(FPL). A typical DVS vibration test procedure
consists of:

• Vibration and shock tests of the com-

ponents on each of three orthogonal axes
in the following sequence:

• A 2-g peak sinusoidal sweep test to
determine specimen resonant frequencies

• 120 transient shock spectra pulses to
simulate the 60 engine starts and 60
engine shutdowns

• I-I/2 hours of steady-state random

vibration is conducted with super-
imposed sinusoids representing vibra-

tion components generated by the
rotating machinery to demonstrate the
required FMOF operational life; there

are four turbopumps on the SSME.

• .Finally, 6 hours of steady-state random

vibration is conducted with super-
imposed sinusoidal frequencies to
demonstrate component stability to ful-
fill the original 7-I/2 hour de'sign
Iife goal.

The superimposed sinusoids during the l-l/2 hour

random vibration test are performed to cover the

conditions that represent engine throttling and
represent pump-generated frequencies. These
sinusoids are caused by pump blade wake condi-

tions, struts in the flow path, and turbine
blade pulsations.

Failures and Fixes

One of the derivatives of the DVS Program
was identifying weaknesses in component de-
signs. During the DVS vibration program weak-
nesses were encountered with the main engine con-
troller, the recirculation isolation valve (RIV),
and the anti-flood valve (AFV).

Controller. Early in the program, the main en-

gine controller was subjected to a predicted
random vibration environment of 22 g rms. This
controller was to be hard mounted on the SSME;

therefore, it was hard mounted in the labora-
tory vibration tests. Results indicated that
the attachment fittings could not survive the
long-ter_, high-vibration environment. Galling

of the shear pins and the spherical bearings
were evident early in the test (Fig. 5). Also,

it appeared that the electronic components in
the controller would not survive the high
level of transmissibility through the hard
mounts, Therefore, a soft viscoelastic mount
system was designed for the controller. The
design constraint was that the position of
the controller relative to the engine should

not change, i.e., the envelope would remain
the same, A quick review of "off-the-shelf"
isolator mounts revealed that bushing type mounts
such as those used by off-road vehicles could be
acco_odated in the envelope. These off-the-
shelf units were initially evaluated and later
a high-temperature silicon compound isolator
mount ofsimilar configuration was developed
to be used for final application (Fig. 6). The
test setup is shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the control-
ler responses with or without the shock mounts.

Subsequently, the SSME controller passed all
specified shock and vibration requirements suc-
cessfully. The design of the mount system pro-
vided a natural frequency between 20 and 40 Hz

• ' ..', /'_ ,.".'./:._--..,'.:,-v_-.. _,:,_ :-

Fig. 5. Controller forward bolt showing
galling after vibration

Controller silicone isolator
mount
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Fig. 7.
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Fig. 8. SSME controller with and without
isolators - laboratory sine sweep
tests

in the soft axis. In the cross axis, the stiff-
ness was to be twice the soft axis. The first

resonant design verification of the effective-
ness of the controller isolator system shown in
Fig] 9 displays the DVS random vibration criter-
ia, the engine meas,red environment (at 75 per-
cent power level) and the controller response on

the engine. As can be seen, the laboratory
tests, when data is enveloped, is quite conser-
vative.

Recirculation Isolation Valve. The recircu]ation

isolation valve (RIV) prevents a "short circuit"

(through the Pogo accumulator) in the engine oxi-
dizer system during the propellant conditioning
mode of engine start preparation. The normally
open RIV is actuated closed by the same pneumatic
pressure that opens the normally closed oxidizer
bleed valve.

1_)00
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DVS TEST INPUT
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ENGfNE TEST

Vu

100 1,000 IO,OO0

FREQUENCY. Hz

Fig. 9. Controller vibration data - engine
hot-fire test

A malfunction of the recirculation isola-
tion valve (Fig. lO) occurred during the DVS
vibration program. The armature extension of
the linear variable displacement transducer
(LVDT) failed during random vibration portions
of these tests as shown in Fig. 19. A redesign
of the armature with an.improved radius was in-
corporated at the high stress concentration

point, and the unit subsequently passed its DVS
vibration successfully.

Fig. I0. Recirculation isolation valve

Fig. II. LVDT extension arm fractura
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Anti-Flood Valve. The anti-flood valve (AFV) is
a spring-loaded, normally closed poppet type

valve that prevents the flow of liquid oxygen
into the heat exchanger until there is suffi-
cient head applied to the heat exchanger during
engine start to convert the liquid oxygen to
gaseous oxygen.

The anti-flood valve LVDT developed an
electrical connector feed-through malfunction
during vibration testing, which was analyzed
to be due to poor potting compound (Fig. 12).
An improved potting compound and application
technique was utilized to correct this weak-
ness. In addition, support was provided to

the attaching wire, and the valve subsequently
passed its DVS vibration test successfully.

Fig. 12. Heat exchanger anti-flood valve

HPFTP TURBINE BLADES

The high-pressure fuel turbopump (HPFTP) is
a three-stage centrifugal pump that is directly
driven by a two-stage, hot-gas turbine. The
pump receives fuel from the low-pressure fuel
turbopump (LPFTP) and supplies it at increased

pressure through the main fuel valve {MFV) to
the thrust chamber assembly coolant circuits.
The turbine is powered by hot gas (hydrogen-
rich steam) generated by the fuel preburner.

During 1977, Rocketdyne encountered two
known incidents of HPFTP, first-stage, turbine-
blade cracking and a third probable incident.
The common denominator between theincidents
and the suspected failure cause was loss of

turbine-blade damping. In the first incident,
the turbine blades had nickel-plated dampers

and gold-plated blade platform mating sur-
faces. During operation, an "over-tempera-
ture" condition effectively brazed the dampers
to the blades producing a locked-up condition.
Two cracked blades were discovered during
posttest inspection. The unit had experienced
8 tests for a total of 330 seconds of opera-
tion. The two failure locations were an air-
foil root leading edge fillet crack and a
trailing edge airfoil crack approximately I/3
the blade height from the airfoil foot.

During the second incident, the turbine
blades had nickel-plated dampers but no gold
plating on the blade platform mating surface.
The blade failure occurred after 38 tests and a

total of 2973 seconds of operation. Examination
of the hardware revealed that the nickel plating

on the damper had extruded radially outward, as
illustrated in Fig. 13. It was postulated such
that the nickel effectively locked the blades
together producing a condition similar to that
incurred on the prior unit.

Fig. 13. HPFTP turbine blades

The third failure occurred after 4325

seconds of operation and a total of 21 tests.
Extensive hardware damage precluded actually
identifying a blade failure as a cause.

To identify the cause of the turbine fail-
ures, first-stage blades were subjected to
blade evaluation laboratory tests consisting
of structural, dynamic, and fatigue tests.

A unique test technique known as whirligig
testing* was utilized to study the effectiveness
of dampers in the turblne-blade critical modes.
This test technique utilized the actual rotating
blade disk combination, instrumented with strain
gages and excited by a series and air jets, to
force the frequencies expected during engine
operation. A comparison was made of the modal
strains of each damping system for each excita-
tion frequency under identical force excitation.
An output of this testing technique produces a
Campbell diagram directly, requiring only a cot-
rection to engine operating temperatures.

Test Program (Whirligig). The Rocketdyne test

program consisted of five different blade-damper
combinations:

Group
No.
l

4

5

No damper

As-designed damper, 0.92----I.14 grams

Platforms brazed together (locked-up
blades)

Precision damper, 0.52-"-0.54 grams

Chem-milled damper, 0.51----0.67 grams

*Developed through the assistance of the General
Electric Corporation, Jet Engine Division,
Cincinnati, Ohio,
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Thelayoutof thebladegroupsis shownin Fig.
14. A total of 48strain gagesand2 thermo-
coupleswasappliedto the five groupsof blades.
Eachbladetypewasin groupsof ~12blades
withonly thecenterfive bladesbeinginstru-
mented.Eachinstrumentedbladehada strain
gagein twoof thefour followinglocations:

l. Leading-edgeairfoil root
2. Trailing-edgeairfoil root
3. Midchordairfoil root
4. TrailingedgeI/4-inchupwardfromair-

foil root

Thegagelocationsweregovernedbythree
considerations:

I. Knownfailure locationsduringengine
testing

2. Locationsthat wouldprovidea signifi-
cantstrain level for themaximumnumber
of naturalfrequencies.Therelative
strain levelsweredeterminedexperi-
mentallybyvibratinginstrumented
bladesin the laboratoryat eachof
their frequencies

3. Locationswith smallstrain gradients
suchthat thestraingagepositionwas
notcritical

Sincethewhirligigprovidesonlycomparative
data,onlythestrainswithina particulartest
maybecompared.Additionally,thestrains
shou|dbecomparedonlyfor commonharmonicsof
the forcingfunction.

Thetest programconsistedof 4 test runs.
Theinitial test runutilized 19nozzlesasex-
citation andwasperformedto limit themaximum
rotationalspeedto 28,000rpm. The19per
revolutionexcitationdid notcorrespondto any
knownengineforcingfunction,butwasselected
to excitethebladefirst-frequencyat a low-
rotationalspeed,thuspermittingacheckof
therotatingassemblyandto givemaximumin-
formation.Theprincipalmodesof vibration
excitedduringthis test werethefirst-bend-
ingmodeandfirst-torsion mode.Acomparison
of therelativeamplitudesof strain for the
five testgroupsfor thevariousharmonicsof
theforcingfunctionis shownin Tables3 and
4. Thefirst-bendingmodestrainsclearly
indicatethat the locked-upbladeconfigura-
tion (Group3) is themostresponsive.This
is consistentwithbothanalyticalPredic-
tionsaswell asthehypothesisthat the
turbopumpfailuresweredueto locked-up
blades.

Thevariousdampedconfigurations,as
well asundampedconfigurations(Groupl) are
notseparable,althoughGroups2 and4 seem
to besomewhatbetter thanGroup4.

r NO DAMPER

AIRFOILCOATED

TO PLATFORM R&D TEST DAMPER

• 0-65 GRAM, CHEM-ETCHED

• AIRFOIL COATED TO

PLATFORM

(REFI
M

BASELINE

IMPTA)
• 1.0 GRAM WITH

FULLY COATED

BLADE

LOCKHEED-UP DAMPER

{ADJACENT PLATFORMS

BRAZED TOGETHER)

• AIRFOIL COATED TO

PLATFORM

HPFTF FIRST-STAGE

TURBINE WHEEL

BLADE LOCATIONS NUMBERED

COUNTE RCLOCKWISE _VlEWED

FROM TURBINE SlOE OF

TURBOPUMP

"_ HI-TEMP GAGES

PRECISION SLOTTED
DAMPER

• 0.5 GRAM WITH SLOTTED

E " EPOXY ] - BLADE

R " ROKIDE | l] HITEC STRAIN- • AIRFOIL COATED TO

T - THERMO-| • GADEO BLADE PLATFORM
COUPLE )

ROCKETDYNE STRAIN-

GAGED BLADE (MAXIMUM CHORD, • " 5PARE

LEADING-TRAILING EDGE) • " SPARE THERMOCOUPLE

NOTE: ADJACENT BLAOES IN TEST GROUP WILL BE M " MIDPOINT

IOENTICAL EXCEPT FOR STRAIN GAGING

Fig. 14. First-stage wheel blade/damper assignment
whirligig testing
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Table 3. First-Flex Mode Strains (Test I)

-GROUP

!

2

3

4

5

SIRAIN,piN. HN.
IST HARMONIC

)O

2ND HARMONIC

4 g

12B " ] 86

10 6

33 26
i

Table 4. First'Torsional Mode Strains (Test l)

STRAIN. pIN.fIN. __

HARMONIC

GROUP 2 3 4

I 60 9(] 48

Z 70 15 48

3 127 82 27

4 4} 17 22

5 64 14 8

The second harmonic of the forcing function
exciting the first-torsional mode also indicates
that the locked-up configuration (Group 3) is,
the most responsive. Higher harmonics indicate
little difference between the damped configura-
tions, but all are superior to the locked-up
and undamped configurations/

The torsional mode was particularly respon-
sive because of the method of excitation. The
disk was rotating in the normal direction with

the gas flow being directed against the suction
surface of the airfoil on the trailing edge.

The imparted force from the gas jet produces a
torsional moment about the airfoil cross section

center of gravity (Fig. 15).

GAS JET __
ER OF GRAVITY

VELOCITY

Fig. 15. Relative force on turbine blade

The conclusion from the first test was that

the locked-up platform was the most probable
cause for the engine turbine blade failures.
However, the relative merit of the various dam-
per configurations could not be assessed from
this test. Therefore, testing at higher rota-
tional speeds with nozzle excitation consistent
with turbopump operation _as required.

The second series of tests was run to
38,000 rpm and utilized 13 nozzles as excita-
tion. This was representative of the 13 struts

upstream of the first-stage nozzle in the tur-
bopump. These tests showed response at the
first harmonic of the 13 per revolution exci-
tation for the first-flex mode. The undamped

configuration showed a discernible strain
about IO5 pin./in, peak to peak and all damper
configurations were effective in suppressing
this mode.

A summary of the measured strains for the
various conflgurations for the first-torsional
model is shown in Table 5. The maximum strains

generally occurred on the trailing edge.

Table 5. Turbine Blade Strains Due to First-
Torsional Mode

HARMONIC

GROUP

I

2

3

4

2 3

421 211

263 126

)05 205

300 205

The result of the torsional mode straim
data was similar to Test l, showing that the

damper is relatively ineffective in damping the
torsional mode.

The final test series utilized 41 nozzles

simulating the number of nozzles in the actual
design. The test served to indicate that
there were no unexpected responses to this
high-frequency excitation.

The method used to present the data

gathered from the whirligig testing is illus-
rated in the Campbell diagram (Fig. 16). The
Campbell diagram presents a plot of blade fre-
quency vs shaft speed and the blade strain
response. The natural frequencies of the
blades are shown by the almost horizontal ap-

pearance of the data and the frequencies of
the forcing functions are clearly evident by
the diagonal lines. At the intersection of
these lines, the high amplitude of the strain
response is easily observed. Most importantly,
this diagram forms the basis for interpreta-
tion of similar diagrams obtained during
turbopump operation during engine tests (Fig.
17).

The multiples of shaft speed exciting the
blade during turbopump operation are shown in

the right margin of Fig. 17, These multiples
of shaft speed are expected excitations asso-
ciated with the 13 inlet struts in the turbines
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i _ Fig. 18. Main injector assembly

the outer concentric passage. The posts are ar-
ranged in 13 rings (rows), and the hot hydrogen
gas impinges directly on the outer row os posts
as it discharges from the five transfer ducts.
Structurally, the LOX posts (Fig. 19) are Welded

to the interpropellant plate at the upper end,
are laterally restrained at the seconda_ face

plate, and are cantilevered below the secondary
oi , L , i _L , J face plate, except for three guide vanes in the

10,000 lS,O00 2000tl 25,000 30,000 35,000 40,000

PUMP SPEEO. RPM

Fig. 17. HPFTP first-stage turbine blade
Campbell diagram (operation)

and their irregular spacing, and also due to the
first stage-nozzles. Examination of this figure
indicates that the following modes of turbine
blade vibration are in the engine operating
range:

Mode R_p_9-

Ist Torsion ( 36,000

Ist Axial 28,000 to 31,000

2nd Flex 33,000 to 37,000

2 Stripe 37,000

Complex 32,000

Based on the results of the whirligig testing,
it was concluded that the turbine blade failures

incurred during testing were directly attributable
to locked-up blades. Although the whirligig test-
ing did not provide a clear ranking of the dampers
tested, all dampers appeared to function well.

SSME MAIN INJECTOR OXIDIZER POST

The SSME main injector (Fig. 18) consists of
600 concentric posts, each of which a11ows liquid
oxygen (LOX) to flow through a center passage and
hot hydrogen gas from the turbines to flow through

fuel sleeve which limit the lateral motion.

////._ z'L ,_'/_/7"_/'7,/

k\ \o,.o.o,.,,,. //

Fig. 19. LOX post thread and fillet crack
locations

The outer posts (row 13) were subjected to

the most severe loading conditions. The steady
state loads included a bending moment due to
the deflection of the interpropellant plate,
thermal loads due to differential temperature,

a drag force due to the flow of hot hydrogen
gas, and the direct loads due to the differen-
tial pressure across the face plates. Dynamic
loads are induced by the structural vibration

of the powerhead, vortex shedding in the hot-
gas flow stream, and random excitation from
the hot-gas flow stream. Recognizing these
potential excitation sources and resulting
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loads were extremely difficult to assess quan-

titatively, steps were taken during the ini-
tial design to minimize the dynamic loads,
i.e., helical strakes on the LOX posts to re-
duce the vortex shedding induced vibrations.

The location of the highest alternating
stress, most critical in fatigue, are the
threads where the fuel filter attaches and the

fillet directly below these threads (Fig. ]9).
The location of the maximum stresses depends

on the degree of tightness in these threads.
It is not possible to torque the filter tightly

testing showed that a predicted life of 20,000
seconds of eguivalent RPL could be obtained by
plugging nine additional posts in Row 12.

To further improve the predicted life of
existing injectors, a modification (Fig. 21)
wag developed that rep|aces the tips of the LOX
posts with material having improved properties
(316L material was replaced with Haynes 188).
This replacement increases the fatigue strength
in the most critical areas, the threads and the
fillet below the threads. This redesign gives

28,000 seconds of life at RPL.on these threads because they are used to ad-
just the support for the secondary face plate.
In addition, experimental verification of the
maximum stress levels could not be measured
due to their local nature and inaccessibility.

Although it was thought that a conserva-
tive approach had been taken in the design of
these posts, two engine tests were terminated
after 780 seconds of equivalent rated power

level testing. Thus, the engine development
program had uncovered higher load conditions
than had been predicted.

Analysis of the failed hardware showed per-
manent bending deformation in the direction of
the hot gas flow, indicating higher drag loads
than had been anticipated. In addition, sev-
eral of these posts showed fatigue cracks in
the threaded area, and one showed a fatigue
crack in the fillet below the threads. Model
studies showed a nonuniform flow distribution
between the transfer ducts, with the outer

ducts on the HPFTP side carrying twice the flow
of the center duct.

Since it was not practical to quickly re-

design the turbine and transfer ducts to repro-
portion the flow and increase the fatigue
strength of the posts, flow shields (Fig. 20)
were added to pairs of posts in row 13. These
shields reinforced the posts in the outer row,
modified the flow distribution, and kept the

posts cooler. However, since the shields did
not shield two posts in Row 12, these posts were
plugged to ensure a minimum injector fatigue
life of 14,500 seconds of RPL. Further engine

i

Fig. 20. Main injector design modification

The long-range redesign calls for the en-
tire LOX post to be changed to Haynes 18B mate-
rial, and will provide an infinite fatigue life
at RPL and at FPL (109% RPL).

THREADS

/__p-. CRIMP RING _" TIP RADIUS

__ __ _ 316L LOX lOST

NAVies. ,e TI_,

CRIMP RING

__.F_

Fig. 21. LOX post configurations

CONCLUSIONS

As has been discussed, the SSME has under-

gone design changes as a result of engine de-
velopment testing. Failures have occurred, have
been evaluated, and fixes have been implemented.
The engine environment has gone through several
criteria definition changes and now represents
more accurately the current environment. The en-

gine has matured and is expected to meet its op-
erational life requirements for RPL and even-
tually FPL. The dynamic data base has been es-
tablished and can be used for upgrading the SSME
and for future engine designs.
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DISCUSSION

}4;. Himelblau (Rockwell Space Transportat_o D

I thought you also had some whirl

and instability problems from time to time.

Are those also included in your paper?

No. There is a separate paper on

whirl and instability, written by Bernie Rohen,

which was published about six months ago. It

is an excellent paper. There is also another

paper that was written by Mat_ Eck, our chief

-engineer, who is the head of the original

whirl team. So there are two excellent papers

on that whirl phenomena that we ran into on the

high pressure fuel pumps.
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STRUCTURAL RESPONSE TO THE SSME FUEL FEEDLINE
TO UNSTEADY SHOCK OSCILLATIONS

Edward W. Larson, Gary H. Ratekin,

and George M. O'Connor

Rockwell Internatio_al/Rocketdyne Division

. Canoga Park, California

The Space Shuttle Main Engine flight nozzle experiences unexpectedly

large accelerations during engine start and cutoff transients. Two
fuel feedline failures occurred during separate engine tests. To

define the forcing function causing high nozzle accelerations, exper-
imental air flow tests using a subscale model were performed with

high-frequency pressure instrumentation such that pressure oscilla-
tion amplitude, frequency, and spacial characteristics could be de-
termined. The test results led to the conclusion that the SSME was

experiencing pressure oscillations at 38 psi at a frequency of approx-
imately lOO Hz occurring over the last 3 feet of the nozzle. Results
of this investigation yielded an understanding of the cause of the
failures and led to a redesign that exceeds life requirements.

BACKGROUND

Hardware Description

The SSME uses a high-performance, large-
area ratio, bell-contour nozzle to maximize the

engine performance at altitude. The expansion
area ratio, E, of 77.5 achieves this altitude

performance and also allows the nozzle to flow
full at sea level. The sea level operation re-
sults in the nozzle flowing in a highly over-

expanded condition, that is the wall exit pres-

sure, Pe' is much lower than the ambient pres-
sure, Pa"

The nozzle assembly attaches to the main
combustion chamber at an area ratio of 5, as

shown in Fig. I.

_- 37 DEGREES

Fig. I. Nozzle assembly attach point

The nozzle expands the gases along the ....

wall to a maximum flow angle of 37 degrees
relative to the axis of symmetry. The remain-
der of the contour then turns the flow back

toward the axis, ending with a wall exit
angle of 5.3 degrees. The SSME nozzle is a

regeneratively cooled bell chamber made-of 1080
tubes attached to upper and lower manifolds

(Fig. 2). Liquid hydrogen enters at the cool-
ant inlet and flows to the lower distribution

manifold through three fuel feedlines and
branching connecting ducts referred to as the
"steerhorns." The coolant then flows up the
tubes that form the nozzle wall and into the
col lection mani fold.

Twosteerhorn failures occurred during two

separate engine development tests. The frac-
ture locations were at steerhorn welds near the
distribution manifolds and the tee where the
fuel feedline branches. The steerhorn is made
of Inconel 718 tubing that is 1.625 inches in
diameter with a O.049-inch nominal wall thick-
ness and is welded using Inconel 718 filler wire.

FUELFEEDUNE-------_____

l-------T---- _..J RE,_.O.CEOW,_"
_ .. _----_ JACKET AND

O,ST_,.UTION/ _-. I _t

MANIFOLD_- "_

Fig. 2. Nozzle/steerhorn assembly
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The assembly is solution treated at 1900 F as
part of the nozzle braze cycle and aged for I0
hours at 1400 F.

Description of Incidents

Test 750-041 on Engine D201 was terminated
at 4.27 seconds by a redline limit. During the
shutdown transient, at 5.15 seconds, approxi-

mately 0.9 seconds after cutoff, a steerhorn
ruptured. At the time of failure, the main

chamber pressure was 1350 psi as compared with
2800 psi at the time of test termination (Fig.
3). The failed hardware showed fractures at
both the tee weld and the aft manifold, accom-
panied by extensive fragmentation.

_. 3000 GINS CUTOFF

START TiME IN SECONDS

Fig. 3. Main chamber pressure during
engine test 750-041

A metallurgical analysis of the failure
surfaces determined that the fracture was ini-

tiated by fatigue. Fatigue striations found
in the fracture surface adjacent to a weld are

shown in Fig. 4. This type of failure was
comp|etely unexpected. The structural design

analysis had shown factors of safety on ulti-
mate strengths of greater than 2 for transient

loads, and 1.5 for steady-state conditions.
The calculated stresses during both transients

and steady-state resulted in zero predicted
fatigue damage and a corresponding infinite
life.

The metallurgical examination did not show
signs of fatigue striations; however, it did un-
cover soft low-strength welds. Thus, a combina-
tion of high-transient strains and the low-

strength weld were sufficient to cause failure.

A detailed description of the hardware anal-
yses, the tee reinforcement of soft welds that
allowed development testing to continue, and the

steerhorn redesign for future engines is contained
in Ref. l and 2. Experimental verification of the

adequacy of the redesign was obtained through
full-scale vibration testing of both steerhorn de-

signs at the Marshall Space Flight Center (Ref. 3).
The reinforced tee configuration was used on all

three engines in the successful first launch of
Columbia.

ANALYSIS OF ENGINE DATA

Accelerometer Data

The first indication of the cause of the

vibration leading to the fatigue failure was ob-
tained from accelerometer data. Vibration data

showed two short periods of transient vibration,
one at approximately 2.8 seconds after start and
another at approximately 5.12 seconds or o.g
seconds after engine cutoff (Fig. 5). The latter
period was coincident with the time of fai|ure,
and showed frequencies in the 250 to 400 Hz
range. Movies of the nozzle exit at start and

cutoff showed normal and oblique shocks near the

exit at the time accelerometers were showing the
high-amplitude transients. Therefore, a series

of engine tests were run using strain gages,
movies, and accelerometers to further define the

structural behavior and fluid dynamics during
both of the nozzle transients.

Strain Ga_e Data

Strain gage measurements obtained during the
start and cutoff transient also showed high ampli-
tudes at the tee in the 200- to 400-Hz regime.
This transient was shown to be a shock pulse with
a few cycles of high-amplitude strain that rapidly
decayed to low levels. These transient strains

START CUTOFF TRANSIENT

TRANSIENT AT TIME OF RUPTURE

• ! - ,d ......

:-_--_---_

100 TO SO0 HZ'BAND P_S

Fig. 4. Fatigue striations on fracture
surface

The second incident occurred at about 0.9

seconds after cutoff during the engine main pro-

pulsion test article, Test SF6-003. Again, the
steerhorn ruptured at welds near the tee and aft
manifold.

START 1 2 3

TIME. SECONDS

Fig. 5.

h

4 CUTOFF CUTOFF

4,268 +I

Acceleration on oxidizer preburner
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were significantly higher than those correspond-
ign to the design stresses and could explain a
low cycle fatigue failure, but the strains are
not large enough to explain an overload-type
failure in a normal weld.

An expanded trace of the data during the
transient period is shown _n F_g. 6. Here the
data were filtered to separate the contribution

of strain due to side loads, breathing modes,
and shock transients. Approximately 95.percent
of the total peak-to-peak strain shown on the
unfiltered trace is contained in the lO0- to

500-Hz frequency band, This figure also shows
the low amplitude of strain range contributed
by the'breathing and pendulum modes.

i 15HZLP ! ' * i ! ! ' t-S95//(PP I
1240//( pp F,S. . [ - , , _'---- .....

1_oxzD_ _ L-NOZZLEt-StS"_ I _ h I
- F.s:......i .... r.......... .....,l-, .......

" -," _-"- F-,/F'-'"-I',\<-,_- _-"-,....,--

31D00#t'pp F.S,r__ 19_30// d" pp I I I I

, k I i) 1 ) . I J _ i J

Fig. 6. Test g02-I60 strain gage during
start transient

There was considerable variation in the
maximum strain range from test to test, and
usually only one cycle at this peak strains oc-
curs in each test. The _gnitude of the peak-
strain range occurring in each of the 41 tests
is plotted in Fig, 7 in the order in which the
tests were run. Generally, the peak-strain
range is below 7000 microinches/inch, a va_ue
that contributes very little to low-cycle
fatigue damage.

LIMITED BY MODULUS _._
OF RUPTURE

t
DAMAGE FRACTION OF ,51 IN 4_ TEST_

( ! t'EST5

Fig. 7. History of maximum strains

Cause of Fa iIure

The cause of the failure was traced to

a period of unsteady flow separation during
start and cutoff. Operation of the SSME at
sea level results in an overexpanded situa-
tion where the nozzle exit pressure is less
than ambient. This effect is increased dur-

ing the startup and shutdown sequences when
the engine is operating below full-chamber
pressure. Figure 8 depicts such a situa-
tion during the shutdown transient observed
in subscale cold-flow testing. As the chamber

pressure, Pc, is decreased relative to ambient
pressure, Pa, the formation of a X shock at
the nozzle e it can be seen in the Sch]ieren

photographs (Fig. 8A). As the chamber pres-
sure is decreased further, the shock system
moves into the nozzle and the downstrea_ leg
of the _ shock appears to intersect the noz-
zle wall at the exit (Fig. 8b}. The flow,be-
comes unsteady at this pressure ratio, and large
pressure oscillations occur on the nozzle wall
with the flow attaching and detaching from the
wal_ as shown in Fig, 8B and 8C, With a fur-
ther decrease in the chamber pressure, the flow
remains detached, and the large pressure oscil-
lations cease.

.................................................... • ......

• UPSTREAMSHOCK LEG
INSIDE NOZZLE • DOWNSTREAMSHOCK LEGAT NOZZLE EXIT

• DOWNSTREAM SHOCKLEG • PULSEEXPANDING AND CONTRACTING APPROXIMATELY
OUT OF NOZZLE 20 PERCENT IN DIAMETER

• NO PRESSUREOSCILLATIONS • LARGE PRESSUREOSCILLATIONS NEAR NOZZLE EXIT

Fig. 8. SSME Subscale nozzle pulse during periods of high-pressure oscillations
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The shock transients discussed above re-
sulted in dynamic motion of the aft manifold
where the steerhorns attach. These shocks ex-
cited a natural frequency of the steerhorn
with a mode shape having high strains at the
tee welds. To further evaluate the loading
dynamics, a series of subscale air flow tests
were carried out.

EXPERIMENTAL TESTING AND ANALYTICAL
RESULTS

Subscale Air Tests

The tests were conducted with a I/9 scale
model of the SSME nozzle, _ = 77.5. High-
frequency static pressure instrumentation was
installed as shown in Fig. 9, in addition to
low-frequency static pressure taps.

.......... _._w __- le EXISTING

i NOTE 1: NOTE 2

TAPNUMQEI 1 ;r ) L TAPNO_MENCLATURE DOUBLE LETTERS INDICATE

(LETT[R) (NUMBER) ADDED TAP LOCATIONS

E X AJIfS,eL E S

TAPS All A12 ETC.

O1. bz, oL3. ETC

Fig. 9. SSME nozzTe model highLfrequency
pressure instrumentation tap
locations

Startup and shutdown sequences were simu-

lated by varying the pressure ratio Pc/Pa. A
typical test cycle is presented in Fig. 10,
which shows a compressed oscillograph record of
the test cycle (Fig. IOA) along with expanded
portions of the same cycle. The portion noted
as IOB shows the wall pressure while the noz-
zle is flowing full (Pc/Pa > 10DO}. As the
pressure ratio is decreased, the shock moves
into the nozzle, and several strong pressure
oscillations occur (Fig. IOC). This simulates
the SSME during shutdown. The pressure ratio

is decreased further (Fig. IOD), and only
small oscillations are measured. To complete
the cycle, the pressure ratio is then increased

and as the shock system passes through the noz-
zle exit, the strong pressure oscillations oc-
cur again (Fig. IOE). Finally, the pressure
ratio is high enough to result in a full flow-
ing nozzle once again (Fig. 10F).

The high-frequency pressure transducers
were located axially, as well as circumferen-
tially, to determine the extent of area over
which the loading was occurring. Data obtained
from the tests indicated a circumferentially

uniform distribution. The axial distribution
is shown in Fig. 11. This figure shows that

2 3 4

(A) COMPRESSED OSCILLOGRAPH RECORD OF TEST CYCLE

PR >1000

(B} OSCILLOGRAPH RECORD EXPANDED IN TIME.

NOZZLE FLOWING FULL - NO PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS

,,.,,ok^^  .Tl, L,L,
V

tCJ SHOCK SYSTEM ENTERS NOZZLE AND FLAPPING OCCURS.

SEVERAL STRONG PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS

PR<80 _j_VWIY _P - tgPsI | L._LJ..a..
Ir- • _ • .--LmW," I FmT"T_'_

(D) SHOCK SYSTEM FURTHER UP NOZZLE,

NOT RESTRICTED TO NOZZLE EXIT

I-V

(El SHOCK SYSTEM NEAR NOZZLE EXIT. FLAPPING

OCCURS; STRONG PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS

PR > 1000

IF) SHOCKSYSTEMDOWNSTREAM OF EXIT: NOZZLE
RESUMESFULL FLOW

Fig. lO. Typical test cycle (location D3)

NOZZLE EXIT

1.1_

@,,
:LO0

t

. _.L_ Pl

SUBSCALE FULL SCALE

._P - 2.46 PSI .$P - 18.70 PSi

f- 160 f=704

a,P = 3-36 PSi _IP " 25-53 PSI

f- 160 f = 70.4

_P = 1.20 PSI 5P = g.12PSI

f = 160 f = 70.4

_P=O _P=0

Fig. II. Pressure pulses during period of
jet oscillations (PR = I05)

the pressure fluctuation is axially in phase
but varies in amplitude. The amplitude of the
pulse initially increases moving toward the
throat and then decreases to a very small value.

A possible mechanism for this phenomenon

is shown in Fig. 12. The downstream leg of the
shock impinges on the nozzle wall, resulting

in pressure buildup at the wall, which forces
the flow off the wall. The flow then acts like

a free jet pump and lowers the wall pressure,
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• S_EAR LAYER IMPINGES ON NOZZLE EXI T

,WALL PRESSURE INCI_EASES ABOVE AM_IE_

• SHEAR LAYER IS FORCED OFF NOZZLE WALL EXIT

•FR[E J_T PUMPING LOWERS WALL PRESSLIR[

•SMEAR LAYER IS PULLED BACK AGAINST WALL

AND PROCESS REPEATS

Fig. l?. primary candidate driver mechanism
of high nozzle strains (nozzle
unsteady f_ow separation)

causing the jet to impinge on the wall again,
and the cycle repeats itself.

Analytical Model

A computational model was also developed
during this study, the results of which are
shown in Fig. 13. This figure illustrates a
velocity vector field near the nozzle exit and
the entrainment of ambient air by the free Jet.
The flow has been forced off the wall by the high
ambient pressure as shown by the degraded
boundary layer profile• The vector length repre-
sents the magnitude of the velocity. As can be
seen by the boundary layer profile near the up-
stream portion of the flowfield, the velocity at
the wall is zero then approaches the free-streaM
velocity in the classical manner. Further down-
stream, degradation of the boundary layer begins,
shown by the steepening of the gradient. Back-
flow than occurs as well as entrainment of am-

bient air. Flow turning as a result of the obli-
que shock is also apparent. The large arrow
shows the flow of ambient air into the free jet.

VELOCITY VECIORS NEAR NOZZLE EXIT

_o,o: --... : i

;0,0

_4.o _6.o _s.o 22.o 24.o 2e,o 2B.o
AXIAL COORDINATE. X/R_

Fig. 13. Analytical prediction of SSHE

nozzle f_ow (Pc = 735 psia)
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Full-Scale Nozzle Loadin_

From the several test cycles conducted, a
statistical survey was performed to determine a
characteristic pulse frequency, amplitude, and
number. The results of this survey are shown in
Fig. 14. The values shown have been scaled from
the air flow tests to SSME full-scale conditions.

The scaled results indicate pressure pulses as
high as 3B psi occur in the SSME nozzle at a fre--

quency of the order of lO0 Hz. The last 30 to
36 inches of the nozzle experience approximately
7 pulses during start and 3 pulses during cutoff.
This corresponds to an outward oscillating load
on the structure of the order of 200,000 Ibf.

._ O,01o_.,j

SEC

Fig. 14. Representative shock pulses for
dynamic model

The pulse series input was used as a forc-
ing function for a finite difference structural

model of the nozzle. The results indicated high
levels of stress in the fuel feedline, and were

in good agreement with strain gage measurements.

IMPROVED FEEDLINE DESIGN

Two fuel feedline redesigns were developed
to reduce the stress levels that the steerhorns

were experiencing during engine start and shut-
down. The first redesign consisted of nickel
plating the existing design to reinforce the
weld area. This design was selected because it
could readily be implemented on the engines.

A second redesign was developed that would
provide a 50-percent reduction in the stress
leve3s. Since it was not possible to modify the
shock behavior within the existing nozzle, a

more dramatic design change was incorporated.
In this configuration, the horizontal run rOf the

steerhorn is supported by the ninth hatband
(Fig. 15). A thermal expansion loop is pro-
vided in the vertical feedline. The redesigned
configuration of the fuel feedline was also
modeled and excited with the same pulse series
as before. The redesign showed a much lower
level of response than the initial design, and
has been incorporated into the SSME.

Forty-one samples of strain data had been
gathered during the engine testing of the ori-
ginal design, and it was shown that fatigue oc-
curred in only a few tests. Based on this data,
it was desirable to obtain a similar number of

samples of both the reinforced tee design and
the final redesign. Fifty-seven samples of
data from the reinforced tee configuration were
obtained, and showed maximum strains only 56
percent of those of the original configuration.
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LOOP

STEERHORN BRACKET

SUPPORT

Fig. 15. Redesigned nozzle

Thirty-one samples of data from the final design
have been accumulated, and the maximum strain

is only 14 percent of the original design. This
is significantly below the fatigue damage limit
and results in infinite predicted life. A com-
parison of the engine test data is shown in
Fig. 16.
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Fig. 16_ Nozzle steerhorn strain measurements

CONCLUSIONS

The SSME nozzle experiences on overexpanded
situation during the start and cutoff transients,
at sea level, that results in periods of un-
steady flow separation. A time-dependent solu-
tion to the viscous Navier-Stokes equation was
developed to analyze the complex flowfield.

Experimental air flow tests indicated that
the SSME nozzle was experiencing peak pressure
oscillations of 38 psi at a frequency of approxi-
mately lO0 Hz occurring over the last 3 feet of
the nozzle.

Pressure pulses input to the dynamic struc-
tural response model showed excellent correla-
tion with date measured during engine testing.

Finally, engine test data show both the
reinforced tee design and the redesign have life
capability for the planned fl_ghts of the Space
Shuttle Vehicle.
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